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Résumé
Les travaux de recherches présentés dans cette thèse touchent trois domaines
principaux dans un effort de développer une approche formelle et un cadre pour l’analyse et
la vérification des applications web. Ce travail de recherche a pour but d’assurer et
maintenir une haute qualité des applications web d’une manière automatique et facile à
utiliser.
La contribution principale de recherche est dédiée au développement de méthodes
pour la modélisation formelle d’une application web donnée en utilisant un modèle
d’automates finis communicants, basé sur des propriétés définies par l’usager pour leur
validation. Nous élaborons une méthode pour la génération automatique de ce modèle à
partir des traces d’exécution produites par l’application web durant son exploration par un
operateur humain ou un crawler. Le modèle obtenu pourrait être utilisé pour vérifier des
propriétés avec un model checker, ainsi que pour des tests de régression et de la
documentation. Certaines propriétés reliées au web concernent tous les états du modèle,
tandis que d’autres ont trait à seulement un sous-ensemble. Pour cela, nous raffinons notre
modèle pour designer le sous-ensemble des états globaux auquel on est intéressé.
La seconde contribution de recherche consiste à résoudre le problème de
spécification de propriétés en logique linéaire temporelle sur un sous-ensemble d’états d’un
système sous test, tout en ignorant la validité des propriétés pour le reste des états. Nous
introduisons pour cela des opérateurs spécialisés qui facilitent la spécification des
propriétés sur des scopes propositionnels, où chaque scope constitue un sous-ensemble
d’états satisfaisant une formule de logique propositionnelle. En utilisant les opérateurs
proposés, l’usager peut spécifier les propriétés du web d’une façon plus concise et plus
intuitive. En dépit du fait que la motivation derrière ce problème vient du besoin de
différencier les états stables des états transitoires du modèle des applications web, la
solution proposée est générique et applicable à n’importe quel domaine de problème.
Spécifier des propriétés en utilisant la logique temporelle est souvent complexe
même pour les experts. C’est également une tâche difficile et sujette aux erreurs pour les
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usagers non-experts. Pour assister les développeurs et les testeurs du web à spécifier
formellement des propriétés reliées au web, nous présentons une librairie de patrons de
spécifications du web exprimés en LTL. Cette librairie est le résultat d’une inspection de
diverses sources dans le domaine de l’assurance de qualité des applications web. Les
patrons sont classés en deux catégories principales : fonctionnels et non-fonctionnels.
Finalement, nous présentons une implémentation de notre framework utilisant le
model checker Spin, ainsi qu’un prototype qui inspecte et analyse les exécutions d’une
application web donnée et produit un modèle à automates communicants. Ce modèle peut
être représenté en Promela (le langage de Spin) ou en XML-Promela.
Mots-clés : Analyse dynamique, model checking, vérification, logique temporelle linéaire,
model checker Spin, application web, session de navigation, structure de Kripke, patrons de
propriétés, automates communicants.
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Abstract
The research work presented in this thesis encompasses three main subject areas in
an effort to develop a formai approach and framework for the analysis and verification of
Web Applications. This research aims at ensuring and maintaining high quality Web
Applications in an efficient, automatic, and easy to use manner.
The main research venue is dedicated to developing methods for formai modeling of
a given web application using conummicating finite automata model, based on the user
defined properties to be validated. We elaborate a method for automatic generation of such
a model from execution traces produced by a web application while it is expfored by a
human operator or a crawler. The obtained model could then be used to verify properties
with a model checker, as well as for regression testing and documentation. Some of the web
related properties concern ail states of the mode!, while others
— only a proper subset of
them. Therefore, we refine our model to designate the subset of the global states of interest.
The second research venue involves solving the problem of property specification
in Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) over a subset of states of a system under test while
ignoring the valuation of the properties in the rest of them. We introduce specialized
operators that facilitate specifying properties over propositional scopes, where each scope
constiffites a subset of states that satisfy a propositional logic formula. Using the proposed
operators, the user can specify web properties more concisely and intuitively. Although the
motivation behind this problem stems from the context of distinguishing between stable
and transient states of the proposed mode! for Web Applications, the anticipated solution is
generic and applicable to any problem dornain.
Specifying properties using temporal iogic is ofien complex even to experts, while it
is a daunting task and error prone for non-expert users. To assist web developer and testers
in formally specifying web related properties, we present a library of web specification
pattems mapped into LTL. This library is a result of a survey of various resources in the
field of quality assurance of Web Applications, which characterize successful web
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application using a set of standardized attributes. The patterns are categorized into two
main classes: functional and non-functional.
We finally present our implementation ofthe proposed frarnework using Spin model
checker, where we develop a prototype tool that monitors and analyzes executions of a
given web application, and produces a communicating autornata mode! which could be
represented eiffier in Promela (Spin’ input language) or XML-Promela.
Keywords: Dynamic Ana!ysis, Mode! Checking, Verification, Linear Temporal Logic,
Spin Model Checker, Web Application, Browsing Session, Kripke Structure, Property
Pattems, Communicating Automata.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
‘hie acceterating growth of Web Applications and the
numerous constantlv evolving technologies used in the
development of such applications have leU to an
increased complexitv of maintaining hiigh quaÏi!v for
Web Applications. In parlicular, Uei’elopers do no!
have szfficient tool support to create high qualitv
applications. Thus development tools should be
compÏemented with analysis and validation tools and
,nethods. In ibis chapter, we introduce the motivations
and problems addressed in this thesis as wett as the
main contributions.
1.1 Web Applications
The Internet has reshaped the way people deal with information. Few years ago,
simple web sites existed where the components were text documents interconnected
through hyper links. The aim of those web sites was to supply information across the web
in a simplistic and intuitive manner. Therefore, quality assurance, nonetheiess overiooked,
was a relatively simple task.
Nowadays, the Internet and the web affect the daily life in many ways. They are
used to mn targe-scale software applications involving alrnost ail aspects of life including
information managementlgathering, information distribution, e-commerce (business-to
customer, business to business), software development, leaming, education, collaborative
work, and lately, an integral part of Service Oriented Applications (SOA). According to
[84], diversity is a key description of Web Applications (WAs) in many aspects that led to
the notion of “web engineering”. WAs are developed with cutting edge technologies, and
interact with users, databases, and offier applications. They also use software components
that could be geographicaiiy distributed, and communicate through different media. WAs
are constructed of many heterogeneous components including plain HTML files, mixtures
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of HTML, XML, and programs, scripting languages (CGI, ASP, JSP, PHP, serviets, etc.),
databases, graphical images, and complex user interfaces. These diversifies led to the need
for large teams who do flot share the sarne talents, skills, and knowledge. These include
programmers, usability engineers, data communications and network experts, database
administrators, information layout specialists, and graphic designers [84]. figure 1 is a
typical representation of WAs architecture [61].
Figure 1. Web Applications Architecture
With such pervasive and radical growth of WAs, correctness is a primary concem.
Unlike traditional software, WAs have an extremely short developrnent and evolution life
cycle and have to rneet stringent time to market requirements. WAs ofien have a large
number of untrained users who could experiment with the WA unpredictably. The success
of WAs soÏely depends on their users and their satisfaction. In fact, [68] reports that human
enors together with software failure account for about 80% of WAs failures. Hence, a low
quality of these applications can be very costly; as an example, the four days outage of
Microsoft Money in 2004 was caused by a glitch that prevented users from accessing their
online personal finance files [68]. Therefore, thorough analysis and vefification of WAs is
indispensable to assure the release ofhigh quality applications.
UI ServlcîRuIeILogks Data
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1.2 Web Analysis Tools
Various types of web analysis tools exist in the market. bois, such as [94] and [95],
generaiiy verify the syntax of HTML documents, confirm the hyperlink integrity of a set of
HTML documents, test the GUI components embedded in the browsers, and measure the
performance ofthe WA. In [90], 340 web analysis tools (both commercial and open source)
are listed and classified into 12 categories. There exists various types of web analysis tools
[61]; we describe some ofthem:
Rule-based analyzers such as HTML validators and scripting languages validators,
examine the source code, compare it with the language-specific mies, and report
inconsistencies and potential errors.
Web load and performance tesfing tools generate test scripts to simulate thousands of
users accessing a given WA by requesting data, and submitting transactions. Performance
metrïcs such as response time and data throughput are then tracked, reported, and plotted in
several tabular and graphical formats for ffirther analysis.
GUI capture ami playback tools are used for ffinctional and regression testing. They
recognize GUI controis such as form buttons, links, and Java applets in web pages, and
capture input events (user activities) applied on those controis. The input events are
converted into test scripts used by a playback engine that replays the prerecorded activities
repeatedly. These tools usually report enor Iogs, which indicate discrepancies and
inconsistencies discovered durmg playback.
Run-time error detectors and Log analyzers are aiso cailed dynamic anaiyzers. Run-time
error detectors analyze the execution of programs rather than the source code. Some of
these toois report enoneous operations during the execution of the program. Log analyzers
employ the same concept of analyzing the execution of a given WA by logging the sewer’s
requests and responses. Those analyzers report on the number of hits of pages, the peak
times of server access, number ofvisitors who accessed the WA, HTTP errors, user activity
statistics, accessed files, paths taken through the WA, and other statistics reiated to the
usage of the WA.
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Most of these tools test only one or some aspects of WAs and are insufficient to
ensure a high quality of WAs. Therefore, there is an increasing need for tools that perforrn
thorough anaiysis and verification of WAs.
1.3 Motivation and Problem Statement
In recent years, the software community started to adopt formai methods as a
practical and reliable solution to analyze applications in various domains. However,
applying formal methods to web development, one has to keep in mmd two main issues:
1. the costly leaming curve associated to understanding the underlying mathematical
foundations and
2. the scalability ofthe involved modeling and analysis techniques.
StiIl many research groups have identified ways to work around these obstacles and
the literature shows how formaI rnethods are being used in the white-box and black-box
analysis of distributed systems [46,29], real-time systems[55,14], source code analysis
[18,19], etc. In almost ail the proposed techniques, an application under test is analyzed by:
• ftiferring a formai mode! from its design documents, source code, or even execution
logs, and
• Verifying the inferred model against existing specifications or user-defined properties
that are of relevance to the analyzed application.
To obtain a formai model of a WA in case when the code of an application is
available, one may apply abstraction techniques developed in software reverse engineering
following a static, white box approach [5,18,19]. However, the source code is flot aiways
available, or access to the code could breach copyrights or trade secrets (especially when
verification is performed by a third party). Moreover, a WA cari be written using different
languages and even different paradigms, which makes the static analysis difficuh to
perform. When the code is flot used for modeiing, one can buiid a formai mode! foilowing a
dynamic, black-box based approach, by executing the application and using only the
observations of an extemal behavior ofthe application [60,96,78].
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Aiso, formai verification by model checking techniques has increasingiy been used
and in many cases prefened over testing and simulation, since mode! checking can perform
an exhaustive exploration of ail possible behaviors of a given system. Indeed, testing and
simulation methods are flot exhaustive and deal with a part of the system leaving the
unexplored behaviors of the system unchecked. Mode! checking is fully automatic, and in
case the design does not satisfy a given property, the mode! checker produces a counter
example that points out to the behavior that violates the property.
In this thesis, we address the problem of formal verification of WAs without having
access to source code. b solve it, we develop a formai framework, which allows the
analysis of existing WAs by providing proper tools to automate die analysis process.
The work in this thesis addresses the following main problems:
1. Inferring autornata based models from a web application under test (WAUT) to verify
user-defined properties,
a. independently from the browser, since WAs cari be adapted to run on several
different platforrns and devices with different navigation programs,
b. and without any access to the underlying code,
2. Defining property pattems related to good practices in developing WAs, to alleviate the
burden on die user/tester to leam the foundations of temporal logic for property
specification.
3. Extending Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) with scope operators to allow the specification
of user defined properties over an arbitrary subset of states of a given model more
succinctly.
The properties addressed in dis work relate the requirements that ensure a high
quality of WAs. By quality requirements here, we mean the ones that are related to the
correctness and ftmctionality of WAs, as well as those that are related to the ergonomics
and design of web pages. Aiso, those properties can be generic to ail types of WAs or
specific to certain WAs sttch as online banking or governmental WAs. They also
encompass specifications related to e-commerce WAs which differ in many aspects from
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those of other types of applications. for example, a generic specification related to the
ffinctionality ofWAs is “Home page is aiways reachablefrom ailpages”. Another property
related to the ergonomics of web pages is “Number of links in each page shouid not exceed
a certain threshokf’.
One could argue that thorough analysis could 5e performed on the acmal code ofthe
WAUT. However, such approach reduces the application dornain eliminating the possibility
of analysis of a wide range of web applications where the code is not available. We rely on
a non-intrusive dynamic approach by inferring automata models from the run-time behavior
ofthe WAUT.
On the other hand, one cottld btiild specific tools t7,21] for verifying a restricted
range of properties, usually predefined and embedded in the tools. Such tools have two
major inefficiencies. First, they do not give the freedom to verify a wide range ofproperties
on a WAUT model, thus reducing the problem domain. Second, they do flot scale to accept
relatively large models.
Hence, using fonnal methods, we could benefit from the availability of various
reliable tools, used for several years in industry and academia. Such tools allow the
specification of general properties using temporal logic, thus, solving a wider range of
problems related to WAUT. In addition, these tools have undergone years of development,
enhancement, and upgrades to solve many of the scalability problems related to the state
explosion problem [16]. In the next section, we give an overview on one of these tools,
Spin model checker, which is used in the work of this thesis.
1.4 Contributions of the Thesis
The prevalence of Web-based applications leads to the increasing demand for
validation frameworks and tools that couÏd verify that the WA in question possesses a
number of useful properties ensuring its successful deployment, whule certain unwanted
properties are absent in it. Such analysis could be done by model checking ofWAs.
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The main objective of the research is to develop an integrated framework and a
prototype tool environrnent to automate verification of properties of WAs. The idea is to
translate a WA into an automata model and reuse an existing model checker to verify user
defined properties. We adopt a rnethodology based on the finite state machine model, in
particular, the theory of model checking. Developing a prototype verification enviroument
for WAs, we reuse an off-the-shelf mode! checker, Spin [44]. The research work of this
thesis contributes to three different areas: formai modeling and verification of WAs,
temporal logic extensions, and property pattems. The publications
[35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42] reftect the contributions ofthe thesis.
1.4.1 Methods for Run-Time Verificafion of Web Applications
In this thesis, we develop a formai approach to build a finite automata model tuned
to features of WA that have to be validated, while delegating the task of property
verification to an existing model checker. We foilow a black-box (dynamic) approach by
executing the WAUT and analyzing oniy its extemal behavior without any access to server
programs or databases. The mode! bullt is a system of comrnunicating automata
representing ail windows and frames of the WAUT. The existence of frames and windows
reflects concurrent behavior of the WAUT, where these objects affect each other behaviors
via links and forms with specified targets. Therefore, communicating automata is a suitable
and naturai modeiing technique, where the burden of building a global state graph of the
mode! is left to a mode! checker. As opposed to the existing approaches discussed in
Chapter 2, we model flot oniy static pages, but aiso dynamic pages with form fihling (wiffi
Get and Post methods), frames behavior, multiple windows, and their concurrent behavior.
Generally speaking, one could buiid a special web-oriented mode! checker, as in [21], to
verify specific properties, building thus ail the necessary algorithms from scratch. We opt
for the use of an existing model checker, Spin, used in several industnai applications [44],
such that we oniy had to describe our mode! in the mode! checker’s input language. The
behavior of the WA is represented by the composition of ail the component automata. A
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global state is stable if it fepresents a page that is ffihly loaded and displayed to the user;
otherwise, the global state is called transient. Distinction between stable and transient states
becomes evident in applications that use frarnes, where the default pages of frames of a
given web page are flot loaded simultaneously. We argue that some properties are relevant
to ail the global states (stable and transient), while others should be verified only on either
stable or transient global states. Thus, the scopes ofstates ofinterest constitute an important
element in web model checking. For this reason, we develop a high-level algorithm to
refine our model and extend it with local variables and updates on them to be able to
designate global stable and transient states.
1.4.2 Extension ofLinear Temporal Logic witli Scopes
We further address in this thesis the problem ofproperty specification in LTL over a
subset of the states of a given system. We also realize that it is cumbersome to the expert,
and virtually impossible [6] for the novice, to specify rneaningful (oflen complex)
properties using the usual temporal logic formalisrns of model checking. The problem of
property specification becornes even more difficult when complex properties specifled on a
part of a given system behavior while ignoring the rest of it, are considered. Therefore, we
tackle the problem of property specification in LTL assuming that the user is interested in
checking the properties over a subset of the states of a given system while ignoring the rest
of the states. To ifiter out from a systern’s model the “uninteresting” states one could apply
abstraction techniques and specify properties on the resulting model. However, such a
solution cannot be generic since various languages, in which they are written, usually
require specific abstractions. At the same tirne, different abstractions might be needed for
each ofthe properties to be verified on a single system, which is error prone and unfeasible.
We propose a generic and practical solution to ease the problem ofproperty specification in
LTL over subsets of states. This solution also does flot require any changes in the system
model by defming specialized operators in LTL using scopes. The new operators do flot
affect the expressiveness of LTL, but rather help specifying the properties more inmitively
and succinctly. Though our solution is generic and can be applied to any type of systems,
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this LTL scoping problem stems from the context of our formai framework described in
this ffiesis, where in case of WAs with frarnes, some properties should be verified over
stable global states only.
1.4.3 System of Web Property Patterns
Mode! checking requires learning the maffiematical foundations behind temporal
logic so that properties can be specified. Specifying properties can be difficuit to specialist,
let alone web users and testers. for this reason, we provide a library of property patterns for
WAs specifications. The properties are gathered from various resources of the web
cornmunity [58,79,92]. They constitute mainly web quality attributes that are required to
ensure high quality WAs. We categorized these properties into functional and
nonfunctional and translated them into linear temporal logic formula. The resulting LTL
properties constirnte a library of web specification pattems.
1.5 Contributions of Authors
The Web Specification Pattem System presented in Chapter 3 is based on the full
system published in [40]. I was the main writer of the report and major contributor of the
results. The second author participated as my supervisor in providing resources as well as
directing the collaboration with Ghazwa Malak, a Ph.D. student working on quality
assurance of WAs to narrow down the spectrum of quality requirements that could be
useful in our specification system; lie also participated in conceiving and revising the text
of the report. My contributions to the report are:
• surveying various resources on quality of WAs, collecting tlie set of quality
requirements, and classifying them, and
• mapping the quality requirements into LTL and building the system of web
specification pattems.
Most of Chapter 4, and some empirical results from Cliapter 7 include the derivation
of methods and algorithms for run-tirne verification of WAs, as well as the developed
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framework, and implementation of the toolset. These are published in [41,42]. I was the
main writer of the papers and major contributor of the resuits. The second author of [41]
participated as my supervisor in conceiving the formai framework and approach, writing,
revising, and correcting the papers. The third author participated as my supervisor in
revising the papers. My contributions to the papers are:
• formalizing the ftamework, inciuding developing the formai definitions, algorithms to
infer autornata modeis, as weii as formulating properties in LTL; and
• Doing the case studies and model checking properties.
Chapter 6 is based on the resuits on extending LTL with propositionai scopes and its
application to the web domain, published in [35,36,37]. I was the main writer ofthe papers
and major contributor of the resuits. The thfrd author, my supervisor, was the one to raise
the probiem of scopes in our web modeling. The second author, a researcher in my
supervisor’s group (ASYD), as well as the third author assessed and corrected the system of
definitions and formai proofs, and participated in conceiving, writing, and revising the
paper. The fourth author participated as my supervisor in revising and commenting on the
papers. My contributions to the papers are:
• solving the problem of property formulation in LIE over arbitrary sets of states, by
introducing new LTL operators;
• conceiving and proving the lemmas and theorems ofthe papers; and
• demonstrating the usefiilness of the proposed solution to web property specification.
Chapter 4, Chapter 5, and the major parts of Chapters 6 and 7 are based on the
resuits pubiished in [39]. They include the formai framework as in [41], as well as a
discussion on web related properties which could be verffied, and proofs that an inferred
session automaton preserves these properties. The resuits aiso include methods and
algorithms to extend our automata modei with event tracking variables, and evaluaflon of
the prototype tool using case studies. I was the main writer of the paper and major
contributor of the results. The second author participated as my supervisor in conceiving,
writing, and revising the paper. He also ensured that the system of definitions, proofs, and
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algorithrns are correct and consistent throughout the paper. The thfrd author participated as
a researcher in rny supewisor’s group (ASYD) in conceiving and correcting the definitions,
theorems, and proofs of Section 4.3, as weli as in writing and revising the paper. The fourth
author participated as my supervisor assessing the evaluation of the toolset, its
performance, the case studies, and empirical resuits, as well as in writing and revising the
paper. My contributions to the paper are:
• formalizing the framework, including developing the formai definitions, theorems,
proofs, and algorithms, as weil as formulating properties in LTL;
• assessing the development of the toolset of our framework;
• doing the case studies and model checking properties; and
• evaluating the toolset, its performance, and scalability.
1.6 Thesis Plan
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2. It provides a literature review which starts by a synopsis of web related
terminology and major components. It also includes a definition of a variant of LTL for
both finite and infmite sequences, and a brief overview of the system of specification
paffems. finally, the chapter discusses the related work on modeling, analysis, testing and
verification of WA, as well as work related to temporal logic extensions.
Chapter 3. It describes the web related criteria that ensure high quality WAs. Those
criteria are categorized into functionai and non-functionai and translated into LTL
formulae.
Chapter 4. In this chapter, the modeling approach and methodology are elaborated. In
addition, we suggest an algorithrn to model a browsing session, aka execution trace, of a
single window WA (explored by a human operator or a crawler) by an autornaton, discuss
properties of WAs that could be verified using the inferred model, and prove that this
modei preserves the discussed properties. We also describe a rnethod to partition a single
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execution trace of a multi frarne/window WA into local traces and to convert the local
traces into communicating autornata.
Chapter 5. We present a model refinement by extending the automata mode! with variables
and updates to designate stable/transient global states.
Chapter 6. We explain the problem related to known difficulties in the specification of
properties in LTL formalism and describe our solution, namely the syntax and semantics of
the new operators. We also show the effectïveness of our approach for the analysis and
verification of WAs and how our resuits can be used to specify web related properties over
the states of interest.
Chapter 7. We present the implementation of the approach using Spin and provide an
evaluation of the prototype tool developed as well as case studies. We conclude the chapter
with a discussion evaluating the scalability of the prototype tool to generate relatively large
models.
Chapter 8. We summarize the results ofthe thesis and discuss potential future work.
Apendix 1. We present the XML mode! of a WA with three frames, generated by the
prototype tool described in Chapter 7.
Apendix 2. We present the Promela model of a WA with three frames, generated by the
prototype tool.
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Chapter 2
Literature $urvey
he zmabated grou’th and increasing significance of
hie world wide web lias resuÏted in aflurrv ofresearch
activity to improve the web capacity for serving
iiformahion more effectively; for this reason, we
dedicate this chapter nzainly to discuss the state of flic
art on the related work developed in Iwo main venues.
modeling, verficatioii, and testing of WA, and
temporal logic extensions. First, however, we present
tue terminotogv of the World Wide Web tised in the
literature and elaboraie on tue usage of the HTTP
protocol, HTML forms, and frames. We atso present
an overview of Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) and flic
$pecfication Faitcm Svstem.
2.1 Web Literature and Terminology
Based on several online resources [85,86,89], we present the major terms
encountered in studying WAs. We also present an overview of basic elements that
constitute WAs, namely Hypertext Transfer Protocol, HTML ftames, and HTML forms.
2.1.1 Preliminaries
A WA is defined in [89] as “a software application that is accessible using a web
browser or HTTP user agent. It typically consists of a thin-client tier (the web browser), a
presentation tier (web servers), an application tier (application servers) and a database tier.
An application may be spread over multiple presentation tiers and indeed use multiple
application tiers while handiing multiple database sources”. A WA is also defined in [17] as
“a web system (web server, network, HTTP, browser) in which user input (navigation and
data input) affects the state of the business”. We see a web application as an application
providing interactive services by rendering web resources in the form of web pages
(containing text and images, forms, etc.).
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A WA handies web resources. A web resource is any entity residing on the web and
identified by a single URI (Uniform Resource Identifier). The first part of the URI indicates
what protocol to use, and the second part specifies the domain name or the IP address of the
server, where the resource is located. A URI can be further classified as a locator (URL), a
name (URN), or both. Familiar examples of web resources include an electronic document,
an image, a service, etc. [89]. Web resources are rendered in web pages, also called URL
pages. A web page is an HTML document on the World Wide Web. Every page is
identified by a unique URI. A page can be static, residing on the server, or dynamic,
resulting from the execution of a script at the server or the client side. A page can contain
text, media or hyperlinks that can be transferred from an HTTP server to a browser that
renders pages to the user in windows. A window may be split into regions each called a
frame. A browser is a software application used to locate and display web pages in
browser’s main or independent windows. Windows are addressed, in linlcs and forms, by
targets.
A target is a string that is the name of a specific window or frame. It can be
associated with a Ïi,ik or ajbrin. When the target is deflned, the browser loads the page in
the window/frame bearing the target name. Otherwise, when the target is absent, the
corresponding page is loaded within the same window where the link was clicked or the
form was submitted. If the window/frame does flot exist, a new window is opened and the
page is loaded into it.
A link, synonym of hyperlink or anchor, is a highlighted text in a page that
corresponds to a URI either locating a page on a server or refening to a section name on the
same page. When refening to a section of the page, the URI of the link starts by the
character “#“ followed by the designated section name while it starts by a domain name
followed by the file name and its extension when refening to another page. Thus, when a
link is clicked, it either causes the loading of a new page or simply causes the scrolling to
another place in the same page.
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Aforrn is a formatted document containing blank fields that the user can ff1 in with
data. The user does this by selecting options with a pointing device or typing in text from
the computer keyboard. The data is then sent directly to a form processing application such
as a CGI program or JSP serviets. Forrns are common on the World Wide Web because the
HTML language has built-in codes for displaying form elernents such as text fields and
check boxes.
The content of each frame is usually a web page. Web pages displayed in frames
can contain links targeting other frames in the window or other windows in the
applications. Framing is a feature supported by modem web browsers, narnely by Netscape
3+ and Internet Explorer 3+, though not evenly, which explains why many web authors
avoid frames in spite a high flexibility frarning offers to them in designing web pages.
2.1.2 Hyper Text Transfer Protocol
The HTTP Protocol specifies the syntax and semantics with which web clients and
servers communicate (Figure 2). An HTTP message is a stmctured collection of octets
having a specific syntax [50]. A request is an HTTP message sent from a client to a server
and a response is an HTTP message sent back to the client by the server. A request consists
of the following elements: the HTTP method, a URI, a protocol version identifier, optional
header fields, and an optional message body that represents the data sent with the request.
An HTTP method can be one of the following: Get, Head, Post, Put, or Delete; only the
first three are widely used and implemented in most servers. The URI and the message
body, if any, identify the requested resource. A request is generated when the user types a
URI in the browser window, clicks a link, or submits a filled form. The browser itself can
initiate requests, without the user’ s intervention, for an embedded object or for a page
whose URI is specified in an HTML HTTP-EQUIV tag. In the case of link clicking, form
submission, or browser initiated requests, the browser uses an optional header in the
request, the “referer” [50], to include the URI of the page from which the request URI was
obtained. The “referer” fielU is included in the request if the requested resource and the
refened page are fetched from the same server; otherwise, the “referer” field is not included
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in the request. In the case when the user types the URI in the browser’s location field, the
“referer” field is flot included in the corresponding request.
A response consists of a numerical stams code to determine the status of the
response, a human-readable response status une, optional response header fields, and an
optional body that includes the requested resource. HTTP status codes are divided into five
categories and are in the range 100-599. The first digit determines the overali meaning of
the status code and thus its category; the rernaining two digits specify the condition in more
details [57]:
• the lxx codes constitute the iij’rrnational category,
• the 2xx codes constitute the successful category,
• the 3xx codes are the redirection category,
• the 4xx codes are the client error category, and
• the 5xx codes are the server error category.
Req
° °°°
Figure 2. HTTP Interactions between Web Client and Server.
2.1.3 HTML Forms
An HTML form is a section of a web page that includes textual content, special
elements called controls (checkboxes, radio buttons, menus, etc.), and optional labels for
those controls. Users usually complete a form by modifying its controls such as entering
text or selecting menu items, before submitting the form to the server for processing [1].
When a form is submitted for processing, some controls have their naine paired with their
current (default or user specified) value and these conirol pairs are submitted with the form.
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Those controls for which name/value pairs are submitted are called successfiul controls. The
unsuccessful controls are thus ignored by the submitted forrn request.
The following control types are defined in HTML: buttons, checkboxes, radio
buttons, menus, text input, file select, hidden controls, and object controls [86]. Buttons can
be of three types, submit buttons to submit a form, reset buttons to reset ail controls to their
initial (default) vaittes, and pusli buttons which have no default behavior, instead they may
be associated with client-side scripts. Checkboxes are on!off switches that may be toggled
by the user. When a forrn is submitted, only “on” checkbox controls are successful. Radio
buttons are similar to checkboxes except that when several share the same control name,
they are mutually exclusive: when one is switched “on”, ail others with the same name are
switched “off’. Menus offer users options to choose from. Text input allows the user to
enter textual data and it can be of two types, a single-une or multi-line input control, and a
password input control. File select allows the user to select files so that their contents may
be submitted with a form. Hidden controls are controls flot rendered but whose values are
submitted with a form; the authors generally use this control type to store information
exchanged between client and server. Object controls (frequently called image controls) are
generic objects inserted in forms such that when clicked the form is immediately submitted
wiffi their associated values; in general, they are decorative submit buttons. Figure 3 is an
example of a form for flight reservation.
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Figure 3. Form for Flight Reservation
Besides the form content, two attributes are defined in a form: Action and Method.
The Action is the URI of a program on the server executed when the fonïi is submitted. The
Method specifies the HTTP method triggered to submit the form. The method can be either
a GET method or a POST rnethod (advantages and disadvantages of these methods are
discussed in [33]). With the GET method, the form data set, which is the string of
concatenated successful controls, is appended to the URI specified by the action attribute
(with a question mark as separator) and this newly formed URI is sent to the server. With
the POST method, the form data set is included in the request as a data stream and sent to
the server.
When the server receives the submitted data, it hands it over to a program for
processing. Such a program can be a CGI program or Java serviet classes that process
requests for Java server pages (JSP). The program generates the corresponding output and
hands it to the server. The server is responsible for dynamically generating an HTML page
based on the processing program output and sends the page as a response to the user. There
are cases of format errors in the user data such as entering a string in a date field or in a
number field, or entering a birifi date that is greater than the current date. In these cases,
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either the data is processed by the processing program and an error message is retumed to
the user, or a client side script is executed to check the validity of the user input before
sending the data to the server [33].
2.1.4 HTML Frames
HTML frarnes allow web authors to divide ffie browser’s display area into multiple
regions, called frames. For example, within the same window, one frame might have a
static banner, a second a navigation menu, and a third a document that can be scrolled
through or replaced by clicking a link in the second frame [89].
A frame element is an HTML tag that defines a frame. The frame elernent has a
source src attribute that specifies the URI of the source (initial) page loaded in the frame. In
addition, it may have an optional naine attribute that assigns a name to the frame, so the
frame can be targeted by links from other pages. Aftarneset element is an HTML tag that
groups frame elements and possibly other frameset elements. The HTML document that
describes the layout of frames is called the frameset document. The frameset document
includes a frarneset element that may be nested to any level. Frames and framesets at a
lower level are the chiidren of the frameset at one level higher. A frameset document can
be viewed as afivme tree whose leaves are frame elements.
When the target attribute is associated to a link or a form action, the corresponding
page (which can be another frameset document) is loaded into the frame that has the same
name as the target attribute. If none of the frames has such a name, the browser opens a
new window, assigns to it the value of the target attribute as a name, and loads the
conesponding page in it. The frame or the window in which the link was clicked does not
change its displayed page. There are four predefined target names with which the browser
takes specific actions: with the “ blank” target, the browser loads the designated page in a
new, but unnamed window. With “_self’, the browser loads the page in the same frame as
the element referring to this target. With “parent”, the browser loads the page into the
immediate frameset parent of the cunent frame (thus canceling the current frame and any
other frame/frameset defined at the same level as the current frame); this target is
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equivalent to “_self’ if the current frame has no parent. With “_top”, the browser loads the
page into the full, original window (thus canceling ail other frames); this target is
equivalent to “_self’ if the current frame has no parent [89].
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Figure 4. Example of a Page with Three Frames
Figure 4 shows an example of a web page with frames. A portion of the html code
in the frameset document is as follows:
<FRAMESET cols= “20%, 80%”>
<fRAMESETrows=”30%, 70% “>
<FRAME src = “overview-frame.html” NAME ‘packageListFrame”>
<fRAME src “aliclasses-frame.html” NAME= ‘packageframe”>
</fRAMESET
<FRAME src= “overview-summa,y. html” NAME= “classFrame”>
</fRAMESET>
In the example, the web page is decomposed into two main regions: lefi and nght.
The left region represents a frameset which contains two frarnes named packageListFrame
and packageFrarne. The right region, on the other hand, represents one frame named
classFrame. Thus, the frarne tree in this example has one foot node and three leaves
representing the frames packageListfraine, packageFrarne, and ctassframe.
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The links in the packageListFrame frame have as target the packageframe frarne,
and thus they are loaded into the lower left frarne. Meanwhile, the links ofpackageFrame
frame have as target classFrame and are loaded into the frame on the right.
2.2 LTL for both infinite and finite sequences
In this section, we present the syntax and semantics of a variant of LTL that
represents both finite and infinite behaviors. LTL (somefimes called PTL or PLTL) extends
traditional propositional logic with temporal operators. Thus, LTL allows assertions about
the temporal behavior ofa system [44,45,71], in our case a WA. An LTL formula p has the
following syntax:
wherep is an atomic proposition, U is the until operator, G (or n) is the aiways
operator, F (or G) is the eventuaily operator, and X (or o) is the next operator.
LTL semantics is defined by Pnueli [71] over infinite sequences of states that
correspond to infinite or non-terminating sequences of computations. LTL deals only with
infinite behavior. Finite traces could be tackled with certain workarounds, such as adding a
looping transition to the last state of a finite sequence of computations. Nevertheless, here
we consider a variant of LTL that naturally applies to both, finite and infinite, cases [8].
Such logics are increasingly popular [4] in the context of LTL monitoring. Our choice is
partially motivated by efficiency of new operators used on both finite and infinite scopes in
WA analysis [41,30]. While this variant of LTL differs from the classical one, in case of
infinite computation sequences, it coincides with the classical LTL.
In spirit of [8], we define a Kripke structure as follows. A Krtke structure is a tuple
M (S, T, S, P, £, where S is a set of states, T ç S x S is a transition relation, 80 ç S is a
set of initial states, P is a set of atornic propositions, and £ is a labeling function from S to
the power set of P. KS could have both infinite and finite paths (aka executions). An
infinite state sequence it = (so, si, ...) is called apath (execution) of M ifs0 So, (si, sj+i) e
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T for ail i, I O. A fmite state sequence ofthe form (so, s1, ..., such that e S0, (s1, s1+1)
e T, and for ail s e $ (Sk, s) E T is cailedfinite path. 7t’ = Ks1, s+i, ...) denotes the suffix ofa
sequence it = so, Si, ...) starting at s-. We denote by jit the iength of a given state sequence
t; if 7t is an infimte sequence of states, then itl =c0, assuming that oc is greater than any
integer. An empty sequence of states is denoted ; = O. t3 = (so, s1, ..., s,,) denotes the
prefix of a sequence it = (so, Si, ..., s3, . .) starting at So and ending at s; ifj = oc, then itj =
it. We assume that = E for ItI 1. Also, note that t° = it. in the rest ofthe thesis, we will
use path and execution interchangeably.
The semantics of LTL formulae is defined as foliows:
1. 7t=p=I7tI>O,andpeLtSo),
2.
3. Apandltl=N5,
4. it IE X (j) <= IitI> 1 and it1 (p
5. it 1= Gq=foralli,Oi<7t,7t’ 1= (p,
6.
7.
(p.
Unlike the classical definition ofLTL [71], our definition, inspired by [4], takes into
account both infinite and finite cases. Note that next operator X is defined to 5e strong
(existential). Thus, that for the case of it = E, lt = X (p, as well as 7t 1= F (p, neyer hold. A
KS satisfies a given formula (p, denoted M 1= p, if and only if for every path it ofM, it 1= (p.
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2.3 Verification using Spin
Spin [44] is a mode! checker used for verification of asynchronous software
systems, mainly communicating protocols. It is built at Bel! Laboratories by Gerard
Holzmann and Doron Peled. It employs a number of algorithms and techniques for efficient
LTL mode! checking, notably: explicit state enumeration, on the fly mode! checking, and
partial order reduction [16].
Spin supports the specification of conectness requirements expressible in LTL. It
can also be used as an efficient on-the-fly verifier for more basic safety and liveness
properties, which can be expressed and verified without the use of LTL. Correctness
properties can be specified as invariants (using assertions), as LTL properties, or as omega
regular automata in the syntax of neyer daims [44]. The tool also supports random,
interactive, and guided simulation, and both exhaustive and partial proof techniques, based
on either depth-first or breadth-first search.
To verify a LTL property, Spin translates it into an omega-regular automaton
specifying the negation of the property. By negating the property, a language that
formalizes ah the error sequences for that property is produced. The Promela mode! to be
verified defines the language of ail possible executions of the modeled system. Spin
computes the intersection of these two languages. If the intersection is empty, Spin reports
that the original property is satisfied. If the intersection is flot empty, then it contains the
execution sequences that violate the original property. In the latter case, Spin reports these
sequences as counter examples to the original property.
2.4 Specification Paftern System
In [88,28], pattems are classified into two categories: Order and Occurrence, and
they inciude:
• Absence - A state/event does flot occur within a scope;
• Existence - A state/event must occur within a scope;
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2.5 Related Work
Global
Before Q
After R
• Universality - A state/event occurs throughout a scope;
• Response - A statelevent F must be aiways followed by a state/event Q within a scope;
• Frecedence - A statelevent F must be aiways preceded by a state/event Q within a
scope.
: I
‘ R I
Q R Q R
Q R Q RQ I
Between Q and R
______________________________
After Q until R
Figure 5. Paftern Scopes
In addition, there are five scopes (Figure 5) that can be associated to patterns:
• Global - The entire execution path;
• Before - The execution path up to a given state!event;
• Afler - The execution path afler a given state/event;
• Between - Any part of the execution path from one given state/event to another given
state/event;
• Afler-uniil - Similar to scope Between, except that the designated part of the execution
path continues even if the second state/event does flot occur.
Formai modeling of WAs is a relatively new research direction. Previous work on
the topic includes modeling approaches that target the venfication of such applications
[21,22,76,77,67,24,25], modeling for testing [7,17,72,73,80,84,2], design and
implementation [17,56,64,65,23], and reverse engineering [9,63,81]. We aiso discuss the
related work in temporal logic extensions with scopes.
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2.5.1 Verification of Web Applications
In [21,22] an approach is presented where a web site is modeled as a directed graph.
A node in the graph represents a web page and the edges represent links c!icked. If the page
contams frames, the graph node is then a tree whose tree nodes are pages loaded in frames
and tree edges are labeled by frarne names. The so-called constructive jt-calculus is
introduced, based on the standard equational c-calculus [16] to represent web properties.
Based on this formalism, the emphasis is on the verification of properties that are global to
a web site including connectivity properties such as the reachability of web pages, frame
dependent properties that are related to the detection of errors in the structure of frames,
and cost-of-traversal properties such as the computation of the longest and shortest paths
between sets of web pages.
However, the author treats only static pages, concurrent behavior of multiple
windows is flot modeled, and ail the links whose targets could create new independent
windows are treated as broken links. Âlso, in the autho?s model, a page loaded in an
unnamed window (as a resuh of the predefined target “_biank” associated with a link) is
represented as a graph node that replaces the existing node as if the page is loaded on top of
page where the link was ciicked; ifiis is due to the inadequacy of the approach to mode!
concurrent behavior of multiple windows.
In [76,77] the authors present a mode! based on Petri nets to mode! check static
hyperdocuments [76] and frarned pages [77]. In [76], Petri nets are used to model Treilis
and Hyperties [65] documents to build their corresponding links-automaton. To forrnally
specify browsing properties, HTL and HTL* (Hypertext Temporal Logic), a branching
temporal logic notation based on CTL and CTL* [16] is defined. The authors do not extend
the basic power of the latter temporal logic languages, but they define specific temporal
operators for more naturally expressing browsing properties ofhyperdocuments.
Also, the properties deflned are not general enough to make them applicable to a
wide range of WAs. They relate mainiy to navigational aspects of static hyperdocuments
such as checking if a certain link is aiways present/absent, or the menu is always visible.
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WAs may include different complex structures and components such as multiple windows,
frames, forms, dynamic pages, and thus may need different properties du to the specifics of
these components. Conespondingly, the presented mode! has certain limitations that hinder
the representation ofthose complex aspects ofWAs. In [77], an approach based on colored
Petri-nets to verify web sites with frames is introduced. The approach is implemented using
the SMV mode! checker. While Petri-nets can express parallel and concurrent behavior, the
authors build the overail state space as input of ffie model checker, which limits the possible
use of efficient on-the-fiy mode! checking algorithms. [21,22,76,77] do flot tackie the
modeling and verification of fonn-based pages that are dynamically generated by a server
program, neither concurrent behavior of applications with multiple windows.
In [67], the authors use symbolic mode! checking approach to verify properties of e-
commerce applications. However, their mode! relates only to checking functionality of e-
commerce applications and cannot be applied to other types of applications such as multi
frame/window applications. Similarly, in [24,25], the authors propose using the symbolic
model checker NuSMV in a static approach to verifying WAs. However, states in their
graph model [25] desigriate windows, pages, links and actions, which raise questions about
potential state explosion.
Each ofthe above related work concentrates on some aspects of WAs. We conclude
that they do flot offer a comprehensive solution to ensure correctness and quality of WAs,
and which cou!d address a wide range ofrelated properties.
2.5.2 Testing of Web Applications
As described in Section 1.2, there exist numerous web. testing tools in the market as
well as open source tools which are flot sufficient for thorough analysis of WAs. Also, in
the literature there exist work on developing approaches and tools for testing WAs. In [7],
the authors introduce VeriWeb, a tool that automatically explores web-site execution paths
which can be followed by a user in a WA. The main contribution of this work lies in the
capability of the exhaustive automatic navigation through dynamic components of web
sites. When forms are encountered, they are automatically populated using SmartProfiles,
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user specified sets of attribute-value pairs, during web site exploration. Ahhough the
underlying approach contributes to the techniques of functional and regression testing, it
does flot address concurrent behavior of mufti frame/window applications. Also, it limits
the validation of correctness of dynamic components of WAs to standard features, mainly
safety properties, and the graph is traversed only up to a certain predefined depth. This is
due to the limited features of VeriSoft [93], the state exploration tool used to detect errors
that allows detection ofdeadlocks and user specified assertions.
The work in [72,73] focuses on inferring a UML mode! for WAs. This mode!,
merely a class diagram, is mainly used for the static analysis of WAs: HTML code
inspection and scanning, data flow analysis, and semi automatic test case generation. In
[$0], the authors extend the above mentioned modeling technique based on WA execution
to extract models for dynamic web pages using sewe?s access logs. These logs present
limited information on the requests since they only include the request headers. In case
dynamic pages are generated based on POST method requests, the form data subrnitted is
usually stored in the message body of the request; thus, making those pages requests
undistinguishable and introduce unnecessary non-determinism into the resulting mode!.
Besides, ifie modeling approach is inadequate to mode! concurrent behavior of frames and
multiple windows.
In [84], the authors present a modeling technique for WAs based on regular
expressions. The focus is on presenting a mode! of the behavior of WAs merely
dynamically generated pages for the purpose of functional testing.
In [2], the authors propose an approach for test case generation of WA. They use
hierarchical finite state machines to mode! WAs.
2.5.3 Design and Implementafion of Web Applications
Other approaches for modeling WAs are oriented towards the design rather than
analysis of WA. These include object oriented based models [17] and statechart based
models [56,64,65,23], that are tailored to forward engineering, logical and hierarchical
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representation ofWAs. Such modeis are flot suitable for mode! checking behaviorai aspects
of WAs. Aiso, they are flot available for analyzing existing WAs deveioped without formai
models.
1n [23], the authors introduce HMBS (Hypermedia Mode! Based on Statecharts), a
formai statechart-based approach to model WAs. The authors use the structure and
exectttion semantics of statecharts to specify the structural organization as weli as the
browsing sernantics of hypermedia applications. The approach proposes a mapping of
statechart objects into hypertext objects specifically states, transitions, events into pages,
links and anchors. HMBS is more concemed with the hierarchical stntcturing of
hypermedia than the navigational aspects included in WAs. Links are described as events
that represent transitions of states treating ail kinds of hyperlinks in the same manner.
Paulo et al. [64,65] introduce Hypercharts, a formai notation that extends the
statechart formalism. In their approach, the authors maintained the statechart characteristics
of HMBS such as information structuring, separation of concems between structure and
content, and navigation. In addition, they provide a model to describe timing and
synchronization requirernents. Hypercharts extends statecharts with timed history, timed
transitions, and a set of synchronization rnechanisms. Timed history is a rnechanism that
allows the execution of activities to resume from the point where they stopped. Timed
transitions specify the temporal behavior of a multimedia presentation activity.
Synchronization mechanisms are used to specify hypermedia synchronization requirements
such as multiple data streams. The novehy of the Hypercharts notation lies in its suitability
to specify hyperdocuments with embedded dynamic multimedia applications with timing
constraints and synchronization. However, as in [23], this approach does not aliow the
modeling of general hyperdocuments with multiple windows and frames, neither dynamic
pages based on form ifihing and submission.
In [17], the author presents a UML (Unified Modeliing Language) model of WAs
that represents the business logic of WAs. Different complex aspects of WAs are anaiysed
where dynamic client and server pages, forrns, and frarnes structures are represented as
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UML classes. Contents are modelled as stereotyped attributes of classes and links between
pages are perceived as class associations.
Leung’s approach [56], on the other hand, employs statecharts as the underlying
formalism of WAs. His focus is on modeling web navigation rather than presentation
details. The presented model depicts navigation of web pages, hyperlinks, navigation wiffiin
the same page, and frame-based navigation, multiple windows navigation, and dynamic
server and client side contents.
2.5.4 Reverse Engineering of Web Applications
In reverse engineering area, there is work aiming at migrating the presentation of
WAs to different interfaces with different platforrns [81], others aim at maintenance of web
sites [9] by checking for style consistency, outdated links, or duplicated content in web
pages. In [63], an approach is presented to automatically create task models from web site
code where a task model is a tree like structure of tasks describing activities of the web site.
Each of the existing related work concentrate on some aspects of WAs leaving out other
aspects that rernain unaddressed or unfeasible to mode! using the conesponding suggested
approach.
2.5.5 Temporal Logic Extensions ami Property Pafterns
In logic theory scope imposing is known as relativization, and is used for producing
inner models of set theory. relativization was also addressed in dynarnic episternic logic,
which is equivalent in expressive power to modal logic. These results are used for public
communications in die context of multi-agent systems [70].
Manna and Wolper [59] propose die so-called relativization rules in the context of
synthesis of communicating processes. Relativization takes a PTL specification of a single
process and transforms it into a specification of the global system. There are certain
similanties between these mies and our work. However, there are two main differences
between the approaches. First, .the relativization procedure they propose applies only on
infinite scopes, while our defmitions equally apply to both finite and infinite scopes and
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models. The second difference is that the relativization transformations [29] apply when the
atomic propositions of a given formula hold only in the scope, while we do flot make any
assumptions on dependencies between the property and the scope.
There exist also several works on introducing andlor extending specification logics
based on existing ones, such as LTL and CTL, to ease the expression of properties of
systems or allow a wider range of specifications to be expressed using these logics.
Examples of such logics are QCTL [52], an extension of CTL with quantification over
propositional formulae, XCTL [13], an extension of CTL to De Morgan Algebras, and
DLTL [43], a logic that extends LTL by indexing the until operator with regular programs.
The most recent work we know about is the one of Chaki et al [11]. The authors
introduce a framework for modeling and verification of concurrent software systems, where
both states and events are incorporated. for this purpose, they introduce SE-LTL, a
specification logic based on LTL that allows both state and event requirements to be easily
expressed.
Beer et al [6] propose the so-called Temporal Logic Sugar. They extend CTL with
regular expressions and introduce new operators to formulate properties in CTL. These
operators do not add expressive power to CTL, but make it easier for the non-expert user of
CTL to specify properties of interest. The operator “next” defined in Sugar is close to the
“next in scope” operator we provide, but our definition is more general. The Sugar next is
defined as the next state in which a Boolean expression is valid. Our definition states that
the property has to 5e true in the next state, in which a propositional logic expression is
valid, relatively to the first state in which the propositional logic expression is valid and not
to the first state of the execution path.
Dwyer et al [27,28] present and analyze over 500 temporal properties, classified in
the specification pattern system [$8]. The patterns introduced constitute abstractions of
specifications formulated for different formalisms in which such abstractions are not
supported. The patterns are defined on five scopes that represent intewals/regions in which
properties should 5e validated. These scopes have a start state and an end state. However,
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the authors did flot address the problem of specifying these patterns in a scope of arbitrary
set of states. Although the authors mention a class ofproperties that could be defmed based
on Boolean variables tnte in a state, but they state that the specification of these properties
is flot trivial and offer no solution to this problem. Moreover, there is no methodology to
impose those scopes on a given pattern!formula. Since the specification pattem system does
flot use automatic combinations of scopes and basic patterns, some attempts are made to
translate the system to lower-level automata specification languages. Such translations
make pattern visualization, fiddling, and elucidation [34,75] possible.
Chechik et al [12, 13] extend the pattern system of [27,28] and introduce edge based
LTL property formulations in the same scopes introduced by Dwyer. The notion of an
edge/event is represented by the “next” operator. Dillon et al [26] introduce in the
Graphical Interval logic (GIL) which is similar to the pattern system. GIL provides a
mechanism to identify the regionlinterval of the system execution over which the property
should be validated. The operators that identify the intervals introduce a wider and more
general range of scopes than the five scopes introduced by Dwyer. However, the operators
are used to defme segments of the execution path that must have a start and an end. There is
no means offered to identify an arbitrary set of states in which properties should be verifled.
Though the above cited related work tackled the problem of property specification
in certain scope, their solutions cannot be generalized to arbitrary scopes of states. Manna
and Wolper [59] proposed a relatively generic solution, but yet with constraining conditions
as discussed earlier.
2.6 Summary
In this chapter, we surveyed the major web terminology and components, as well as
LTL and the specification pattern system introduced by Dwyer. We also presented a
literature review of research work in the areas of verification, testing, analysis and design of
WAs. We concluded that each of the existing related work concentrate on some aspects of
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WAs leaving out other aspects that remain unaddressed or unfeasible to mode! using the
corresponding suggested approach. In particular, some approaches focus on static WAs
with frames, but do flot model dynamic pages. Others focus solely on dynamic pages (as
welI as static) without considering multiple displays (frames and windows). We consider
that our proposed approacli is more generic, since our models represent static and dynarnic
pages, single window and multi window/frame applications. furthermore, unlike sorne
approaches, we use a genenc model checker, Spin, such that a wider range of properties
could 5e verified on the infened models. In addition, we surveyed the literamre re!ated to
temporal logic extensions, where we found out that so!ving the problem of property
specification in arbitrary scopes of states has flot been widely addressed. One research
addressed this problem but with constraining conditions as discussed previotis!y.
In the next chapter, we present a specification pattem system tai!ored to the
verification of web applications.
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Chapter 3
Web Specification Patterns $ystem
fi the heart of the research efforts dedicated 10 the
web developinent and analvsir, lie inîpticit
postulations about “quatity” and “usefitlness’ of web
resources and services. In order to maintain a high
quality of WAs by ineans of hie application of our
formai approach b verzfr properties oJ WAs, we studv
the attribittes that designate the good qualitv of such
applications. Web quaÏitv assurance specialists have
long sludied the requirement, design, and
implementation ofvarious types of WAs and were ahie
to set norms which could serve as vital gtiidelines to
the quality assurance of WAs.
3.1 Quality Assurance of Web Applications
In this chapter, we present a discussion over the main attributes that determine the
quality of WAs. We also present a non-exhaustive set of web quality requirements that are
indispensable to meet those attributes and that could serve as web specifications necessaiy
for quality assurance of WAs. In the context of our formai framework, these attributes
designate formai properties to be verified against WA models. However, to aiieviate the
hurdie of leaming the mathematical foundations underlying the temporal logic and mode!
checking theory for web users, we propose a formalization of those quaiity requirements
into LTL. The forma!ized properties could serve as library of web specification patterns
that can be verified in a given WAUT. final!y, we discern existing quality requirements
that could not be formulated in LTL and thus cannot be verified using our formai approach.
In [47,62], the authors discuss the main qua!ity attributes of WAs, which are
explicit!y dubbed as success criteria [47] for WAs. The rnost important qua!ity attributes of
WAs are found to be reliabllity andfiinctionality, usabiflty, and security andprivacy. These
attributes embody the appeal and trust of users, whom if dissatisfied simply move away to
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another better quality WA. Therefore, these attributes are crucial for the success of WAs.
Other quality attributes of WAs are avaiÏability, scalabiÏity, maintainability’, and
performance. In this research, we smdy the first three attributes, namely reliability and
functionality, usability, and security and privacy. The main reason is that since we adopt an
approach based on extemal observation of executions of WAs without any access to source
codes or web servers, checking the latter four attributes (availability, scalability,
maintainability, and performance) in WAs necessitate mostly static analysis approach and
access to server’s files and programs. Therefore, the four latter attributes fail outside the
scope of this thesis. On the other hand, we can identify another attribute which we believe
is indispensable to the success ofWAs, which can be called the custom attribute.
3.1.1 Reliability and Functionality
Reliability has long been perceived as an attribute of safety critical software
applications, such as telecommunications, aerospace, and medical devices. Therefore, most
of the industry’s software applications are non-safety critical and thus do flot need to be
highly reliable. However, WAs are critical to the commercial success of many businesses
and if their WAs do flot work reliably, the businesses will not succeed. In [47], ifie auffior
characterizes web users as customers, unlike software applications users. Therefore, web
users are able to make choices based on how reliable the WA is, while software application
users tend to tolerate many flaws of the software as long as it can serve their expected
purposes. For example, e-commerce applications deal with crucial items, which are money
and personal information, such as credit cards, addresses, and buying habits. These
applications also offer unrecoverable transactions when making online purchases, and have
deferred results since shipping purchases takes days or weeks. These factors mean that if
WAs are unreliable, businesses will lose customers, and may lose large amounts of money.
Therefore, WAs reliability is vital to thefr business’s success and companies are willing to
spend resources to ensure high reliability.
Functionality of WAs is a quality attribute that is ïntertwined with reliability since a
dysfunctional WA cannot be reliable. WA pages and components should reflect its
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requirements. Therefore, each component and web page should have specific ftinctions that
it must perforni in order to fulfihi one or more of the WA requirernents such as catalogue
information presentation or users’ payment data gathering.
3.1.2 Usability
Web users expect WAs to be as simple to leam as shopping at a store. Over the
years, many web specialists have studied software usability and web usability. However,
rnany WAs stiil do flot meet the usability requirements anticipated by web users. On the
other hand, web users exhibit littie loyalty to a given WA since they expect to use it without
any training; i.e., WAs that are flot usable will flot be used [62]. In summary, WAs must be
behave accordmg to the user’ s expectations, offer only needed information, and provide
navigation controls that are clear and obvious.
Specifically, WAs features need to be logical, accessible, and intuitive. Therefore,
web developers should provide web users with a pleasant and efficient experience.
Usability engineering represents the effort to make WAs understandable and usable by each
web user.
3.1.3 Security anti Privacy
At times when the web consisted only of static documents accessed via hyperlinks,
the consequences of security breaches were relatively smail. With the evolution and growth
of WAs nowadays, business corporations face significant losses in revenue, large repair
costs, and legal consequences due to security breaches of their WAs, let alone the loss of
their credibility with their custorners. Thus, it is essential that WAs safeguard user’s data
and other electronic information. At the same time, web users should be confident that no
unauthorized users can access transactions or personal information stored and used by the
WA.
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3.1.4 Custom Attribute
While the above stated attributes are generic to WAs and relate to the satisfaction
and appeal of the user, the custom attribute is related to the satisfaction of the various
stakeholders that are involved and have interest in the WAs. For example, while business
owners are mostly interested in features which could resuit in dfrectly achieving financial
gains from the WA, advertisers are more interested to ensure that their commercial
advertisements properly appear in key web pages ofWAs and strategically published. Also,
some WAs require particular specifications that have to be covered by the existing quality
requirements related to the above stated attributes. For instance, in WAs related to
governments or political parties, the interest might 5e in carefiilly using some statements,
phrases or words, which has to appear a certain number oftimes, in key web pages. Also, in
banking WAs, where security is the most regarded feature even above many other features,
clients are allowed to mistakenly try to login to their accounts no more than three times,
where the system is permanently locked afterwards. We list few examples of these
requirements that we were able to formulate:
• The number ofa certain string/object should not appear more than a specific threshold
• Ifyahoo search is available, then google search shouid aiso be availabie
• A page Xshouid be reachable without going through page Y
• The tiser visits Authentication page then Secure page then retunis to Authentication
and does this exactly twice
• A combination ofspecific strings/objects is absent throughout the WA
• Incorrect login inJb is aïÏowed only three times, and then login is/rbidden
• Number of links is balanced amoizg multiple dispiays
Therefore, the requirements or specifications to satisfy the custom attribute are
pretty much subjective to the stakeholders themselves. For this reason, it is not possible to
set a fix number of requirements which can satisfy the custom attribute. We collected a
number of these requirements from the surveyed research work in Chapter 2, as well as few
of them we were able to deduce from browsing through particular WAs.
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3.2 Pattern based Approacli to Property Verification of WAs
Formai rnethods have been recently recognized as a valuable means to provide
dependable and practical solutions for the analysis and verification of applications in
various domains. In particular, model checking techniques have been widely supported by
diverse tools and methods for automatic verification of systems, overcoming several
drawbacks reiated to the scalability of the involved modeling and analysis techniques, and
the state space explosion probiem. However, researchers have long acknowledged an
important impediment to the transfer of ffiose techniques from research to practice. Despite
the automation of verification techniques, users of model checkers stili must be able to
specify system requirements in the specification language of the model checker. Narnely,
there exists a costly leaming curve associated to the understanding of the underlying
mathematicai foundations, in particular, mastering the temporal iogic theory for property
specifications for model checking of systems.
As an example, we present the following requirement for some types of WAs:
Incorrect login info is allowed only three times, and then login is forbidden.
To verify this requirernent using LTL model checker, the web developer or tester
lias to translate it into the following LTL formula:
G (login —> X (!(Jbrbidden) or (login and X (!(forbidden) or (login and X
(!(Jorbidden) or X (forbidden and G (!login))))))))
Clearly, writing such formula is a daunting task for web developers and testers. Not
only the formula is difficuit to read and understand, but it also difficult to correctiy
formulate without having the expertise in LTL.
To alleviate the above stated probiem, we propose a pattem based approacli to
present the web specifications in an intuitive and easy to use manner. Originally, design
pattems [32] are developed to capture descriptions of recurring solutions to design
problems, requirements of these solutions, the means to satisfy those requirements, and
instances of the solutions. Practitioners, when identifying similar requirements in their
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systems, use the appropriate design pattems addressing those requirements, and instantiate
solutions that represent those pattems. Recently, Dwyer and al. have developed the
Specification Pattem System (SPS) [88,27,28], where a property specification pattem
describes the essential structure of some aspect of a system’s behavior and provides
expressions of this behavior in a range of common formalisms [88]. However, we are flot
aware of any attempt to build a library of specification patterns that catalogue the
requirements necessary to ensure high quality WAs, and represent them in an easy to use
manner mainly to the web developer and tester.
One could argue that the SPS could be used to represent web related specifications.
Nonetheless, the SPS is a resuit of a conducted survey of property specification examples
collected from various resources that deal with finite state verification of distributed
systems, reactive systems, and timed systems; none of the sunreyed resources included
verification of WAs. for this reason, when we formulate the collected web quality
requirements, although we employ pattems from the SPS, many of the web related
formulae feli outside of the range of the SPS’s pattems. In other cases, we should use
several SPS patterns to specify a single web pattern.
On the other hand, the SPS defines a set of scopes in which a property can be
verified. Each of the scopes is an interval of states/events with start and end delimiters.
Meanwhile, in our work we identify scopes that constitute arbitrary sets of states due to two
main reasons:
1. Many of the quality requirements surveyed concemed only a subset of the web pages of
the WAs.
2. Due the nature of our modeling approach that relies on communicating automata, in the
case of multi-display WAs, we identify two subsets of states, namely stable and
transient, as explained in Chapter 5. Some of the properties need to be checked in the
stable states only, otherwise the verification of the properties results in erroneous
outcomes.
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Our work on extending LTL with scope operators to specify properties in arbitrary
sets of states is discussed in details in Chapter 6. Therefore, a number of our pattems
employ the proposed scope operators to specify the related properties. On the other hand,
we believe that the scope operators can be easi!y used in most of the pattems to specify
them for multi frame WAs.
In the foilowing, we present our resuits in developing a library of web property
specifications; we cail it the Web Specification Pattern System (WeSPaS). This work is
based on surveying several resources that deal with web quality assurance [88,62,58,92,79],
and web usability namely, IBM usability group [92], and various research work in the area
of analysis and verification of WAs, we also relied on resuits of a Ph.D. research work in
progress [58]. In addition, we deduce sorne requirements by observing particularities
reiated to some types of applications. In these resources, various requirernents are
developed for quality assurance of WAs. Most of suweyed requirernents are listed in the
above mentioned resources as mies that satisfy the quality attributes described in Section
3.1, namely reiiabiiity and ftinctionality, usability, and security and privacy. We have
identified 120 common requirements that can be formally specified and used in mode!
checking of WAs.
3.2.1 Categorization
A standardized categorization of property specifications have long been that of the
known sa/ty and iiveness. Safety designates the class of those properties that ensure that
nothing bad wiii ever happen, and Iiveness the ciass of those properties that ensure that
something good will eventually happen. Other proposed categorization is that of the SPS
which classifies properties into order and occurrence as described in Chapter 2. However,
we believe that those mentioned categorizations are too abstract and difficuit for a web
developer or tester to employ during the analysis ofWAs.
On the other hand, we do flot keep the classicai categorization of quality attributes.
The reason is that sorne specifications identified as custom, or stakeholders specific, might
overlap with the other qttality attributes, whiie others might not fit in any of them. On the
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other hand, when analyzing the various quality requirements, we are able to distinguish
between requirements related to the ergonomics and design of web pages, and requirements
related to the ffinctionality of WAs which could cover a range of web pages of interest. For
this reason, we propose a classification of those requirements (thus patterns) following two
main categories:
Non-Functional. These requirernents apply rnainly to the design and ergonomics of web
pages. They deal with standardization requirements (as in page 57) related to links in pages,
content management of pages, and navigation between pages. Therefore, we identify sub
categories:
1. Links
2. Content
3. Navigation
Functional. These requirements concem the ftmctionality ofWAs. We notice that rnany of
these requirements concem a wide range of WAs. On the other hand, we realize that e-
commerce WAs have specific requirements when it cornes to the functionality, which do
flot necessarily apply to other types of WAs. Therefore, we identify two sub-categories, one
concerns WAs in general, and ffie other concerns e-commerce applications. Within each
sub-category, we identified the following groups:
1. General
1.1. Reachability
1.2. Security and Authentication
1.3. Other
2. E-commerce
2.1. Customer Service
2.2. Trust
2.3. Product Info and Navigation
2.4. Purchase Transaction
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3.2.2 Template
In order to archive the web property pattems in our library, we have to deflne a
standard template that provides useful information about a given property pattem. We
propose the following items to be included in the template:
• ID: a unique identifier for each pattem.
• Pattern description: an English description of the quality requirement.
• Category: the category and subcategory to which the pattem belongs.
• Attributes: the involved page attributes in the LTL formulation.
• LTL Mapping: the mapping of the quality requirement into LTL formula.
• Comments: additional infoniiation concen;ing the pattern and its formulation.
• Source: the source where the quality requirernent of the pattern has been found.
These fields ofthe template help the web developer and tester identify the properties
of interest, and provide the LTL formulation of the properties to verify. Also, the ternplate’s
fields help in extending the library of patterns with new pattems. Note that each pattem is
assigned a unique ID which encodes the first letters of the main category and subcategories
followed by the number of the requirement. For convenience, we identify the sources of the
quality requirements as follows:
- Opquast for [79],
- IBM usabiÏity group for [92],
- Research in progress for [58],
- Literature for [76,22], and
- Newiy introduced for patterns identified during the research work of this thesis.
3.3 Lïbrary of Web Property Patterns
In this section, we present the web property patterns we have archived in our
library, categorized in thefr corresponding groups. Quality requirements are formalized as
LTL properties that could be checked by a model checker given that the atomic
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propositions that constimte those properties are attribute valuations that exist in individual
pages. We only present examples of full patterns for each category and sub-category; the
complete library can be found in [40]. Finally, we discuss examples of quality fequirements
ffiat are flot checkable using a model checker.
3.3.1 Non-Funcfional Pafterns
In this section we present the non-ftrnctional patterns. They are classified into Links,
Content, and Navigation. They merely concem standard requirements for good design and
ergonornics of WAs.
3.3.1.1 Links
1. Broken Iinks are absent.
2. Deadlocks are absent.
3. UREs have CC/ at the encL
4. Only links are underlined.
5. Number of links in each display (page) should not be more than a given number
(depends on size of application).
6. InternaI URLs have no spaces.
7. URL of current page is flot a link in page itself
ID NFL5
Pattern description Number of links in each display (page) should flot be more than
n (depends on size of application)
Category Non-functional
— Links
Affributes nurnÏinks: number of links in individual pages
n: ffireshold of number of links
LTL Mapping UniversalityGlobally (mtm links n)
Comments SPS pattem “Universality” is used within the scope “Globally”
Source Research in progress
Table 1. Link Pattern Number 5.
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We present in Table I an example template of one the Link pattem number 5.
3.3.1.2 Contents
1. Number of fonts used is less than 4.
2. Size oftext is greater than 10.
3. Aiways name ofthe site or application is visible.
4. Aiways logo ofthe site or application is visible.
5. Sitemapexists. V
6. Index exists.
7. Glossary exists.
8. Aiways there is a link to home page.
9. Aiways there is a link to important information.
10. Tities are short (less than 25 characters).
11. Date of last changes exists.
12. Number of frames less than 4.
13. If images exist, their format is gif or jpeg.
14. Address is present (email, phone, fax, postal).
15. Visitors counter is present.
16. Mandatory and optional form fields are distinct.
17. Every text field has a label in forms.
18. Frames are absent in application.
19. In ah addresses country is mentioned.
20. Area code is present with telephone number.
21. Menus are present on ahi pages.
22. 404 page is personalized and main menu appears on it.
23. If plug in is suggested then size shouhd be jndicated.
24. Pop-ups have a close button.
25. The number of a certain string/object should flot appear more than a specific threshold.
26. If yahoo search is available then google search should also be available.
27. A combination ofspecific strings/objects is absent.
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Table 2 is an illustration of Content pattern number 22.
ID NFC22
Pattern description On 404 page, main menu is aiways present
Category Non-functional — Content
Affributes status: HTTP status code
iutrnÏinks: counts the number of links
menu exisis: Boolean indicating the presence of menu
LTL Mapping UniversalityGlobally (stattis = 404 — mcmi exists and
nuinÏinks > 0)
Comments SPS pattem “Universality” is used within the scope “Globally”
Source Opquast
Table 2. Content Pattem Number 22.
3.3.1.3 Navigation
1. Link to a printable version exists.
2. Link to FAQ exists.
3. Link to “what’s new” page exist
4. Link to copyright exists.
5. Link to Author name, qualifications, editor, webmaster, department, etc. exists.
6. Link to date ofcreation, publication, expiration, last modified exists.
7. There exist 1 or 2 links to Author or webmaster.
8. There exist 1 or 2 links to moderator of public forums.
9. If forum exists, then conditions of moderation exist.
10. If plug in is suggested then a link for it is present.
11. If plug in is suggested then a iink for it is present in ail pages.
12. After an order is submitted, the time for delivery is indicated.
13. If newsletter exists, frequency of sending newsletters is present in application.
14. Schedule and charge of services are present.
As an illustration, we present in Table 3, the Navigation pattem number 6.
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ID NFN7
Pattern description There exist 1 or 2 links to Author or webmaster
Category Non-funcfional
— Navigation
Aftributes webmaster: integer identification of webmaster page
webrnaster link: Boolean indicating the presence for link to
webmaster page
LTL Mapping ExistenceGlobally (webrnaster)
—> BoundedExistenceGlobally
(web,nasterÏink)
Comments SPS pattem “Existence” is used within the scope “Globally”
Source Opquast
Table 3. Navigation Pattern Number 7.
3.3.2 Functional Patterns
Here we present the functional pattems. They are classified into two main sub
categories: General, and E-commerce. These patterns are related to the ffinctionality and
expected behavior of WAs.
3.3.2.1 General WAs
The patterns of this class concem WAs in general. They include specifications about
the reachability of certain pages. They also include specifications concerning the security
and authentication in WAs, as well as other general specifications.
ReachabiÏity
1. Home page is reachable from every page.
2. Aiways link to a text version of page exists.
3. Always help page is accessible.
4. Aiways reference page is accessible.
5. Site map is reachable from every page.
6. Copyright information is reachable from every page.
7. if the WA is for a specific audience, it should be mentioned at least in home page.
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8. 1f different langttage of application is available, then it is reachable from every page.
9. A page X is reachable without going through a page Y.
As an illustration, we present in Table 4, the Reachability pattem number 1.
ID FGR1
Paftern description Home page is reachable from every page
Category Functional
— General
— Reachability
Affributes home: integer identifying home page
LTL Mapping Negation: AbcenscGlobally (home)
Comments The SPS pattem “Absence” is used within the scope “Globally”. To
check this pattern, it is negated. The property formulated is “on all
paths home page is absent”. If the resuit of verification gives a counter
example, it means the modet checker found at least a path containiiig
the home page. Then the original property is valid.
Source Litterature
Table 4. Reachability Pattem Number 1.
Security/A uthentication
1. Aiways the logo for security license is present.
2. Always the link for security information is present.
3. Incorrect login is allowed only 3 times, and then login is forbidden.
4. Secure pages are opened in a different window.
5. Secure pages are not reachable without going through authorization pages.
6. Banldng information is entered no more than once before submitting form.
7. User visits Authentication page then Secure page then returns to Atithentication and
does this exactly twice.
As an illustration, we present in Table 5, the Security pattern number 6.
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ID fGS6
Pattern description Banking information is entered no more than once before
submitting form
Category Functional — General — Security and Authentication
Attributes Banking_kfc: Boolean identifying the presence of fields for
banking information
$ubmit: identification of page where form subrnit action exists
LTL Mapping PrecedenceGlobaliy ((!(bankingiifo) W (ban/dnginjb))),
submll)
Comments SPS pattem “Precedence” is used within the scope “Globally”
Source Newiy introduced
Table 5. Security Pattern Number 6.
Othe,ç
1. Search function is aiways present on ail pages
2. If WA is larger than 15 pages, then advanced search is aiways available.
3. If page is a questionnaire or comments, then feedback page is next.
4. In forrns, a iink to go back and correct fieids exists.
5. In forms, a validation / feedback page exists before submit action.
6. In forms, a confirmation of submission exists after submit action.
7. In forms, a link to info on how to fil out forms exists.
8. In forms, a link to security and privacy info is always present.
9. In forms, a preview page allowing changing info exists before submit action.
10. User can proceed navigation with links after form submission.
11. Pop-ups appear only once.
12. Pop-ups are absent from internai pages and home page.
13. Certain contexts (aduit, violence, etc.) are absent.
14. Subscribe to / unsubscribe from newsletters exists.
In Table 6, we present the pattem number 13 of this category.
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ID fG013
Paftern description Certain contexts (adult, violence, etc.) are absent
Category Functional
— General
— Other
Attributes aduÏtstr: string count of a specific prohibited adult related
phrase/word
violence str: string count of a specific prohibited violence
related phrase/word
LTL Mapping AbsenceGlobally t (aduit str> O) and (violence_str> O))
Comments SPS pattem “Absence” is used within the scope “Globally”
Source Newly introduced
Table 6. Others Pattern Number 13.
3.3.2.2 E-Commerce WAs
The class of E-commerce patterns comprises specification pattems that concem
mainly e-conmierce WAs. We archive those pattems into the following sub-categories:
Customer support, Trust, Product Info and Navigation, and Purchase Transaction. Note that
this classification is manly adopted from the Usability Group at IBM [92].
(‘ustomer Support
1. Contact info exists and is accessible from every page.
2. Assistance for passwords (change, remember,
...) exist.
3. There are three modes of product search: search fttnction, list of products, product
suggestion.
4. FAQ / glossary are accessible within 3 clicks.
5. Link to FAQ exists on ail shopping pages and “How to order” pages.
6. Shipping and delivery date info is accessible within 3 clicks from any page.
7. Afier submitting an order, there is a link for tracking order or the shipper’s site.
8. It is possible to change or cancel an order afler subrnission.
9. Afler order submission, info on warranties and service agreements is accessible.
10. Info on terms and conditions is accessible before order submission or check out.
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11. Link to info on rejrnbursement / return conditions and procedure is present on order
pages.
12. Info on security / level / mode is aiways present.
13. Info on conditions ofbuying I usage is reachable from ail pages.
In Table 7, we present the pattem number 4 ofthis category.
ID FEC4
Pattern description FAQ / giossaiy is accessible within 3 clicks
Category Functionai
— E-commerce
— Customer Support
Affributes faq: integer identification ofthe FAQ page
LTL Mapping Negation: AbsenceG1oba11y(fizq
—4 X (faq or X (faq or X (ftiq))))
Comments The SPS pattem “Absence” is used within the scope “Globally”.
To check this pattern, it is negatcd. The property formulated is “on ail
paths FAQ/glossary cannot be found withm 3 clicks ofevery page “. If
the resuit of verification gives a counter example, it means the model
checker found at least a path containing the home page. Then the
original property is valid.
Source IBM usability group
Table 7. Customer Support Pattem Number 4.
Trust
1. Privacy policy is accessed from every page.
2. Security policy is accessed from store front, order list, shopping cart, and order form.
3. There exists third party validation seal for trust.
4. Mission statement, history, etc. exist.
In Table 8, we present the pattern number 2 ofthis category
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ID FET2
Pattern description Security poiicy is accessed ftorn store front, order list, shopping
cart, and order fonn
Category functional
— E-commerce
— Trust
Attributes front, orderlist, sÏioppingcart, securityfioÏicy: integers
identifying the corresponding web pages
LTL Mapping G (front or order list or shopping car!
— X (securïtyfioiicy))
Comments
Source IBM usability group
Table 8. Trust Pattem Number 2.
Product Info and Navigation
L Product info is reachable within 3 clicks.
2. from home page the following is provided: search products, browse categories, and
recommend products.
3. Shopping pages are accessed from every other page.
4. “Best seliing” pages are accessed directly either from home page or product category
page.
5. Link to a product description and adding product is available from shopping cart page.
6. Within the same product category, product description pages are linked with forward
and backward buttons/links.
7. A link to catalogue exists on every page.
8. Promotions exist only on home page and category navigation pages.
9. 1 or 2 promotions exist simultaneously with a link to more promotions.
10. Promotions of certain products are ony present either on the Home page or on
Shopping pages and their number does not exceed 2.
11. Promotions are absent on product comparison pages and ordering pages.
12. Cross-selling and up-seiiing pages are reachable only from product detail pages.
13. Types ofaccepted payments are indicated and present on ail product pages.
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In Table 9, we present the pattem number 4 ofthis category.
ID fEPN4
Pattern description “Best selling” pages are accessed directly either from home page
or product category page
Category functional
— E-commerce
— Product Info and Navigation
Affributes home, caregoiy, besiselling: integers identifying the
corresponding web pages
LTL Mapping UniversalityGlobally (home or categoly —> X (bestseÏÏing))
Comments SPS pattern “Universality” is used within the scope “Globally”
Source IBM usability group
Table 9. Product Info and Navigation Pattern Number 4
Purchase Transaction
1. It is possible to view a product description, total cost, change a quantity, addlremove a
product, save an order, and proceed to order form.
2. After an order is submitted, a confirmation page is shown to the user.
3. from confirmation page, it is possible to reach registration page (acquire D, and
password).
4. If the user registers, then he can use shortcut order (by entering only ID, password, and
credit card number).
5. There is a link from the order form to the order list.
6. Credit card info is submitted no more than once before submitting an order.
7. Afler ordering, conditions of guarantee are available for the user.
8. Afler ordering, address of retum is indicated.
9. After ordering, retum service (charge, fours of work, contact, etc) are indicated.
10. Availability ofproducts is indicated before validation oforder.
In Table 10, we present the pattem number 6 ofthis category.
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ID FEPT6
Pattern description Credit card info is entered no more than once before submitting
an order
Category Functional
— E-commerce — Purchase Transaction
Attributes Credit caïd: Boolean indicating the presence of flelds requesting
credit card info in pages
submit: Boolean indicating the submit order page
LTL Mapping PrecedenceGlobally ((!(credit_card) W (credit caïd)), submit)
Comments SPS pattem “Precedence” is used within the scope “Globally”
Source Newly introduced
Table 10. Purchase Transaction Pattem Number 6.
3.4 Discussion
In this work, the library of web specification patterns covers a number of important
quality requirements of WAs. The list of those patterns is non exhaustive and can be
further extended with new pattems. As discussed before, the web properties addressed here
are mostly generic and apply to a wide range of WAs as well as to e-commerce WAs.
Therefore, we introduced properties that can be seen custom to specific WAs or
stakeholders such as banking, or govemment related applications as well as special e-
commerce applications such as e-Bay. The list of those properties cannot be lirnited and is
open to further contributions. Also, this library does include ail types of quality
requirements. The reason is that our approach is based on formally specified pattems.
Therefore, it is important to identify the elements of the quality requirements as attributes
that can be evaluated within the web pages of the WA. Those attributes when evaluated,
constitute the atomic propositions ofthe LTL formulae ofthe corresponding pattems.
For this reason, there exists a range of quality requirements which we have
identified but are not able to specify as LTL properties. Those requirements are either:
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1. too generic to the extent that it is impossible to identify corresponding attributes in web
pages of the WAUT, or
2. they describe necessary requirements for the quality of WAs which do flot directly
involve the WAUT itself, but raffier involve the business or company that owns
WA.
We list a few examples of such requirements:
• 404 error page is personalized.
• At least two modes ofpayments can be perforrned by the user.
• An answer to a request for information is sent within five working days ofreception.
• An acknowledgment of reception of a request is sent by email within 60 minutes.
• The nature and quantifiable characteristics of products and services (dimensions,
duration, capacity, etc.) are stated.
• Subscription to newsletters is submitted to a verification procedure.
Also, it is known that temporal logics, especially LIL and CIL, have certain
limitations to express ail types of properties. Iherefore, we acknowledge that some
properties which could be expressed in CTL cannot be expressed in LIL.
On the other hand, many of the pattems of our library employ specification pattems
from the SPS. Also, the pattems ofthe SPS can be mapped flot only to LTL, but also to a
range of specification languages such as CIL, and QRE. Therefore, we believe that this
adds to the flexibility and richness of our library of pattems. In particular, the web pattems
which are composed of SPS pattems could be easily formulated using the available SPS’s
mappings to the various specification languages. Such flexibility makes our system of web
specification pattems more generic, and the verification of WAs possible using various
model checkers and analysis tools.
In this chapter, we discussed key quality attributes of WAs and related requirements
to assure a high quality of those applications. These requirements were collected from a
variety of sources dealing with quality assurance of WAs. We introduced the WeSPaS, a
web specification pattern system, where each pattem designate a quality requirement,
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identified by a unique ID, its involved page attributes, mapping to LTL, and its sottrce. The
WesPaS is classified into functional and non-functional patterns. The complete system of
web specification pattems can be found in [40].
Having defined the major types of properties of WAs to be verified, we elaborate in
the next chapter our formai approach and methodology to run-tirne verification ofWAs.
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Chapter 4
Run-Time Verification of Web
Applications
In tÏiis chapter, we describe our rnethodoÏogy and
approach for anatysis auJ verification of WAs, auJ
develop a method that infers an auloinalon froin o
behavior a single window application observed during
browsing. We aLo discuss properties which could be
verifled using the hferred automaton and prove that
tÏiis aulomaton preserves these properties. We also
present metÏiods to i,fer cornmzrnicating automala
modelsfor ,nutti window/frame WA.
4.1 Dynamic Approacli and Metliodology
The purpose of building a formai mode! for a WAUT is to verify whether the
application exhibits certain predefined properties using model checking techniques. We
assume that the properties to be specified in a temporal logic ofa chosen model checker are
composed of atomic propositions, and for each page the value of each proposition is
uniquely determined by the content of the page, be it dynamic or static. These propositions
refer to the page attributes that are user defined and have to be checked (and thus reflected
in a model). As described in Chapter 1, when the code is flot used for modeling, one can
build a formai modei foilowing a dynamic, black-box based approach, by executing the
application and using only the observations of an extemai behavior of the application.
Verification of such models is often called run-time verification [3,10]. In case of WAs that
rely on the HTTP protocol considered in this work, an “extemal” behavior consists of
requests and responses. We follow the dynamic approach and assume that the
requestlresponse traffic between a client side and a server in the WAUT is observable. One
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possible way of achieving this is to use a proxy server [57]. A proxy server monitors the
traffic between the client and the server and records it in proxy logs. The proxy logs contain
the requests for the pages and the responses to these requests.
With this approach, a behavior of a WAUT, called a browsing session, is interpreted
as a possible sequence of web pages that have the same domain name intermittent with the
corresponding requests. Usually, those requests are triggered by the user’s actions (clicking
links, submitting forms). Note that a behavior of a WAUT is independent of the navigation
aids provided by the browser (back button, forward burton, etc.). In other words, we assume
that the user navigates the WAUT using only the provided links and forms, by clicking
links and submitting fihled forms; thus, we build a model that is independent of a browser.
We assume that a next request is flot submitted before the browser delivers a response to a
previous request. The user may next choose to click on a certain link or subrnit a filled
form, for which another web page is loaded (either in the full browser window or in a
frame/frameset within the same window, or in a newly opened window different from the
browser window), and so on. When the user clicks links that cause scrolling within the
same page, the WA is flot affected, as scrolling is performed by the browser and flot by the
server. Such links do flot trigger any request to the server and hence should flot be
represented in a model that describes an extemal behavior of the WA. If ifie user clicks a
link which leads to a page wiffi k frames, then k+l request/response pairs are observed. The
first request/response pair corresponds to the link clicked and, thus, to the frameset
document; and k requests, initiated by the browser, along with their responses, correspond
to the URIs defined in the frameset document. In other scenarios of WA navigation, the
browser automatically initiates a request for a page when an HTML HTTP-EQUW tag is
specified in the already displayed page. An example of an HTTP-EQUIV tag is: <META
HTTP-EQUW = “Refresh” CONTENT = “2; URL = hftp://nextdoc.html”>; when HTTP
EQUIV = “Refresh”, the browser performs the reload action. The CONTENT field
specifies a delay, in seconds, before the browser automatically loads either the current page
or, when the URL field has a different value than the URI of the current page, the page that
corresponds to the URL field. Such scenarios are used to notil’y the user of a redirection to a
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different page, or to notify the user to wait ttntil the resulting page is loaded. A browsing
session terminates when the user explores the pages he intends to visit or decides simply to
stop browsing. Exhaustive exploration could hardly be achieved for non-trivial WAs with a
database fler. This is why, following the dynamic approach, one can model only a part of
the WAUT, which is exposed in a browsing session. Note that in the web pages, there could
be links that use protocols different ftom HIT?, such as FTP for data transfer, SMTP or
IMAP for e-mail transfer. We assume that these links take the user out of the WAUT and
require, therefore, that the user do flot click on those links and only navigates through
HIT? based links that keep him within the application under test. Ihere are cases where
the user clicks on links that are broken or do not resuit in displaying the requested page.
Instead, the observed response would be a web page containing an error message that
explains the status of the requested page or a pop up window with an ok button displaying
the error. Therefore, to distinguish successful responses from erroneous ones, it is
important to extract the status code of each obsenred response. Our interest is in the 4xx
and 5xx codes that indicate errors in the request due to the client or errors on the server
side. The observation of these codes is essential to distinguish enor pages responses from
normal successfiil ones. This enables checking certain properties sucli as the validity of the
page, the accessibility of the page, or its reachability only through other pages that perform
authorization, etc. In case of responses with the redirection status code 3xx, the server
fetches the new location and sends the new URI back with the response header field called
“Location”.
b generate sequences of requests one may consider using a crawler instead of the
user to explore links in the WAUT [91], though in case of pages with forms to fili, the user
actions would still be required. Moreover, web masters, wary of threats related to crawler
use, overload on the web server or copying of copyrighted material, prohibit automatic
exploration of their websites [49]. In the next section, we pfesent an approach for building
finite automata that mode! a browsing session. Although usually mode! checking
techniques rely on KS based modeling, many mode! checkers, such as Spin [44], use
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automata based languages to describe KSs. Therefore, the finite automata modeling is
justified for our approach to web model checking.
4.2 Modeling Single Window Applications
We flrst present our modeling approach for WAs whose web pages do flot have
frames and assume that ffie WA is browsed in a single browser window, in other words,
that ail the links have their target attributes either undefined or equal to “self’. Later we
provide extensions to more complex applications.
As we rnentioned before, the purpose of building a fonnal model for a WA is to
validate whether the application exhibits certain predefined properties. We assume that the
properties to be specified in a temporal logic of a chosen model checker are composed of
atomic propositions, and for each visited page the value of each proposition is uniquely
determined by the content of the page, be it dynamic or static. These propositions refer to
the page attributes that have to be checked (and reflected in a model). Page attributes can be
of various types, for instance: a numerical type to count the occurrence of a certain entity, a
string type to denote the domain name of a page, or features of a page link, such as a
hypertext associated with the link. However, there are cases when an attribute representing
a certain feature of the visited page cannot be defined for another page. For instance, a
Boolean attribute that indicates whether the menu is ftamed in a page that does flot contain
menus, or an attribute representing the percentage of the number of occurrences of a certain
string with respect to the number of ail the strings in a page that contains no text. In such
cases, we assign to these attributes the value “not available”. Unfortunately, only few
experimental model checkers support muhi-valued iogic. One way of solving the problem
is to introduce an auxiliary flag variable that indicates appropriateness of the attribute.
However, in many cases, as a workaround, it is sufficient to assume that the atomic
propositions conesponding to those attributes whose value is “not available”, are false in
the corresponding pages.
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In the following, we describe how to use automata to mode! an observed behavior of
a WA based on the information available in die conesponding browsing session. The
session includes requests mitiated by die user, narnely link clicks and fflled forrn
submissions, as well as requests initiated by the browser, namely requests for URIs present
in an HTTP-EQUIV tag; for simplicity, we cali those URIs implicit links.
4.2.1 Definïtions
Each request in the browsing session is represented by a string 1. In case the request
method is Get or HeaU, 1 is the URI sent in the request. If the request is for a fflled form
then we represent it in the form a?d, where a is die form action and U is the form data set
which represents the data fields fihled in die form; in case of the Get method, data set is a
part of the URI sent in the request, while in case of Post method, data set is included in the
message body as a data stream.
Each response conesponding to a visited page is abstracted by a tup!e <u, e, L L,
V, where u denotes the request Ï, identifying die page (we use the terms response, page,
and response page interchangeably); e e C represents the stams code of the page, C is the
set of valid stams codes defined as integers ranging between 100 and 599 [57]; I is the set
of URIs specified by the action attribute of each form in the page; L is the set of URIs
associated with links, including the implicit !inks if any, in the page (L does not inc!ude
links that cause the scrolling to sections in the same page); and V is a vector <y1, . - -,
where y- is the valuation of the page attribute 2 and k is the number of ail the page attributes
over which the atomic propositions are defined. Pages with status code 2xx are the ones
rendered successftilly and have their URL u equal the request Ï. Pages with status code 3xx
have their URL u different from the request Ï that triggered the response due to a redirection
to another location of the pages. Pages with status code 4xx or Sxx may or may flot have
links leading back to the application.
A browsing session is a Request/Response Sequence RRS = <uO, CO, ‘o, L0, Vo> ii
<UI, Cl, Ii, L1, Vi>
.. 1n <Un, Cn, ‘n, Ln, J’>, where <uo, CO, ‘o, L0, V0> represents the default
page disp!ayed in the browser window from which the first request was triggered; this page
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is flot observed in the browsing session, therefore, uo and e0 are nulI, and b, L0, and Vo are
empty sets; 4 is a request that is followed by the response page <zt1, e1, 1, L-, V1; for ail 1>
1, 1- e L-1 if t- is a request conesponding to a clicked or implicit iink, or if t is of the form
a-?d1, then a- e I; and for ail 1> 0 1 = u1 if e, 3xx; (otherwise, Ï t.’,); and n is the total
number of requests in the browsing session, starting from the first request 1 for the home
page of the application. Page attributes, along with u and e, are considered as state
attributes and used for model checking in a way similar to KS [16]. We denote U the set of
ail user defined attributes.
We say that a link of the WAUT is expÏored in a browsing session if its URI is one
of the requests in the browsing session; otherwise, we say that the link is unexplored.
Simiiarly, we say that a form is explored if its action a appears in one ofthe requests a?d in
the browsing session; otherwise we say the form is unexplored. Two pages <u1, e1, L, L-, V1>
and <ui, c, ,, L, V> have a repeated (common) link if L n L 0; similariy, a repeated
formexists, ifI1n] 0.
4.2.2 Converting a Browsing Session into an Automaton
In this section, we provide a high-ievel description of the algorithm that converts
1?RS into an automaton, called a session automaton. Each transition of the session
automaton represents a link or a subrnitted form, and each state represents ail pages (states)
that have the same valuations of attributes, and the same sets of links and form actions. The
automaton is built as foliows.
Procedure 1. Given a browsing session RRS = <no, eo, ‘o, L0, Vo> ii <u1, e1, Ii, L1, V1> ... 1,,
<u,,, c,,, J,,, L,,, I/1>, where n is the total number of observed requests, the corresponding
automaton Apj.’ = <S u {trap}, 5, 7, is buiit as follows:
1. The tuple <710, C0, 1o, L0, V0> is mapped into a designated state called inactive, denoted
s0, where 710 and e0 are null, and b, L0, and V0 are ernpty sets.
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2. The set of states S is defined as follows. for ail j > O, a tuple <ii1, e, L, L-, J’>
corresponds to a state of the session automaton. Tuples <u1, e1, L, L-, V1> and <ui, ej, J,
L, J’>, wherej> i, are mapped into the same state, if e- = cj, L = lj, L- = L, and V1 =
3. The alphabet (i.e., set of events) of the autornaton is defined by the union of the sets f,
A, Req. T= L is the set of ah the URIs associated with links in the observed
responses, A U’1 is the set of ail actions that correspond to the unexpiored forms in
the observed responses, Req is the set of ail the observed requests. Thus, f u A u Req
is the alphabet of the automaton, denoted
4. Each triple (<u1, c, L, L,, V1>, <u1+i, C-+1, L+i, L-÷1, V÷i>) defines a transition s1, 11+1,
s-+1), where s1, s1+1 correspond to the response pages <u1, e1, L, L1, Vi>, <u1+1, c1÷1, 11+1,
L1+1, Vj÷i> respectiveiy, and 11+1 e L1 if ‘1+1 is a request corresponding to a ciicked or
impiicit link, or if l+ is of the form a-+1?d1+1, then a---1 e L; and ‘i+l = u,+1, if et+1 3xx;
(othenvise, 4± tt1÷);
5. Each request corresponding to an explored repeated form or link defines a transition
from the state, where it occurs, to the state that corresponds to the response of the
submitted fflled forrn or clicked iink.
6. Each event in Icorresponding to an unexpiored iink Ï e L- or unexplored form a e L
defines a transition from the state representing the page <ii,, e-, L, L1, J’> to a designated
state, called a trap state that represents the unexpiored part of the WAUT and whose
attributes are flot available. Let T denote the set of thus defined transitions in steps 4, 5,
and 6.
The obtained automaton models a complete behavior of a WAUT or its fragment,
depending on the size of the session. In case of a static strongiy-connected WA (where each
page is reachable from every other page), the autornaton that models ail its behavior could
be built from an exhaustive browsing session obtained by exploring each hink and ifiling in
every possible way and submitting each form on every page ofthe application, which is, as
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mentioned before, oflen unfeasible. Therefore, using Procedure 1, we are able to infer from
a single RRS (trace) an automata mode! which includes several possible behaviors (traces).
The following example is a fragment of a browsing session representing five web
pages:
GET http://www.crim.ca HUP/1.0
Host: www.crim.ca
Accept: applicationlvnd.ms-excel, applicationlmsword, applicationlvnd.ms-powerpoint, image/gif, image/x-xbitmap,
image/jpeg, image/pjpeg, *1*
User-Agent: Mozill&4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 4.0)
Accept-Language: en-us
—END 0F HUP REQUEST
—
—
HUP/l.1 2000K
Content-Type: text/html
Content-Length: 18316
Server: Apache/1.3.9 (Unix) mod_perl/1.21 mod_ssl/2.4.9 OpenSSUO.9.4
Date: Wed, 10 Apr 2003 19:40:02 GMT
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<LI NK rel=stylesheet href=”/styles.css’>
<TITLE> CRIM<rrITLE></HEAD>
<a href=/rdP’> recherche-d&eacute;veloppement <la>
<IHTML>
—---———-———-END 0F HHP RESPONSE-——————
UR
Figure 6. Example ofa Session Autornaton
figure 6 shows the automaton that represents the browsing session, where state s5 is
a deadlock state representing an error page whose status code is 404. Transitions ftom s2 to
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Si, and $3 to S2, represent deduced links which were flot clicked by the user. URL1, URL2,
and URL3 (named as such for simplicity) represent unexplored iinks that label transitions
to the trap state.
4.3 Verification of Web Applications Using Session Automaton
In this section, we discuss properties of a WAUT which could be verifled by
analyzing the session automaton, and prove that an inferred session automaton preserves
these properties. First, we present a few definitions.
We assume a given WAUT, where each page is a tupie that represents ail the
content of the page, i.e., a page is of the form <u, e, I, L, J/ where u, e, I and L are the
same as described in Section 3.2 and V is the compiete set of ail possible attributes that
define the content of an HTML page. Let P
= <
n. e. I. L. V > be the set of ail
‘WA 1W4 1WA 1JI
i=1
the reachable pages of the WAUT, n is the total number of pages, and V
=
J’ be the set
of ail attribute valuations that identify the contents of the pages in P. Note that V U, i.e.,
the set of affributes of the WAUT includes the set of user defined attributes in the browsing
session. Moreover, we assume that the set of attributes in each page of the browsing session
is t’ = n U, / = 1, ..., n. This means that during monitoring, some attributes of web
pages could be lost or disregarded (abstracted); however, if an attribute is abstracted from
one observed page, it is consistently abstracted from ail ifie others. Without loss of
generality, we assume the following about the WAUT. First, ail the pages of the WA and
consequently browsing session are static pages (do flot involve scripts or fonns), and the
WAUT itself is a static one (that is the set of HTML pages, which represent the WAUT,
does flot change during observation and verification). Moreover, every unique URI
corresponds to a unique page; jn other words, there exists a one-to-one correspondence
between links and pages. Second, the WAUT starts from an initial page <u0, e0, I, L0, Vo>
(other than the home page), where no, e0, L0, and Vo are undefined. Third, the status code
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e = 200 in each page, meaning that ail the pages aiways render successfully, and the URI of
the response coincide with the URI of request. Then, a WA automaton model is defined as
follows.
Definition 1. Given a web application with the set of ail the reachabie pages P =
u1, c, ,I, L1,> , the «mnite web application azttomaton, denoted AIVA, is a
tuple <S, S, 2 T>, where
1. S is the set ofail the pages P,
2. s0 e S is the initialpage <110, C0, I, L0, Vo>;
3.
=
n
=
S{. li is the set ofail tue Ïinks in ail the pages P, and
4. T c S x Ex S is a set oftrz1es (<itt, c, I, L1, V;>, 11+1, <u+y, L1+1, V1+1>), such
that 1+1 = ui+1, l+ie L.
The states of the session automaton do flot necessarily represent ail the pages of a given
WAUT, while the state attributes of the session automaton are user defined and U V.
From Definition 1 the foilowing proposition follows.
Proposition 1. Given AwA = < S, s0, T>, the web application autornaton, for eveiy
session autornaton = < 5 u {trap}, s0’, E’, T’>, thefollowing holds
1. S’IISI,
2. E’cland
3. for every transition i1+1’, s1+1’) e T’, s’, s+’ e S’, 1 j there exists (SI, 11+1,
st+i) e ] such that l,+,’ = 11+1, c7 = e1, 1/ = L, L1’ = L1, V1’ V;, and Ct+1’ = e+1, 11+1 = Ii+1,
T !_T TT .‘ 17
L-+1 Li+1, Vi±1 Vï+1.
We cal! a trace ofAwA in state s the sequence of actions 1112.. .lk e L* such that there
exist states 1, s2, ..., s, s1 = s, such that (s1, l, s1+i) e Tfor ail i =1, ..., k-i. Let traces(s)
denote the set of ail the traces ofAjp1 in a state s. We denote traces(Aw4) = traces(so). We
Similarly define traces(Apjts).
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To dernonstrate the correctness of our approach, we prove the following theorem
(see Annex A) that states that given the web application autornaton and the session
automaton generated using Procedure 1 from a given browsing session of this application,
each trace ofthe session automaton is a trace ofthe web application automaton.
Theorem 1. Given AWA = < S, s0, T> the web application autornaton ofa WA, Jr eveiy
session autoinaton ofWA ARRS = <5” u {trap}, s0’, E’, T’ > it hoids that
traces(A WA) tracesARJ?s)
Proof. Let /112 ... e traces(A pyç) be a trace of a session automaton Apfrs. By the definition of
the trace, there exist states go’, si’, ..., where for ail i? O, (s1’, ij+i, S+i’) e r. According to
the definition of a browsing session, for each s-’ = <zt1, c, I, L-, V1>, such that 1> 0, i÷ e L
(though /i Lo). from Proposition 1, it follows that 4+i e for ail î O, and there exist s-,
s1+i e S, such that l-+ e L of s1. By Definition 1, Ï-- is the URI ofs1+1 in AWA. Therefore, for
each l-÷i, î O, there exists a triple (s1, l+i, s-+j) e T. By Proposition 1, we conclude that i1i2
e traces(A w’i). QED
Thus, we have shown that a session automaton models a fragment of the behavior of
ffie WAUT. In the rest of the section, we determine properties of WAs (or their violation)
that are preserved by a session automaton. Since properties are usually defined using a KS
model, we define a KS of WA and session autornata. The mapping is more or less direct,
preserving states, transitions, and attributes (in the form of atornic propositions). The only
exception is trap state, whose attributes are undefined. There are two options to deal with
this state, either to replace it with a “chaos” set of states with ail possible attribute
valuations that produce any possible paths, or just remove it. The first option would result
in a consen’ative abstraction, so CEGAR (counterexample guided abstraction refmement)
methods [511 become applicable. However, this would complicate the model. Thus, here
we opt for removing the trap state. Now the model, obtained from a web session, could be
considered as a restriction of the WAUT.
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As described in Section 3.2, safety properties [4$] designate an important category
of specifications of a given system. They are often described as properties of the system,
which have finite counterexamples (for any incorrect system) or, more inforrnally,
properties requiring that ccl2otÏJi,lg bad happens” [54]. invariants constitute a subclass of
safety properties, which require, for instance, that the value of a variable remains positive.
Negation of safety properties are either simple reachability properties, which
express reachability of some state(s), such as “user could reach a page with e-shop retum
policy”, or conditional reachability properties, such as the “user can aiways reach home
page even without using site map”. The reachability properties are flot universal since they
may require more than just one path to make a counterexample. In other words, reachability
properties cannot be formulated in LTL since LTL checks the property validity on ail the
paths of the system, which is flot the case of CTL where properties can 5e checked
existentialiy, and flot universally only.
The web session automaton, derived from observations, could be seen as a kind of
abstraction of WA automaton by restriction. Abstraction by restriction [8] is known to
preserve reachability properties, in the sense that whenever reachability property holds for
the restricted system, it also holds for the original. Thus, if verification of web session
automaton for a reachability property succeeds (or verification of the corresponding safety
property fails), this reachability property is also proven for the original WAUT. If
verification of reachability property fails, more observations are required to validate the
WAUT. Here we do not discuss which exactly observations are needed, which is out of
scope of this thesis. For safety properties, property preservation is “inverse”: whenever a
safety property is violated in the session KS (defined below) the safety property is
disproved for the WAUT as well. Also, each infinite counterexample of the session KS is
also a counterexample ofthe original one (similar to Property 5.1 in [44]).
While the above facts are intuitive, we prefer to prove them formally.
Definifion 2. Let M = (S, T, S0, P, L) and M’ = (5’, 1’, $o’, P’, L’) be Iwo KSs. We say that
M is an abstraction ofM if
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1. P’cF,and
2. /ir eveiy path it’ = (so’, s1t,
...) ofM, there exists a path it = Kso, s1, ..) ofM such that
for each I O, £‘(s’) £(s1) n P’.
This abstraction is close to the well-known notion of “universal abstraction” for KSs
or “under-approximation” [15].
Definition 3. Let M = (S, T, So, P, L) ana’ M = (S’, I’, So’, P’, L’) be two KSs. We say that
M 15 a reduction of denoted by M M 1ff
• 5vc5
2. P’=P,and
3. for every paffi t’ = (So’, Si’, ...) of M’, there existS a path it = (So, 5i, -) of M such that
it’ is a prefix of it.
This definition States that M is a reduction of lvi, if and only if every execution of
M’ ïs a prefix of an execution of M It is similar to the “abstraction by restriction” defmed in
[8], where some behaviors are removed from the original model.
From Definition 2 and Definition 3, the following definition is derived.
Definifion 4. Let M ana’ M be two KSs. We say that M is a reduced abstraction ofM ff
there exists a KS M’, such that M’ is an abstraction ofM ana’ M M’.
A KS can directly be derived from a web application automaton, we cali it a web
application structure and define it as follows.
Definition 5. Let A4 = <5’, so, 7 be a given web application autornaton ana’ V be the
set of ail attribute valuations present in A wi , the web application structure MWA
= tSw4,
TW4, SOWA, PWA, Lw) 15 a KS, where SWA = S, So = {So}, TwA SWA x Sw, such that for
eveiy transition (s1, 4+i, s+i) e ] (si, st+i) E Twjt., PwA = V u 2 ana’ -4 SWA —>
2 labels the states with their corresponding attribute valuations.
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Note that each transition label in the web application automaton is a state label of
the destination state in the conesponding web application structure.
Similarly, we derive the browsing session structure M15 of the automaton A5 of a
given browsing session of WA. Note that the set of states of M]fiS does not include the trap
state, since the propertÏes are specified over the set of states that only represent browsed
pages.
Definition 6. Let = <Su {trap}, SO, 2 7 be a given browsing session automaton and
U the set of ail attribute valuations present in alt the states ofApys, the browsing session
structure Mj5
= (SRRS, S0]5, PRJS, £js) is a 1(5’, where Spjs 5, Sopys = {so}, T15
S1?JS X Sjjs is such thatjbr eveiy transition 5j, l+i, s+i) e ] s+i) e Tpjts, Fjjs = U u
and 4j?s. Sps — 2° labels the states with their corresponding attribute valïiations.
From the properties of the automata models of a given WAUT and a conesponding
browsing session defined in Proposition 1 and Theorem 1, the following proposition
follows.
Proposition 2. Given an application structure M4
= (SwA. TWA, 50, Pwjj, £WA), for eveiy
browsing session structure of WA Ms= (Ssis, Tp Sopps Fpy £ps, M5 Ès a reduced
abstraction of MWA.
Proof. Let AWA and ARPS be the web application automaton and a session automaton of WA
from which M,VA and Mts are derived according to Defmition 5 and Definition 6. from
Definition 4, let a KS M1111= (Si,,,, T11, F-,,,, Li,,,) be an abstraction of M such that Pint
PJ?J?S. Based on Definition 5, there exists an autornaton A111 that corresponds to such the
set of attributes is restricted to U instead of V. In other words, A1,,, presewes the behavior of
AWA, meaning that traces(A1,,,) = traces(A wA), but restricts the state attributes. Therefore,
Proposition 1 applies to A5 and A-,,, with the exception that state attributes of A]j?s are
equal to state attributes of A1171. Since traces(A1111) = traces(AJYA), then from Theorem 1,
traces(A1771) i traces(Apjts). Since trap state is flot included in Mjs, only the traces that do
not lead to trap are considered. From Proposition 1 and Theorem 1, it follows that for every
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trace /112 ... e traces(Ajjs), there exists a state sequence (Se, s1, ...) in MpJ?s, which is a
prefix of a state sequence (Se’, si’,
...) in M1,71. So, by Definition 3, Mpjts Therefore,
Mp]?s is a reduced abstraction ofMwA. QED
We daim two theorems stating that when a property is violated in the model of the
browsing session of a given WAUT, it is violated in the model of the WAUT if the
counterexample in the modet of the browsing session is an infinite execution. If the
counterexample is a fmite execution in the model of the browsing session, the daim holds
only for safety properties as discussed earlier in Section 4.3. for this reason we first define
a safety property. Here we give a topological defmition ofa safety similar to the one in [2].
Definition 7. A safety property is any property such that whenever p hoÏd on a K5 it
aiso holds on ail the reductions ofthis 1<5.
The following proposition follows from the definition of abstraction, and path
semantics of LTL.
Proposition 3. Let M = (S, 7 S, P, £ and M = (5V, I, S0’, P’, L) be two KSs, such that
M is an abstraction of M Given an L TL formula defined on atomic propositions P of
M’, ifM’ (p, thenM p.
Here we daim a theorem which states that when a property violation in the model of the
browsing session of a given WAUT, is also a violation in the model of the WAUT if the
counterexample in the model ofthe browsing session is an infinite execution.
Theorem 2. Given a web application structure M4 = (SWA, T1, SOWA, PWA, LwA), for every
browsing session structure of WA Mpjs
= (Ss, T1çjs, So, PRRS, Lps), if there is a
property (p, such that MRPS t p and a path in M5 that violates (p is infinite, then Mwj I
(p.
Proof. From Proposition 2, there exists a KS M1
=
(S,, T11,,, SOm( L-), such that Mpit5
‘ Mi,,, ami is an abstraction of M11. From the definition of z (Definition 3), every path
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of À4jç is a prefix of a path of A path in Mj that violates (p is infinite, hence, there
exists an infinite path it’ in M11, that also violates (p. Thus, M111, (p. On the other hand, M1,
is an abstraction of MWÂ. From the defmition of abstraction (Definition 2), for every path
(so’, s1’,
...) ofM1,, there exists a path (so, i, ...) of M4, such that £,ts’) = £WA(51) n
î O. By Proposition 3, MWA It (p. QED
Now we daim a theorem similar to Theorem 2, but which concerns preservation of
violation of safety properties.
Theorem 3. Given a web application structure Mw1i = (S4, T, Soj, P1, for eveiy
browsing session structure of WA MpJ?s = (Spjs, So, PR]s, £RJ?s), fthere is a property
(p such that iz (p, a path in MRRS that violates p is finîte, and ( is a safety property,
then MWA i (p.
Proof. From Proposition 2, there exists a KS M1, = (S,, T112,, j)’7’, £.,,), such that
M111, and M112, is an abstraction of Mw. By the definition of a safety property (Definition
7), Mi,,, hz (p. On the other hand, M, is an abstraction ofMwi. Therefore, from Proposition
3,Mit (pQED
Theorems 2 and 3 demonstrate the consistency of our proposed approach. In
conclusion, we daim that violations of safety properties are preserved, as well as those
properties (safety or liveness) whose counterexamples are infinite executions. In the next
section, we present a methodology to model WAs with multiple frarnes and windows using
communicating automata.
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4.4 Modeling Web Applications with Frames and Multiple
Windows
In the previous section, we presented an automata model for single window WAs.
However, WAs oflen use frames and multiple windows. These options aiiow rendering
several pages at the same time, thus introducing concurrency in the behaviors of such WAs.
Therefore, a single autornaton is cumbersome to adequately model a concurrent behavior of
WAs with several frames/windows. In this section, we ftirther elaborate our approach using
communicating automata to model such WAs, which we cail rnulti-display WA for
simplicity. Before we introduce our extended approach, we define elernents of a browsing
session of a multi-display WA.
4.4.1 Definitions
A response in a multi-display WA is defined as a tuple <u, e, J, F, L, V>, where u
denotes the request that identifies the page; e represents the status code of the page; I is the
set of URIs specified by the action attribute of each form in the page; L is the set of URIs
associated with links, including the implicit links if any, in the page; and V is a vector <y1,
vi>, where y1 is the valuation of the page attribute î and k is the number of ail the page
attributes over which the atomic propositions are defined. I and L are extended to include
the target for each action and link. Therefore, an elernent of L is a tuple <l, t>, where lis a
URI associated with a link and t is the corresponding target; if no target is defined, ffien t
= a, which denotes the empty target. Similarly, an element of I becornes a tuple <a, t>,
where a denotes a form action and t its corresponding target. F is a frame tree defined in the
page and whose leaves are frames. A frame is a tuple of the forrn <jÇ b>, where fis the URI
defined by the value of the src attribute of the HTML frame elernent and b is the frarne
name. We denote by leaves(f) a function that retums the set of leaf nodes (frames) of the
tree F. In other words, leaves(f denotes the URIs of the default pages loaded in the frames
along with those frame names.
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We define a browsing session of a multi-display WA as a sequence of requests
(along with their conesponding targets) and responses. For simplicity, we keep using the
term RequestlResponse Sequence (RRS) to represent a browsing session.
A RRS = <uo, C0, ‘o, F0, L0, Vo> <r1, /, t1> <Uj, Cl, Ii, F1, L1, Vi> .. <r,,, 4,, 4,> <u,,,
e,,, I,,, F,,, L,,, V,>, where n is the total number of requests in the browsing session starting
from <r1, i, t1>. <r,, 4, t> represents a request, such that r1 is a string denoting the request
header field, “referer”, which is the URI of the page, where the request was triggered; and
<4, t> is defined as follows:
• if the request is for a fihled form, then 4 is of the form a?d,, where a- forms with the
target t a tuple <a1, t1> e ] of the page <u,, e1, ],
,,
L1, J/>, where u1 = r1,
• if the request is for a frame source page, then <Ii, t.> e leaves(F’,) of the page <t,, e1,
J, F1, L1, Vi>, where u1 = r1,
• otherwise (if the request is for a link, clicked or implicit), then <4, t> e L1 of the
page <zt1, ej, ]j, F, L1, Vi>, where z1 = r1,
Notice that, similar to the case of a single window WA, <uO, C0, b, F0, L0, Vo>
corresponds to the initial default page displayed in the browser window, such that u0, e0 are
nuli, and b, Fo, L0, V0 are empty sets; <r1, i, t1> includes the URI I of the starting page,
and r1 and t1 are the empty string E. In addition, 4 = u1, if e1 3xx; otherwise, 4 u1 and <u1,
e1, I, F1, L1, V> immediately follows r1 in the RRS.
4.4.2 Basic Assumptions
Before we elaborate the model of a multi-display WA, we state basic assumptions
about the observed browsing session of the WA. Such assumptions are essential due to
inability to directly determine from a request the window/frarne from which it was
triggered. An observed request/response pair does flot include the narne of the
window/frame targeted by the corresponding URI. To determine the window/frame, we
track the “referer” header field in the request, which is the URI of the page, where the
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request is triggered. Thus, the following assumptions mttst hold in the observed browsing
session:
1. At each moment, different pages are displayed in frarnes/windows. If two pages have
links to the same page, then only one request conesponding to one of the links is
present in the session.
2. If a Iink is repeated in the sanie page with different targets and a request for that link is
in the session, then the request corresponds to the first instance of that link appearing on
the page.
These assumptions are flot difficuk to satisfy when the browsing session is created
by the tester.
4.4.3 Communicating Automata Mode! of Multi-Disp!ay Web
App!ications
Here we describe how an observed browsing session can be modeled by a system of
communicating automata. Given the browsing session, we first determine local browsing
sessions that correspond to the behaviors of the entities in the browsed part of the WAUT,
such as windows, ftames, and framesets, each of which is modeled by an automaton. Then
we explain how to convert the local browsing sessions into communicating automata and
present the conesponding algorithm, which is an extension of Procedure 1 presented in
Section 3.4.
Automata communicate synchronously by rendezvous, executing common
(rendezvous) actions. Such communication is formalized by the parallel composition
operator on automata. Formally, two communicating automata A1 <51, soi, .!j, T1 > and
A2 = < S2, O2, 12, T2> are composed using the operator. The resuhing automaton, denoted
A1 A2, is a tuple <5, Z T>, where s0 (Soi, S02) and so e S; 1= l u 12; and S S x
52 and Tare the smallest sets obtained by appiying the following mies:
• ff(si, e, s’i) e T1, e ., and (si, s2) e S, then (s’1, s2) e S, and ((s1, s2), e, (S’i, $2)) E T
• If(s2, e, s) e T2, e 1, and (Si, 52) e S, then (Si, s’2) e S, and ((si, 52), e, (Si, S’2)) e T.
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If(si, e, 5’i) e T1, ($2, e, s’2) e T2, and (si, $2) C S, then (s’1, s’2) e S, and ((si, 52), C, s’1,
S’2)) e T.
The composition is associative and can be appiied to finitely many autornata.
4.4.3.1 Local Browsing Sessions
A browsing session represents the behavior of communicating entities, narnely,
browser’s main and independent windows, and frames, denoted Oi, 02, .., ok, where o1
corresponds to the browser’s main window and k is the number of communicating entities.
The entities corresponding to independent windows are deterrnined by analyzing the targets
present in the requests; if the target in a request is not an existing frame name, it
corresponds to an independent window; for each request, whose target is “_blank”, a new
entity is defined corresponding to a new unnamed independent window. The entities that
correspond to frarnes are determined by the frarne names indicated in the frame trees of the
response pages; where each frame entity is uniquely identified by <jÇ b> and the URI u of
the frameset document, where the corresponding frarne tree is defmed. The number of
communicating entities k is then defined as follows. Given a browsing session, <UO, CO, ‘o,
F0, L0, Vo> <ri, 11, t1> <Ui, Cl, Ii, F’1, L1, Vi> ... <r,,, 4,, t,,> <ufl, c,,, I,,, f’,,, L,,, V,>, let {t1,
tq}, such that q n, be the set of ail the distinct targets observed in the requests, including
window names, ftame names, and predefmed targets (“_parent”, “_top”, “_seW’, “_blank”).
Let {bi’, ..., be ifie set of ail the unique frame names defined in ail the responses, such
that b1’ represent a frarne identified with <J, b> and the URI u of the corresponding
frameset document. Then, k = I + I {t1, ..., tq} u {b1’, ..., b,’} — {t1 I t = “_top” or
t,= “_parent” or t- = “_seif’ or t= “ blank” or t= E}l + I{<,, ,, t,> I t1 = “ blank”}I. Vie
further analyze the hierarchical relationship among the different entities of the application.
We consider each window entity as a window tree, whose root node represents the window
itself. The first frarne tree occurring in (frameset document ioaded into) the window is
appended to the foot of the window tree. If a request’s target is a frarne name, such that the
response is another frameset document (having a frame tree), in the window tree, the
response’s frame tree is appended to the node of the targeted frame. Sirniiarly, if the target
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is a frame name or the window itself, any subsequent chiidren are removed from the node
of the targeted entity and replaced by the response’s frame tree, if any.
The local browsing sessions (]?RS1, ..., RR5) corresponding to the observed
behavior of k entities of the WA are determined as follows. A request/response pair <7), l,
t,> <ui, c, J,, J, L1, J7> beîongs to a RRS1, if the target t refers to the entity o. Also, the RRS
of each frame that could be a child of o, contains the same request <r3, l, t,>, whose
response is the inactive page. At the same time, the ]?R$ of the (targeting) entity, from
which <ii, l, t,> is triggered, must contain <r,, lj, t> itself with its response being the page,
where the request is initiated. This is explained by the fact that the targeting entity does flot
change its displayed page. However, if the target t is “_parent”, “_top”, or a parent entity
name, then the response in the RRS of the targeting entity is the inactive page. Similarly,
the RRS of each frame that is a child of the targeted entity contains the same request <r], 1,,
t3> whose response is the inactive page. This means that those frarnes are deactivated and
erased ftorn the window. If the target attribute is absent or “_self’ then <r3, l,, t,> <u3, Cj, 1,
F3, L1, 1”,> belongs to a RRS1, provided that the request is triggered from the last page
displayed in the corresponding entity o. Following is a high-level description of steps
determining the local sessions.
Procedure 2. Sessions RRS1, î = 1, ..., k, are fonned using the following procedure:
1. RRS1 := <110, c0, I, F0, L0, V0> corresponds to the inactive page of the RRS of the main
window similar to the inactive page defined in Section 4.2.1. For j> 1, RRS1 := <uo, c0,
Je, F0, L0, V0, is defined similarly to <110, C0, ‘o, F0, L0, Vo>, which corresponds to the
inactive page, where the local session starts.
2. The first request response pair <ri, ti, ti> <ui, Cl, Ii, F1, L1, Vi> is appended to the
session of the browser’s main window, i.e., RRS1 := RRS1 <ri, i, t1> <ui, ci, I, f1, L1,
V1>.
3. for each request/response pair <r1, 13, t3> <u1, c1, I, F1, L1, V>,j> 1,
3.1. if the target refers to entity o, <r3, i, t3 <u3, c,, , F,, L3, I’> is appended to RRS1,
i.e., RR$1 := RRS1 <r3, i,, t,> <u1, c,, J, F,,, L1, I’>. At the same time, <r,, l, t> <u0,
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c0, I, F9, Le, V0> is appended to the sessions of ail the frames and framesets (if
any) that are chiidren of o.
3.2. If the “referer” i is equal to the URI of the last response in RRS then
3.2.1. If the target t corresponds to a parent entity, the response corresponding to
<r,, l, t> in RRS1 is the inactive page <u9, e9, J, f9, L9, V0>. Thus, RRS1 :=
RRS <t), i, t> <ue, C, I, F9, L9, Vo>. At the same time, <r1, Ij, t,> <u9, c9,
J, F9, L0, V9> is also appended to the sessions of ail the frames that are
chiidren ofthe targeted parent; otherwise,
3.2.2. the response to <r1, t,> is a mple <u, e, j, F, L, V, such that r1 = u. Thus,
RRS1 := RRS1 <,, I’,, t> <u, e, j, F, L, J7>•
3.3. If the target t = “_self’ or t, = and i is the URI ofthe last page displayed in RRS1,
then RRS1 : RRS <r1, l, t3> <u1, e1, j,, F1, L1, Vi>.
The following is a fragment of a browsing session. It starts with a request followed
by a response containing a frameset document that specifies the source of two frarnes
named toc and main. Then two request/response pairs are observed for the source pages of
the two frames toc and maiti. The source page for toc contains several links and a form
whose target attributes are the frame main. The source page for main contains links whose
target attributes are “_top”. The last request is for a link from the main source page and
whose response page is displayed in the full window, thus deleting ail the frames.
GET http:/lsec.eecs.berkeley.edu;80/body.htm HUPII .0
Referer: http://sec.eecs.berkeley.edu/
-—--—---———-——-END 0F HHP REQUEST-—--—--——-————---———
HUPI1.1 2000K
<html>
<frameset cols=”l 51 ,* borderû frameborder=no’>
<frame name=”toc’ src=”toc.htm” frameborder=0 marginwidth=4>
<frame name=main src=’main.htm ftameborder0 marginwidth=4>
<Iftameset>
</html>
——---—--—-———-END 0F HUP RESPONSE-————
GET http:Usec.eecs.berkeley.edu:80/toc.htm HUPI1 .0
Referer: http://sec.eecs.berkeley.edu/body.htm
Accept-Language: en-us
————-———-END 0F HUP REQUESI
HTTPI1.1 2000K
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<html>
<br><br><a href=people/main.htm target=main5People</A>
<br><a href=http://robotics.eecs.berkeley.edu/—sastry/darpa.sec/prop/prop225.html” target=’main5Proposal</A>
<form method=post action=”/cgi-bin/htsearch target=main>
<input type=’text size=’12” name=words value=’>
<input type=submit” value=Search’>
<input type=hidden name=config value=htdigsec>
<input type=hidden name=restnct value=>
<input type=hidden name=exclude value=>
</form>
</html>
-—-—--————-———-END 0F HUP RESPONSE- --- -
GET http:llsec.eecs.berkeley.edu:8olmain.htm HUP/1 .0
Referer: http://sec.eecs.berkeley.edu/body.htm
HHP/1.1 2000K
<html>
<a href=’http://www.eecs.berkeley.edu/-tah/” target=_top> Shankar Sastry<Ia>
<a href=http:Hwww.eecs.berkeley.edu/—sastry/’ target=’.top> Tom Henzinger</a>
<a href=’http:f/ptolemy.eecs.berkeley.edu/—eal/’ target=’..top> Edward A. Lee</a>
</html>
- ---———-END 0F HUP RESP0NSE---—————-————-----———-
GEl http:f/www.eecs.berkeley.eUu:80I-sastryI HHP/1 .0
Referer: http:Ilsec.eecs.berkeley.edu/main.htm
-END 0F HUP REQUEST---
HUP/1.1 2000K
<HTML>
The number of entities determined from the fragment of RRS is {toc, main, top, £}
u {toc, main}
— { _top, E}I + {rj j t = blank}j + 1 = 3. These entities correspond to the
main browser window, and frames toc and main. By applying Procedure 2, we obtain the
three local browsing sessions (RRS1, RRS2, RRS3) illustrated in figure 7, Figure 8, and
figure 9.
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«lNACTIVE»
GET hllp://sec.eecs.berkeley.edu:8Ofbody.htm HHP/1 .0
Referer: http://sec.eecs.berkeloy.edu!
END 0F HHP REQUEST--—---—-—----—
HTrP/1.1 2000K
<html>
<frameset cols=1 51 border0 frameborder=no’>
<frame name=toc src=toc.htm’ frameborder=0
marginwidth=4>
<frame name=’main’ src=”main.htm” frameborder=0
marginwidth=4>
</frameset>
</html>
-—
—-— END 0F HHP RESPONSE
GET hftp:Usec.eecs.berkeley.edu:80/toc.htm HHP/1 .0
Referer: http://sec.eecs.berkeley.edu/body.htm
Accept-Language: en-us
-—
—-— END 0F HTTP REQUEST--—---—-—----—-
HTTP/1.1 200 0K
<html>
<frameset cols=”l 51 border=0 frameborder=’no’>
<frame name=’toc” src=’toc.htm frameborder=0
marginwidth=4>
<frame name=”main” src=’main.htm’ frameborder=0
marginwidth=4>
<Iframeset>
<!html>
—
— —--END 0F HHP RESPONSE----—---------—
GET http://sec.eecs.berkeley.edu:80/main.htm HHP/1 .0
Referer: http://sec.eecs.berkeley.edu/body.htm
—
— —--END 0F HTP REQUEST---—----—---—--
HHP/1.1 200 0K
<html>
<frameset cols=151,* border=0 frameborder=no’>
<frame name=toc src=’toc.htm’ frameborder=0
marginwidth=4>
<frame name=’main’ src=”main.htm’ frameborder=0
marginwidth=4>
</frameset>
</html>
—
— —--END 0F HHP RESPONSE----—---—----—--
GET http:/Iwww.eecs.berkeley.edu:80/.-sastry) HHP/1 .0
Referer: http://sec.eecs.berkeley.edu/main.htm
—
— —--END 0F HTTP REQUEST---—----—---—----—
HTrP/1.1 200 0K
<HTML>
—
— —--ENDOFHTrPRESPONSE----—---—----—---
figure 7. RR$1 Corresponding to the Main Browser Window
«INACTIVE»
GET http://sec.eecs.berkeley.edu:80/toc.htm HHP/1 .0
Referer: http://sec.eecs.berkeley.edu/body.htm
Accept-Language: en-us
— END 0F HTTP REQUEST
HUP/1.1 200 0K
<html>
<br><br><a href=’people/main.htm’ target=main>People</A>
<br><a href=”http://robotics.eecs.berkeley.edu/—sastry/darpa.sec/prop/prop225.htmt
target=main’>Proposal</A>
<form method=post” action=/cgi-bin/htsearch target=’main’>
<input type=text size=12” name=”words” value=”>
<input type=submit” value=”Search”>
<input type=hidden nameconflg value=htdigsec>
<input type=hidden name=restnct value=’”>
<input type=hidden name=exclude value=”>
<Itorm>
</html>
—— END 0F HTTP RESPONSE
GEl http://www.eecs.berkeley.edu:80/—sastry/ HTTP/1 .0
Referer: http://sec.eecs.berkeley.edu/main.htm
— END 0F HTTP REQUEST
«INACTIVE»
figure 8. RRS2 Corresponding to the Frame toc
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GET http:ffsec.eecs.berkeley.edu:80/maïn.htm HHP/1 .0
Referer: http://sec.eecs.berkeley.edu/body.htm
—-------END 0F HHP REQUEST-----
HHP/1.1 200 0K
<html>
<a href=”http://www.eecs.berkeley.edu/—tahf’ target=’_top”> Tom Henzinger <la>
<a href=”http:/lwww.eecs.berkeley.edul—sastryl target=’_top’> Shankar Sastry <la>
<a href=’http:l/ptolemy.eecs.berkeley.edul—eall target=_top’> Edward A. Lee<la>
</html>
— END 0F HHP RESPONSE —
GET http:HwArw.eecs.berkeley.edu:801—sastryl HUP/1 .0
Referer: http://sec.eecs.berkeley.edu/main.htm
—----— END OF HHP REQUEST
Figure 9. ]?R33 Corresponding to the Frame main
4.4.3.2 Converting Local Browsing Sessions into Communicating Automata
To build an automata model of a browsing session of a multi-display WA, we
convert each local browsing session RRS1 <u,o, e0, I,, F10, L0, V,0 <ru, 4, t1> <u11, e,1,
‘il, F11, L11, V> ... <rhfl, Ï,,,,, 4,,,> <u,,,,, e,,,,, 1h,,, Fi,,,, L1113, V1177> into an autornaton A1, called the
local session automaton, by extending Procedure I of Section 4.2.2.
The set of events 2 of the automaton A- is defined by the union of the following
four sets f, A,, Req1, and c1,. Similar to what is previously defined, f- = {<l, t-> I <li, t-> e
Lb,, 1 w ,n} is the set of ail the URIs associated with links in the observed responses, A
{<a1, t1> <a1, t1> e I, 1 w m} is the set of ail form actions that correspond to the
unexplored forrns in the observed responses, and Req1 is the set of ail the observed requests.
,
={<f, b> <J, b-> e leaves(Fu,,.), I w rn} is the set of URIs corresponding to the
source pages loaded in the frames. The following procedure extends Procedure 1.
Procedure 3. Given the entities o- and their local browsing sessions RRS1, I = 1, -
-, k, each
RRS1 is converted into a local session automaton A- as follows.
1. Procedure 1 is used to convert RRS1 into A-.
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2. The set of events . is extended to include ffie set c1, of URIs corresponding to the
source pages loaded in the frames; thus, := 1 u 1,.
3. Each triple (<u1, ci,, I, L,, V> <r,, lj, t,> <u,, c0, 1,o, f,, L0, V,0>) defines a
transition (s,1, <r1, t,1>, SO1), where sU, 501 correspond to the pages <uu, c, I, F,1, LU,
ÏÏ, <u10, e10,
‘10, f10, L10, Vo>, respectively;
4. Each triple (<itt,, ç,1, lb,, Ft,, L,1, Vi,> <r1, Ït,, !t,> <ut,+, Ct,÷1, Ii+1, Ft,--i, Lt,+, V1+t>), such
that <u, c, It,, F, L,, V,,,> = <tti, et,+i, It,+i, f,1+i, L,+i, V,±1>, defines a transition (sa,
<rt,, l,, t.,>, s.,), where s,, corresponds to <u,,,, Cq, F,,, L,1, V>;
5. Every event, flot in c1,, corresponding to a request targeting o- itself labels a transition
from every state of the automaton to the state of the corresponding response page.
6. Each unexplored link <ru, Ït,, t,> that targets an entity o, 1 z k, and z I, and whose
corresponding pages exist in R]?S, is represented as follows:
6.1. The event corresponding to <ru, 4,,, t,,> labels a looping transition from the state 5u
to itself.
6.2. The same event is added to the set of events of o, I := 2 u {<ru, lu, t,1>}, and
labels a transition from every state of the automaton to the state of the
conesponding response page.
Steps 3 to 6 define the transitions labeled by the events shared by different
automata. Step 3 defines transitions labeled by a request initiated by o or one of its
siblings/chuldren and whose target is a parent entity. Then, o is deactivated, and A- is in the
inactive state Step 4 defines transitions labeled by a request initiated by o targeting
another entity which is not a parent of o-. In this case, o does not change its displayed page
and A remains in the cunent state. Step 5 states that a shared event, which does flot
correspond ta a frame source page URI, targeting o is not under the control of A- and, thus,
should label transitions from eveiy state of A- to the corresponding state. The reason behind
the exception of frame source page URIs is that the requests corresponding to those URIs
are triggered by the browser, and not the user, thus are executed only once. The last step of
the procedure defmes transitions that represent deduced links (with defined targets)
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between different entities, which were flot clicked by the user in die browsing session. For
convenience, the state that corresponds to the source page of a given frame is called the
first state. Note that in case of an ilI-designed application or unreasonable user behavior,
where multiple instances of a same window created using the predefined target
are ail treated as a single entity, to avoid state explosion.
Let A1,
...,
A, be the automata that model k windows and frames. The composition
automata is A = A1 W ... II Aj = <S u {trap}, SO, 2 ], where s0 = (Soi, ..., soj); the set of
events lofA is the union of ail 1; the set of states S and the transition relation T of A are
defined according to the semantics ofthe composition operator The trap state ofA is trap
= (trapi,
...,
trap,). Fig. 2 illustrates an example of a fragment of a model for three entities,
browser window, frainel, and Frarne2. These entities are rnodeled by three automata, A1,
A2, and A3, respectiveiy, which communicate by executing common events.
ta) (b) (c)
figure 10 illustrates the communicating automata A1, A2, and A3 obtained by
applying Procedure 3, representing the local sessions (RRS1, RRS2, RRS3) of the previous
section. Note that the transitions having the same source and destination state, and the
transitions to each trap state are shown as a single edge with several labels separated by
commas.
]toc.htm,
../main.htm
.J-sastiy/
e
•./main.htrn
ta) (b) (c)
Figure 10. (a) A1 for the Browser Window, (b) A2 for frame toc, (c) A3 for Frame main
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4.5 Summary
We presented in this cliapter our formai approach to run-time verification of WAs. We
elaborated algorithms that infer automata-based models from observed browsing sessions
ofWAs. In case ofmulti-display applications, we apply an algorithrn that translates a single
browsing session into local browsing sessions where each corresponds to a web entity
(window or frame). The results discussed in this chapter are published in [41,42,39].
In the next chapter, we present an algorithrn that extends the automata model presented in
this chapter with variables and updates. Namely, we extend each automaton with a variable
ifiat tracks browser triggered events. This extension is necessary to distinguish between
stable and transient global states. Distinction between stable and transient states is
necessary in WAs that use frames, where the defauit pages of ftarnes of a given web page
are not loaded simultaneously. Therefore, some properties are relevant to ail the global
states (stable and transient), while others should be verified only on either stable or
transient global states.
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Cliapter 5
$copes of States in Web Modeling
In titis chapter, ive present an algorithm b extend the
conununicating autoînata mode! of WAs with variables
and updates. This extension stems from thefact that ont
modeling approach takes into account possible
hehaviors of WAs with nmltiplefiwnes. SpecficaÏlv, our
mnodeting approach represent the cases where frames
could itot be loaded contpÏetelv, and thus lime user is able
b initiate an action in one of the frames white other
frantes’ pages are not loaded yet. Therefore, lite global
state graph ofsuch WAUT comprises what we calÏ stable
and transient states, where stable states represent flic
displav offiuly loaded frames’ pages while transient
states represent fliose displays where sonte of the
frames ‘pages are not loadedyet.
5.1 Stable and Transient States in Web Modeling
In case of a WA with frames, a page is loaded in each frame. When ail the pages in
the frames (in the browser window) are completely loaded, the display of the WA becomes
stable; otherwise, the display is unstable and is in a transient mode; accordingly global
states of automata models are either transient or stable. The reason is that when, in a given
window, a request for a page with frames is sent to the server, the response is a frameset
document containing URIs of the frames’ source pages. Ihen, the browser, without the
intervention of the user, initiates the requests for the source pages of the frames. These
requests cannot be initiated simultaneously, and their response pages are flot loaded at the
sanie tue. At this point, a user action can interleave with these requests and responses.
This includes, for example, clicking a link in one frame, while the source page in the
second frame is not yet fully loaded. Such scenario is considered in our web analysis
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framework [41,42], where the frameset document is a state (representing the transient state
of the display) in the automaton of the window and the browser initiated requests are
rendezvous events labeling looping transitions in the automata ofthe conesponding frames.
lie communicating automata mode! is used to represent WAs, defined by composition of
the automata of the different entities. Then, user defined properties are verified over the
whole global state space. However, there exist properties of WAs that should be verified by
considerïng only a subset of the states. As an instance of interesting properties of WAs,
consider the requirement that the number of certain objects should (not) exceed a certain
limit, for example:
An important flashing advertisement should be present in every display shown to
the user of a WA with (at least) two frames.
Assume that, initially, the advertisement appears in the first frame. Then, in
response to a user action, the advertisement appears in the second frame. Though the initial
and final displays of the WA respect the requirement (one instance of the advertisernent is
aiways shown to the user), this cannot be said about ail the transient global states, where the
display is flot yet stable. Due to the concurrent behavior of frames or a slow server response
the user wili be shown a dispiay without any instances of the advertisement, which vioiates
the requirement. Such violation may jeopardize the business value ofthe application.
The following property, important for some WAs, constitutes another example:
The number of links shown to the user should aiways be greater than a predefmed
threshold.
lie above properties have to be checked in each and every state of the modei and
do flot require distinction between stable and transient global states.
9$
C:=x1 - I
(c)
Figure 11. (a)Ai for Browser Window, (b) A2 for Framel, (c) A3 for frarne2
b define a way of distinguishing global states, we consider the example of a WA
with two frames. In Figure 11, we show a fragment of the model with three entities, the
browser window, frarnel, and F,wne2. We invite the reader to consider only events
labeling transitions in Figure 11; the variable updates on these transitions are later
explained in Section 5.4. These entities are modeled by three automata, A1, A2, and A3,
respectively, which communicate by executing common events. Initially, the three
automata are in their inactive states s0, u0, and w0, respectively. The event a is a link,
clicked by the user, which makes A1 move to state SI that is the frameset document
containing URIs ofFrainel and frarne2. The eventsfi andJ are from the browser window
received by the two frames, respectively, and represent the browser triggered requests for
frames source pages. A2 and A3 are then active, while A1 remains in s. In framel , the user
can click the link b so that A1 moves to state u2 by executing the transition labeled by action
b. In Frame2, the user can click the link c whose target is “_top”, such that the
corresponding page is loaded in the full window, thus canceling the two frames. In this
case, c is a muki-rendezvous of A3, A1, andA2; as a resuit, A2 andA3 move to their inactive
states zi0 and wo, and A1 moves to state s2. Note that different possible behaviors of the WA
that can occur in reality are ail represented in the model. For example, if the server is slow,
frame2 can be activated before Framel and the user can click on c before the browser
triggers the request for the source page of framel. Similarly, the link b can be clicked
(a) (b)
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before frame2 becomes active. These possible behaviors can be seen in the composition of
the automata showu in Figure 12.
In the example, the global states that correspond to the “completed” stabilized WA
displays can be distinguished from the ‘uncomp1eted” transient 011es, and eventually treated
differently in web model checking. In the WA, once the request for the page with two
frames is sent to the server, the display is considered unstable, until both frames are active
or are canceled and replaced by another page in the browser window. Therefore, some of
the stable global states of the model are (so,uo,wo), (si,ui,wi), (si,u2,wi), and (s2,uo,wo),
while the remaining states are transient (unstable). Note that the designated transient states
(Figure 12) have f’ andlor J, as actions labeling outgoing transitions. These actions
correspond to the requests triggered by the browser. Thus, we conclude that any global state
with at least one enabled browser triggered action is transient. However, the distinction
between transient and stable global states is neglected by model checkers, as they usually
do flot distinguish types of actions enabled in the states. This hinders their applicability to
WA. Therefore, in the next section, we introduce a reflned model of WA that allows the
identification of stable and transient global states for model checking.
figure 12. Composition of A,, A2, andA3
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5.2 Refining the Model of Web Applications
Given a system of communicating automata, we consider the characterization of
state stability based on the type of enabled events. The global behavior of such systems is
detennined by composition of the component automata, such that if designated events are
enabled at a given global state, the state is transient, otherwise the state is stable. It is
assumed that in the global state graph, the designated events which determine stability of
global states do flot label cycles; in other words, we assume that the system does flot stay in
a transient mode forever. This implies that the execution of the designated events always
leads to a stable global state. b facilitate different treatment of various types of states by
model checkers, a suitable indication of state stability recognizable by a model checker is
needed, namely, identifying stable/transient global states by addmg variables to component
automata. We, thus, extend our autornata model wiffi variables and operations on them,
obtaining an Extended Autornaton (EA) model, similar to, e.g., [69].
5.2.1 Rationalc
In Chapter 4, we presented a procedure that converts local browsing sessions
corresponding to entities (windows and frarnes) of a WAUT into a communicating
automata model. Each local browsing session is converted into a local session automaton.
In a WAUT, browser triggered requests (corresponding to frames source page URIs) are
initiated by the browser flot more than once each time a corresponding frameset document
is loaded. On the other hand, in case of user triggered requests, the user can click on the
same link several times and, thus, trigger the same request several tirnes (potentially an
unbounded number oftimes).
In the automata model of the WAUT, browser triggered requests are the des ignated
events that determine stability of global states. These requests label looping transitions in
local automata. Every event, corresponding to a request targeting an entity, labels a
transition from every state of the automaton of the targeted entity to the state of the
corresponding response page, except for the browser triggered events. The looping
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transitions labeled by those events are rendezvous in the automata that model the targeted
frarnes, such that each of the browser triggered events labels a single transition from the
inactive state to the first state (source page). Therefore, each of these looping transitions is
executed only once on each execution path. In order to distinguish stable from transient
global states of the composition automaton, we extend each component automaton with a
variable, we cal! it the event tracking variable, which tracks the number of browser
triggered events enabled at each state and their execution. Conseqttently, a mode! checker
can distinguish stable from transient global states of the composition automaton based on
the current value of event tracking variables, which are in component automata.
The event tracking variable assigned to a session automaton is set as follows.
Initially, the variable is zero. For each state of the automaton, the variable takes the vatue
equal to the number of browser triggered events defined in that state, thus, if it is greater
than zero the cunent global state with this component state is transient. When a transition
labeled by a browser triggered event is executed, the variable is decremented by one,
indicating that there are fewer such events enabled at the global state. When all transitions
labeled by browser triggered events are executed, the event tracking variable is zero
indicating that no browser triggered events of the corresponding automaton are enabled. If
this is the case for ail the component automata, the global state is then stable. for the states
of the automaton whose enabled actions do not mclude browser triggered events, the event
tracking variable is set to zero.
Note that transient global states exist only in models of WAs that have multiple
frames. In the case of WAs that are single or multi window, and with no frames, the
corresponding automata models do not have transient global states, and the event tracking
variables are aiways zero, thus all the global states ofthose models are stable.
Next, we present an extended automata model and an algorithm that extends an
automata model into an EA mode! with an auxiliary event tracking variable.
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5.2.2 Preliminaries
An Extended Autornaton (FA) is an automaton extended with a set of context
variables V, operations, and predicates defined over the context variables. We denote Dv
the set of context variable valuations y. A context variable valuation y e Dv is called a
context.
Definffion 8. An Extended Automaton (EA) is a tuple Q = <S, so, V, v, 7’>, where S is a
finite set of states, SO S is the initiai state, E is o fuite set of events, V is a fuite set of
context variables, Vo is the initial context, and T is afinite set of transitions, such that each
transition t e T is a tztple (s, F, a, zip, s’), where
1. s, s’ e 5 are /1w initial andfinal states ofthe transition, respectively;
2. a e lis the event ofthe transition;
3. P and zip areflrnctions defined over context variables V, such that
- P. Dv —* { Truc, false} is lie predicate (guard,,) of the transition;
- up: D — D is the context updatefitnction oJ’the transition.
A coifiguratiozz of Q is a tuple (s, y) of state s and context y If the set of context
variables is empty, then configuration and state are indistinguishable. An FA with finite
domains of variables assumed in this thesis can be unfolded into an autornaton, where
configurations of the EA constitute the states of the automaton. A transition (s, P, a, zip, s’)
is said to be enabled, if P = Tnte. An EA is deterministic if any two transitions outgoing
from the same state with the same event have disjoint predicates.
Given a state s of Q, we denote the set of events defined at s by init(s) {a e I I
5’ e S s.t. (s, F, a, zip, s’) E T}.
An FA can be unfolded into an automaton as follows:
Definition 9. Let Q = <5 s0, 2 J’Ç V0, I’> be an EA. The wfolding ofQ is the automaton Q’
= <5’, Z, r, s0’> where S’ S x D is the set ofstates; s0’e S’is the initial state, s0’ = (so,
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vo), the transition relation F ç S’ x Ex S’ is such that/br every transition (s, P, a, up, s’) e
] P = True, f(s, y) e S’then ((s, y), a, (s’, y’)) e F, where y’ = up(v).
We define the composition of Communicating EA (CEA) by applying the parallel
composition on their unfoldings. We assume that the sets of states as well as sets of
variables ofeach composing EA are disjoint.
Definifion 10. Let Qi = <Si x Dv1, Lj, Ti, (soi, VOi)> and Q2 <S2 x Dv2, 2, 12, (50, VO2)>
be the urfo1ding of two EA, the composition autotnaton Q = Q II Q is Q = <5’ 1 so>,
where 5o = ‘SOi, 50,, VO1, y02) is the initial state, 1= j u is the set ofevents, and S ç Si X
S2 x Dv1 X Dv2 and T are the smaÏtest sets obtained by appÏying thefoilowing ruÏes.
1. Ifo e n , (Si, vi), a, (si’, vi’)) e T, ((S2, p2), o, y2’)) € T2, and «si, s2), y1, y2)
e S, then ((Si’, 52’), y1’, y21) e S and (((Si, 52), e1, i’2), a, (tsi’, s2’), y1’, y,’)) e T,
2. Ifa e .Ei\E,, ((Si, vi), a, (Si’, vi’)) e T, and ((s1, s2), y1, e2) e S, then ((S’i, s2), ‘1, y2) e
S, and (((Si, s2), vi, y2), a, ((Si’, s2), V1’, y2)) e T,
3. Ifa e LLî, ((s2, V2), ci, (52’, V2’)) e 12, and ((si, 52), Vi, y2) e S, then ((Si, S2’), Vi, V’2) e
S, and (((si, 52), vi, V2), O, ((Si, s2’), y1, V2’)) e T
The composition of Communicating Extended Automata is usually built by a model
checker when such a model is used for property verification.
5.2.3 Extending a System of Communicatïng Automata
Given a system of communicating automata, we present a procedure that extends
them into Communicating Extended Automata. Each automaton is extended with a variable
to track the number and execution of a designated type of events. The variables of ail the
autornata thus designate stable and transient global states based on the type of the
designated events enabled. Let 2i be a designated subset of events of the automaton, which
decide stability of global states. As discussed in Section 5.2.1, these events labeling looping
transitions cannot be executed more than once if the atitomaton does flot reenter the state
again due to other event occurrence. This assumption stems from the specifics of our
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automata mode! (Chapter 4), where browser triggered events label only looping transitions,
and are rendezvous labeling in the targeted entities a single transition from the inactive state
to the first state. For each EA, the presence of this variable does flot change its behavior (its
traces or language), so ail the predicates ofthe transitions are set to Tme; this is because the
introduced event tracking variable only decorates states to provide an additional
characterization. With these assumptions, communicating automata are extended as
follows.
Procedure 4. Given a system of communicating automata, A1,
...,
A, for each A- = <S1, soh
, T1>, 1 = 1, .., k, let be a designated set of events, x1 the event tracking variable.
A is extended into an EA Q- as follows.
1. S, 2, and so1 are the set of states, set of events, and the initial state of Q respectively.
2. Q has a single context variable x, and x- := O, denoted xo, defines the initial context of
Q’;
3. For each transition (s, a , s’) E T1, s, s’ E S, a e 1,
3.1. ifs = s’ and a C2j1, then (s, a, x1 := x1 — 1, s) is a transition in Q-, wherex1 :=x1 — lis
the update of the transition; otherwise,
32. (s, a, x- := init(s’) Lj,j, s’) is a transition in Q, where x1 := init(s’) c is the
update ofthe transition;
4. Let TQ1 denote the set ofthus defined transitions;
5. The EA is Q’ = S,, So,, 2, x,}, xo, TQ1>.
5.3 Communicating Extended Automata Model of Web
Applications
In this section, we discuss how the automata model of a WAUT defmed in Section
4.3 is extended into a CEA model in order to identify global stable and transient states.
Applying Procedure 3, k local browsing sessions of a WAUT are mapped into a
communicating automata mode!, where each local session automaton A-, 1 1, ..., k,
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models a local browsing session RRS1. A = <S u {trap1}, s01, , T1> where S is the set of
response pages, trap1 is the trap state, so is the inactive state, and 2 and T are deflned by
applying steps of Procedure 3. We recail that . inciudes the four sets f, the set of ail the
URIs associated with links in the observed responses, A,, the set of ail form actions that
correspond to the unexplored forms in the obsewed responses, Req1, the set of ail the
observed requests, and cJ),, the set of URIs conesponding to the source pages loaded in the
frarnes.
Applying Procedure 4, each A is refined into an FA Q. The set cl? c 2 is the
designated subset of events of the automaton, which togeffier indicate stability of global
states; and let x, the event tracking variable, be the context variable of Q (initiaiiy zero), x
its valuation, such that for each state s e S, x is the number of browser triggered events
enabled at s, and determined as follows. For each incoming transition of s, if the labeling
event is not in cl?, the update is x1 := initt(s) n cl? j; otherwise, if a looping transition labeied
by an event from cl?- is executed, x- is decremented by one; hence, the update function is x
:= x - 1. If ail the transitions labeled by events from cl’ are executed, then x becomes zero.
Let Qi, ..., Q be the FA that model k windows and frames, and x1 ,..,xk be their
corresponding stability variables. The unfolding of each of Qi, - .
-, Qk result in the automata
Qi’, ..., Q’. The composition automata Q’ is Qi’ II ... II Q’ such that Q’ = <5 u {trap’},
Se’, .Z, T’>. The initial state of Q’ is = (Soi, .. -, 50k, XO;, ..., Xok); the set of events .Z of Q’
is the union of ah 1’; the set of states S’ and the transition relation 71 of Q’ are defmed
according to the semantics of the composition operator given in Definition 10. The trap
state of Q’ is trap’ (trapi, ..., trapi,, X;, .., Xk). A state s’ = (si, ., s, Xi, .., x) of Q’ is
stable if no browser triggered events are enabled, i.e., x1 ,...,Xk are ail zero; s’ is transient if
at least one browser triggered event is enabled, i.e., if at least one event tracking variable,
sayx1, I = 1, ..., k, is strictly positive.
As an illustration, consider the example described in Chapter 4, whose FA depicted
in Fig. 2. In Qi (A1), the initial state is and the set of states include i and s2; {,fi,J} ç
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cJ, {a,c} and V1 = {xt}. Q2 (A2) has an initial state u0 and the set of states include
u1, and u2; {/j, b, c} \cJ2, and V2 = {x2}. Q iA3) has an initial state w0 and the set of
states include w1, and w2; {c,f2} j\3, and V3 = {x3}. The variables x1, x2, and x3 are
initially zero. In Q’, xi is set to 2 by the update ofthe transition labeled by a, sincejj, andf2
are enabled at si;Jj, andJ label looping transitions whose update functions decrement Xi by
1. For simplicity, we omit the update function of the transitions of Q2 since their stability
variables rernain zero.
Figure 13. Composition of Q’, Q2, and Q
The composition atitomaton is shown in Figure 13. The bold circles are the global
stable sates, in which X,, X2, and x3 are zero. The rest of the states are transient, in which the
value of X, is greater than zero. Note that for simplicity, we do not show the valuation ofx2
and X3, since they are equal to zero. As opposed to the autornata composition of Fig. 3, the
composition of extended automata in Figure 13 contains the explicit distinction between
stable and transient global states.
5.4 Summary
We elaborated an algorithm to extend our automata model with event tracking
variables and updates on them. These variables are essential to designate stable and
transient global states in a communicating automata model of a WAUT. The results of this
C, X1 O
4----
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chapter can be found in [39]. In the next chapter, we solve the problem of property
specification in arbitrary scopes of states using LTL.
10$
Chapter 6
LTL Expressiveness: Limitations and
Solution
Over hie vears, il has been reaÏized that the main
hurdies in applying model checking for software
systems inchide the following. First, the complexlly of
modem programmning languages and thus sofhvare
sstemns is high. Second, it is cwnbersomne even 10 the
exper4 and virlually impossible [6J for the novice to
spectfr mneaningfid (‘oflen cornpÏex,) properties using
lime ustial temporal logic formnalisrns of mode!
checking. This dfflculty of expressing properties ofthe
svstemn grows even bigger when it cornes to specfving
properties of interest on part of a given sitemn while
ignoring lite rest of ii. In titis chapter, we address /12e
problem of properly specfica1ion in LTL assuming
that the user is interested in ver(fi’ing properties over
a subset ofstates white ignoring the vahiallon of those
properties in lite remaining states.
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we argue that applying abstraction techniques on the system mode!,
where “uninteresting states” are discarded from the system mode!, and specifying the
properties on the resulting model, may flot constitute an adequate solution to the problem.
This work proposes a solution to the stated problem that does flot require any
changes in the system model. The idea is to define specialized operators for the
specification of properties in a subset of states of interest. The new operators do flot change
the expressiveness of LTL, but rather help specifying the properties of interest more
intuitively and succinctly.
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We first explain the problem related to known difficulties in the specification of
properties in LTL formalisrn. We also describe our solution, namely the syntax and
sernantics of the new operators and the proof of their correctness, and illustrate the
usefulness of our approach with an example. We finally show how our resuits can be used
in our web specification patterns system, WeSPaS, introduced in Chapter 3, as well as in
the SPS [88].
6.2 LIE Limitations
Although LU has been widely considered a natural choice for automata based
verification of reactive systems, it suffers from few limitations when it cornes to the
expressiveness ofthe language [45]. Over the last two decades, there have been discussions
[31,53, 53] on comparing LIL to other forrnalisms such as CIL, i-calculus, automata, etc.
Each forrnalism has its own pros and cons in terrns of expressiveness and cornplexity
(when executing the verification algorithm). These advantages and disadvantages may flot
be uniquely identified by different research and industrial communities depending on the
variations oftheir specific needs.
Expressive power of LTL is sufficient for many practical specification tasks,
however, specifying non-trivial properties in LIL, as well as in other temporal logics, is
often considered difficuh even for experts and virtually impossible for novices [6]. One
particularly difficuit problem is expressing non-trivial properties which are related only to a
subset of the states of a system under test. While the problem was partially resolved with
ternplates [27,28], syntax sugar [6], visual tools for property specification such as the
Timeline editor [74], and even designated graphical logics for intervals of states [26], it is
not yet resolved for more arbitrary state subsets, e.g., defined by a propositional formula. A
suitable approach might be to add so-called syntax sugar operators, which allow succinct
property specification, while known LTL mode! checking tools and algorithms stili apply.
The challenge is to specify properties over certain states that are of interest while ignoring
the validity of the property in the remaining states. In other words, one needs to define a
scope as an arbitrary set of states over a single path and verify the property over that scope.
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Distinction between the states of a system may, for example, depend on the type of actions
enabled at each state. This has practical sigiiificance since the resuhing partition of states
could be used to express various levels of granularity at which the behavior of the system is
described. Example of state partitioning is stable (sometimes called quiescent) vs. transient
(sometimes called intermediate), as described in Chapter 5. A simple example is the
property Fp which is valid on a path, but is invalid in designated stable states of the same
path.
The property “eventuallyp on stable states of path” could be reformulated as F(p A
stable), where stable is a predicate that identifies stable states. However, for more
complicated properties, even for other operators, the solution is flot as simple as a
conjunction of a predicate with the formula, as we show in Section 3. This problem is
mentioned in [2$], where the authors stated that Boolean variables could be used in the
property specification to distinguish between states and concluded that simple conjunction
and disjunction of Booleans with the original property do not serve the purpose.
A straightforward solution to this problem is to remove the “uninteresting” states
ftom the model leaving only the subset of states in which the properties need to be verified.
This solution would rely on a projection of a given KS onto a subset of states that are of
interest.
Definition 11. Let M = (S, 1 So, L) and M’ = (S’, T’, So’, L be two KSs such that 5 5
We say that M’ is a projection ofM onto S’,
1. T’ = {(s, sk s, sk e S and either sk) e T or there exists a path suffix ,t1 = (s1, s1+i,
Sk_1, Sk, ...), such that s1+1, ..., s E
2. So’ = {s j s e So n S’ or there exists apath ?r= (so, i, ..., s1, s1, ...) ofM such thats0
C So\ S’ and s0 s11 E S’}, aiid
3. L’ts)=.Cts)forallse S’.
Note that ifS’ S, then M’ = M.
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Then, a standard model checking algoritbrn [16] could be used to verify the
properties on the projection of the model. However, with such a solution, one faces two
main problems:
1. If there exists a number of properties each of which concerns a different subset of
states, then for each property one has to project the model separately. So the number of
models may reach the number ofproperties.
2. The proposed solution may be flot applicable for mode! checkers, like Spin [44], which
use Kripke representation interna!ly, and where the user specifles a modular system in a
high level language, such as Promela.
Our solution is to introduce new LTL operators so that properties are verified over
an arbitrary subset of states, and at the sarne time, standard LTL mode! checking algorithms
and tools can stil! be used. Such a solution does flot require any change in the modet of the
system; it rather helps in expressing properties in question more succinctly and intuitive!y.
As we prove in the next section, the semantics of the new operators follows from the
semantics ofexisting LTL operators.
6.3 Extending LIE with Proposïtional Scopes
In this section, we discuss how to specify LTL properties that should be verified
over arbitrary subsets of the state space of the system under test. However, we first give a
definition of a scope. We define a scope of a linear temporal logic formula over a given
path as the subset of states on the path where the formula is checked.
Based on this definition, we consider the partition of the state space into in-scope
and out-of-scope states. In-scope states are the states of interest, where a given property has
to be checked, while ignoring the valuation of the property in the rernaining states, which
we designate out-of-scope states. For this purpose, we introduce new LTL operators that
can be used to formulate properties in the in-scope states. These operators do not extend the
LTL forrna!ism; they rather help formu!ating properties more succinctly. We denote a
propositiona! logic expression that valuates to True in every state where a given property
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should be verified. The set of states in which holds constitutes what we cali -scope.
Since any LTL property is expressible with the —, A, U, and X operators, we generalize
them as the operators — (not in scope), A3 (and in scope), U3 (untit in scope), and X3
(next in scope), and use the obtained operators to derive F5 (eventuaÏty in scope) and G3
(aiways in scope). If-scope is the full set of states ofthe system, those operators coincide
with their corresponding LTL counterparts, namely,
—, A, U, X, f, and G.
In the following, we formally define the -scope operators. However, we first
expiain their intended semantics informally to clarify the intuition behind each of them. for
example,
— (p impiies that ( does flot hold in the first in-scope state encountered. ( U5 Ni
means that (p holds in ail the in-scope states preceding the one in which holds. Xp
means that ( holds in the next in-scope state after the first such state encountered, and if no
rn-ScOpe states exist along the path, the property will flot hold. f3(p means that ( eventually
holds in an in-scope state inespective of its validity in out-of-scope states. Similariy, Gs(p
means that p hoids in ail the in-scope states on the path. figure 14 shows exampies of
properties using 5-scope operators.
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figure 14. Examples ofProperties Using 5-scope Operators.
Definition 12. Let S be a propositionat Iogic expression, the operators
—,
A3, U3, X5, f5,
and G5 are asJotÏows:
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def
1. -p =-3U(--pA3)
def
2. ( A3W =-3U((fpAN5)A3)
def
3. pUi.i = (3—*p)U(141A3)
def
4. X (p =
—$ U [3 A X (—3 U (3 A (p))]
def
5. Fp=F(pA3)
df
6. Gp=G(3—p)
Based on these auxiliary definitions, we introduce the 5-scope operator denoted In,
with the following recursive defmition. The In operator simplifies the task of formulating
a property within a given scope.
Befinition 13. Let S be a propositionat Iogic expression, the 3-scope operator In is
defined asfoÏlows.
1. pinS =—1SU(pA3)
2. (—i(p)1n5 =-(fp InS)
3. ((pA)In3=(fpIn5)A(JIn5)
4. (tp U N’) In S = ((p In 3) U (N’ In S)
5. (Gp)InS=G((pInS)
6. (Fq)In3=F3((pIn3)
7. (Xp)InS=X((pInS)
The following lemmas and theorems describe the semantics of the introduced
operators.
Lemma 1. 7t l=p In S there exists an i O 1 < lit!, such that it’ l=p and it’ 1= 3, andfor
aÏlj,Oj<i,it’Ilz 5.
Proof. t p In 3 (According to the definition of p In 3), t 1= —‘3 U (p A 3).
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‘= (By semantics of U), there exists an I, O î < {n such that it I= (p A 5) and for all/,
O j < I ir =(—5), and (by semantics of A) it’ I=p and n’ 1= 5, (by semantics of—i)
lrH3&5.
<=> There exists an î, I 1< in! such that ic’ =p and it’ 1E 5, and for ail], O j < î, n’ W:
5. QED
Lemma 2. n 1=
—,
(p <z> there exists an 1, O î < it, such Ihat it W: ( and n’ i= 5, andfor
alij, Oj<i ir’W: 5.
Proof. Lemma 2 directly follows from Lemma 1. QED
Lemma 3. it 1= (p U3 <z> there exists an î, O I < JnJ, such thaï n w and it’ 1= 5, and
for aitj, O j <1 n’ W: 5 or n’ 1= (p.
Proof. n t (p U3 N’ <z> (According to defmition of U3), n i (3 — (p) U (w A 3).
(By semantics of U), there exists an I, O î < n{ such that (j A 5) and for alI/,
O j < I n’ 1E (5 — (p); and (by sernantics of A), w and n’ 1E S, and (by
definition of—>), 3 — (p = —i S y (p, and (by semantics of—1 and y) n’ W: S or n’
ç,.
<z> There exists an î, O î < ni such that n ii and n’ S, and for auj. O j < i, n’ W:
S orir’ 1= (p. QED
Lemma 4. n X3 (p there exist i, k, O I < k mi, such that n S, it 1= 5 and 71k
(p, andfor ailj, l Oj<i<l<1ç71’W: S andn’W: S.
Proof. n 1E X3 (p <z> n -73 U [S A X (-75 U (S A (p))].
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(According to semantics of U), there exists an 1, 0 i < such that i’ [3 A X
(—$ U (3 A q)))] and for auj. O j < i, t’ 1= 3; and (by semantics of A), t = 3
and it’ X (—3 U (3 A tp)), and (by semantics of X), 7t’1 1= (—3 U (3 A ço)); and
(by semantics of U), there exists k, / + 1 k < iii such that it =(3 A (p) and for ail
/,j</<7c’ 3.
Thereexisti,k,0i<k<I7tI,suchthat7t’ 3,itk 3 andt’ (p,andforallj,l,O
j<i<l<k, 7c3,and7t’3.QED
Lemma 5. it 1= F3 q) forsome 1,0 1< tl, it’ 1= p andic’ 1=3.
Proof. Directly follows from the semantics off. QED
Lemma 6. it 1= G3 p <=>for ail É, O I < jit{, where 7t’ 1= 3, 7C1 1= (p.
Proof. Directly follows from the semantics of G. QED
To demonstrate the conectness of the definitions and semantics of 3-scope
operators atid formulae, we state two theorems in which we daim that if a formula ((p In
3) holds in a given path (model) including in-scope and out-of-scope states the
corresponding LTL formula q) must hold in the projection of the path (model) inciuding
only the in-scope states. To this end, we first define a projection relation based on
Definition 11 that removes the out-of-scope states from a path and keeps only the in-scope
states.
Definition 14. Let 3 be apropositional logicfonnula, li = (S, 1 S, L) be a K5 53 = {s e
S I 3 is truc hi s}, and let r = Kso, s1, ...) be a path of M The prolection of 7t onto 53,
denoted is the possibly finite) subseqzience of derived by discarding ail states s
from 7t such that s 53.
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Proposition 4. Let 3 be a propositional logic formula, and M = (S, 7 S0, £ and M3 = (S3,
T3, 503, £3) be two KSs, where M3 is the projection ofM onto 83, and t be a path ofIvi
then 2rW3 e is a path ofM3.
Theorem 4. For any LTLfonnziÏa ( and ils correspondingformula p In 3, r 1= In 3 f
and onÏy f2r (p.
Proof. The proof is by induction on die number of operators, n, of a formula fp. for
simplicity, we assume that 3 is an atomic proposition. The proof could easily be extended
onto any propositional 3. To make the proof more intuitive, we index the formulae with the
number of operators that constitute each formula.
Base case. For n = O, where the fonnula is sirnply an atomic predicate and (po In 3 p In
3, we prove thatit =p In 3 ifand onlyifitj i=p.
p In3.z’it =-73U(pA3).
<=> (According to Lemma 1) there exists an i, O 1 < jitl, such that 7t’ 1= p and it’ 1= 3,
and for allj, O j <l it1 3.
There exists an î, O î < it, such thatp e £ s1) and 3 e £ (s1), and for allj, O j <
1, 3 £ s3); and (by Definition 4) s is the first state in it’ and for all j, O j < î, s,,
is flot in ic’j,5.
There exists an j, O t < jitj, such that it
= (.., s, ...), Ip and 7t = (s1,
<=> (According to the semantics ofp) iu I p.
Inductive step. Assume 7t 1= (p,,, In 3 if and only if itj 1 n, for all formulae ç,,, that
consist of in operators, m, O ni n, holds. We must show that the equivalence holds as
well for n + 1. Due to lack of space, we present here the proofs only for the most
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complicated cases where the formula p,,+ is of the form xu U i, where and are
formulae with u and y operators respectiveiy, such that, O u n, O y n, and u + y n,
and of the form X The proofs for the remaining LTL operators could be performed in a
similar manner.
(1) Here we prove that for ail formulae N”., which together contain n or less
operators, n 1= (x U N”.) In 3 if and only ifn ‘= x U 41v.
n =2 (Xu U w’.) In 3 > n 1= (, In 3) U
(‘j”.
in 3).
<z> (According to Lemma 3) there exists an i, O / < n, such that n’ 2 (‘ji’. In 3) and
n 1= 3, and for all/, O j <in’ rt 3 or n’ i= (r’,, In 3).
<z> There exists an i, O 1 < jnj, such that (by Definition 4) s is the first state in n’,
and (according to the induction hypothesis) for ail î, O î < jitj, n’ 1= ‘ji’.; and for
ail], O j < 1 either (by Definition 4) s is flot in n’i, or s is a state in n’j and (by
induction hypothesis) n’j =2 xu.
<z> There exists an ï, O î < n, such that n
= (..., s, ...), (n’j.s = v,,’., and nj, = n’t,s =
(si,
...)) or (n’ t= p,, and for allj, O j < i, n1 ‘ xv)
<z> (By semantics of U) n È= xu U ‘91v.
(2) Here we prove that for each formula ‘9m that contain n or less operators, n = (X
j1’,) In 3 if and only ifn 1= X ii,,,.
n = (X ‘v,,) In 3<z> X (v,, In 3).
<z> (According to Lemma 4) there exist /, k, O l < k < jnj, such that n’ t= 3, n” =2 $ and
it=(’ji,,in3),andforaUj,l,Oj<i<t<k, n’ 3,andn’ 3.
11$
There exist i, k, O I < k < IitI, such that 3 e £ (s,), $ e £ (5k), and îtk i= (\jfn In 3),
and for alij, O j <Î3 £ (sj), and for ail 1, i+l 1< k, 3 £ (Si).
There exist i, k, O î <k < such that (by Definition 4) s is the first state in 7t’j,3,
5k is the first state in such that (by induction hypothesis) t1j 1= Ni,,, and for ail
j, O j <l, s, is flot in it’, and for aIl 1, 1+1 1< k, Si is flot in 7tç.
Thereexisti,k, Oi<k<17t1, suchthat7t=(...,s1,
...,5k, ...),7u]=(s,,sk, ...),and
(By semantics of X) 7t.3 1= X \4J.
The base case and the induction step imply that the theorem holds for ail cases of n.
QED
Given Proposition 4 and Theorem 4, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Let 3 be a propositional logic frinula, and let M (S, T, S0, L) and M3 = (53,
T3, So3, £3) be two KSç, M3 Is the projection ofM onto 53 ç S such that 3 is tiite in ail s e
Sç. For any LTLJrmu1a (p, M 1= (p In 3 Uand only ifM3 1 (p.
Note that Definifion 12 and Definition 13 are flot the only possible way of
expressing propositional scopes in LTL formulae. For example, we sunriise that shorter
formulae could be obtained with a longer iist of mies that differentiate between temporal
and propositional terms. These mies are presented in the following definition.
Definifion 15. Let f and i be arbitray LTLfonnnÏae,p, q, and 3 be apropositional iogic
expression, hie 3-scope operator In is defined asfolÏows:
1. pln$=-i$U(pA$)
2. (-,p)1n3=-,3(fpIn$)
3. (pAq)In$=pA3q
4. (pUq)in3=pU3q
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5. (Gp)In=Gp
6. (Fp)InFp
7. (pAif)In$ =(ipIn3)A3 (‘t’ in3)
8. (pU)In3=(pin3)U(it’in$)
9. (Gp)In=GpIn3)
10. (F(p)1n3=F3(pIn.S3)
11. (xp)In=-3U(5AX(pIn3))
Translation into automata couid be even more efficient, though flot ail verification
tools allow direct specification ofproperties in automata.
6.4 LTL Scopes in Web Properties
We provide examples of web related properties, taken from our WeSPaS of Chapter
3, which are fine grained with propositional scopes that flot only designate stable and
transient global states, but also in general scopes designating global states of interest
identified by a given proposition.
The foliowing property designate die E-commerce pattern FEPNYO (Section 3.3):
1. Promotions of certain products are onÏy present either on the Home page or on
Shopping pages and their number does iiot exceed 2.
This property is to ensure that a promoted product is flot oversold. Using standard
LTL, the property is written as follows:
G(((—7Home A —Shopping —> (Promotions 0)) A ((Home y Shopping
— (Promotions
2))) (6.4.1.1)
The global states that concem the property are the ones that designate the home
page and the shopping pages. Therefore, the scope of global states is die propositional
formula (Home y Shopping). Using the scope operator the property can be written more
intuitiveiy as follows:
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G(((Pivinotions 2) In (Home y Shopping)) y (Promotions = 0)) (6.4.1.2)
The following property is another example that relates to WAs that comprise highly
secure information. It designates the functional security security related pattem FGS7.
2. The User visits Azithentication page then Secure page then retunis to Authentication
anti does this exactly twice.
In this property, the User is able to visit a certain secure page which he is allowed to
visit only twice and every time with authentication information. Therefore, given the stated
property, we are flot interested in any pages other than Authentication page and Secure
page. Using standard LTL, the generalized property is non-trivial and tricky to specify:
(‘Authentication A ‘$ecure) U (Authenilcation A ‘Secure A X (Secure U (Secure A
Authentication A X (‘Aztthentication U (Authentication A Secztre A X (Secure U
(Secure A ‘Authentication A X (Authentication U (Authentication A ‘Secure A X (G
(—‘Secure))))))))))) (6.4.2.1)
If we use now the In operator, the scope of the property includes global states
where the user can be in Authentication or in Secure pages. Therefore, the scope can be
written as: (Authentication y Secure). Now, the property can be written, in a more intuitive
and succinct way, with the In operator as follows:
Authentication A X(Secure A X Authentication A X (Secure A X Authentication A G
(‘$ecure))))) In (Authentication + Secure) (6.4.2.2)
Assume that the same property has to be verified in a WA that include frames and
where only stable global states have to be checked. Without using the In operator, the
formula in (6.4.2.1) would be even more complex if we take into account stable global
states only, while if we use In operator, then we reuse formula (6.4.2.2) and modify the
scope as follows:
Authentication A X (Secure A X Authentication A X (Secure A X (Authentication A G
(Secure))))) In ((Authentication + Secure) A stable) (6.4.2.3)
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The proposition stable is the conjunction of the predicates related to the event
tracking variables of the rnodel’s conesponding component automata.
6.5 Combining 3-Scope with System of Property Pattern
Scopes
Using scopes to limit the domain over which a property is verified was addressed in
[27,2$] by Dwyer et al. The authors identify several scopes which are used to defme the
part of a system execution, where a property must hold. A scope is deterrnined by
specifying starting and ending state/event for the property. The defined scopes are then
used within a system of property specification patterns that are useful for non-experts to
read and write formal specifications of systems. We believe that the -scope, when
combined with the exisfing scope definitions of the SPS, provides a possibility to ffirther
enrich the expressiveness ofpattems and make them more usefttl in practice.
The defined S3-scope can be combined with the pattem scopes introduced in the SPS
[27,28] to provide the user ofthe SPS with more flexibility to specify real world properties.
For example, given the Existence pattern in the global scope, we can verify il also in some
states of interest defined by a given propositional logic expression Z. Thus the pattem
becomes “Exist GlobaIly in -scope states!! and the corresponding LTL formula is: F (P A
Global 1
Before Q I
Between Q and R
Affer Q until R I
m5-L -I
-I
AfterRI r
‘s
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figure 15. New Scopes
figure 15 shows the combination of the original scopes (represented in light gray)
and the -scope. The resulting scopes are shown using dark gray rectangles.
Consequently, we introduce LTL templates for the specification pattems with the
modifïed scopes. These templates can be loaded into the LTL Property Manager of Spin
where the propositional expression of the scope can be instantiated in the macro definition
ofthe scope within the templates as needed by the user.
Figure 16 and figure 17 are examples of the new scopes applied to the pattems
Absence, Existence, and Precedence, they also show the resulting templates. Note that new
pattems are obtained by rewriting the old pattems using the operator In and the proposition
, and unfolding and simplifying the resulting formulae.
Figure 16. Examples of Patterns with new Combined Scopes
Absence pattern: Pis false
F (R AS)
—> (S— -P) U (R A S3)
G((S- Q)-4 G(3- -,P))
G((S->QA-RAf(RAS))--(5-*-,fU(5 AR))
G ((3-4 Q A —,R) —> (S - -P) W (SA R))
GlobaIly in 5-scope:
Before R in 5-scope:
Aller Q in 3-scope:
Between Q and R in 3-scope:
Aller Q until R in 5-scope:
Existence paftern: P becoines tme
GIobally in 5-scope: F (P A S)
BeforeR in3-scope: (S—> —J?)U((SAPA--,R) (S—*--1R))
Aller Q in 5-scope: G(S—-Q)IF(SA Q A f (SAP))
Between Q andRin 5-scope: G((S—> Q A —J?)--> (S—> —1R)W(SAPA—1R))
AfterQuntil Rin 5-scope: G((S—> Q A —,R)—> (S—> —J?) U(P A—J? AS))
Precedence paftern: S precedes P
GlobaIly in 5-scope: (3 — —1P) W (SA S)
Before R in 5-scope: F(3 A R)
— (5 —* F) U (SA (S R))
Aller Q inS-scope: G(S-> -‘Q)I F(SA Q A(3-*P) W(SAS))
Between Q and R in 3-scope: G ((S —* Q A —,R A F (R A S)) — (3 —* —iF) U (S A (S I R)))
Aller Q untïl R in 5-scope: G ((3
— Q A —R) —* (3 — —P) W (3 A (S R)))
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figure 17. Existence Pattem Globally in -scope, and Before R in 3-scope
6.6 Summary
In this chapter, we solved the problem of property specification in LTL over subsets
of states of interest. We introduced specialized operators which help in formulating LTL
properties over arbitraiy subset of states more intuitively and succinctly. The states of
interest are designated by a propositional statement. Moreover, we showed the applicability
of our solution to specify web related properties in the context of our ftamework for nin
time verification of WAs. We also discussed how our solution enriches the scopes of the
Specification Pattem System, and presented a formulation of the pattems of SPS using the
new scopes. The resuits ofthis chapter are published in [35,36,37].
In the next chapter, we present the implementation of our approach using Spin
model checker. We give an overview of the prototype tool developed for the analysis and
modeling of WAs, and demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach using case studies.
#define p ?
#define i ?
‘e
* Formula As Typed <* (p && j)
* The Neyer Claim Below Corresponds
* To The Negated Formula )<> (p && U)
* )formaiizing violations 0f the
* original)
*1
neyer 1* t<> tp && I)) *1
acceptinit
Toinit
if
((lUi)) H ((p)))) -> gotoTOinit
fi;
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H ) —> r))) w!
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Toinit
if
(Ci) && )r)) -> goto TOinit
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fi;
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Cliapter 7
Implementation of the Approach using
Spin
J1fter presenting our formai approach to run-time
verfication of WAUTs, an imptementation of (fis
approach is essentiai as û proof of concept. In this
C7zapter, we present an implementation of our
approach to run-time verfication of WA UT using
Spin modet checker. We discuss how ta represent a
hrowsing session of û WAUT in hie fonn of
communicating autoinata mode! using Fromela, flic
input language of Spin, and lime Spin verfies user
deflned properties. We also describe the workflow of
our approach and hie toot implementation for the
anatysis and inodeling of a btowsing session of a
WA UT Finally, we present an euaiuation of the tool
as weii as case studies.
7.1 Model Checking of Web Applications
A mode! of communicating automata of a WAUT can be automatically inferred
ftom a browsing session, and described in Promela. St;ch a modular representation greatly
contributes to the reduction of the state explosion problem during the property venfication.
The reason is that Spin performs on-the-fly model checking which often yïelds the
verification results before the complete construction of the global state graph resulting from
the automata composition.
Consequently, the problem ofmodel checking WAUT models in Spin, cari be stated
as follows:
1. Mode! the browsing session ofthe WAUT in Promela
2. Specify the properties of interest in LTL
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3. Verify the Promela mode! of the WAUT against the LTL properties using the Spin
simulator.
Next we describe the automata modeling of a browsing session usmg Promela’s
constructs namely processes, their behavior, communication, and data.
7.2 Modeling Browsing Sessions with Promela
In this section, we explain how to specify the system of communicafing automata
inferred from a browsing session of a WAUT as presented in Chapters 4 and 5, in Promela.
However, we first present an overview of the basic components of Promela.
7.2.1 Promela Basic Components
Spin supports a state-based high level language to specify systems descriptions,
called Prornela (PROcess MEta LAnguage). Promela utilizes three basic components in
modeling systems: asynchronous processes, message channels, and data objects [44].
Processes interact via message exchanging using channels, or shared data. Message
channels are of two types: FIfO-buffered channeis for asynchronous communication where
the user defmes the size of the channel, and zero-sized channels for synchronous
communication, aka rendezvous. Data objects can be defined iocally in a process, or
globally for ail the processes.
Promeia uses syntactic constructs from severai programming languages. Borrowed
from C language, basic data types supported in Promela are hit, short, byte, boot, and bit, as
well as operators such as “= =“ (equal), “!=“ (flot equal), “u” (iogicai or), and “&&“
(logical and). The syntax of communication commands is inherited from Hoare’s CSP
language. 11e denotation for sending a message insg with optional parameters par1,
parn, over a channei eh is eh! rnsg (pari, ..., paij. The denotation of receiving a message
rnsg over channel eh is ch?msg (pari, ..., par,,). The syntax of condïtional constructs and
ioops are based on Dijkstra’s guarded commands as shown in Figure 1$.
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if do
:: guardi —> statement1 t: guardi > staternent1
:: guard2 —> statement2 :: guard2 —> staternent2
guard —> stateinent :: guard —> statement
fi od
Figure 18. Promela Conditional and Loop Statements
A guard may be a condition, a communication command, or both. If the condition of
a given guard is Tme and the communication command is flot blocked, then the guard is
evaluated to True and the corresponding statement is executable. In asynchronous message
passing, a send command is blocked if the channel is full, and a receive command is
blocked if a channel is empty. In rendezvous, communication is blocked if one of the
communicating processes is flot ready to send or receive. To execute an if statement or a do
loop, one of the guards, evaluated to Tme, ïs non-deterministically selected and the
coiTesponding statement is executed.
7.2.2 Promela Model of Browsing Sessions
To describe the model inferred from a browsing session of a WAUT, we define a
Prornela system of commtmicating processes. Intuitively, each local session automaton
(corresponding to a window/frame) is mapped to a single process. The communication
between processes is realized through messages that represent requests with defined targets,
over rendezvous channels. We present here the main features of the mapping of local
browsing sessions into Promela:
• Each session automaton corresponds to one proc type elernent.
• State attributes are defined as local variables in each process. These attributes are
initially zero. Two other variables are defmed: s t at e, a state identifier which
designates a unique ID for each state, and trans lent to designate stable and
transient states in case ofWA with frames.
actIve proctype proclC2PMalnO{
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byte nLinks, nForms, nFrames, script, status;
byte state;
byte transient = O;
• States ofthe automaton are designated by a Label element in the corresponding process.
The process is initially in its inactive state. So, the process starts by Inactive label
where the state variables are set to zero.
• Transitions between states are represented as follows. For each state/label, each
outgoing transition designates an atomic statement that comprises a goto staternent in
which the label of the destination state is named. The goto statement is preceded by
variable assignments to set the attribute values of the destination state. The settings of
variables for each state are encoded in macros as follows.
#define INACTV dstep {
nLinks=O;nForms=O;nFrames=O;script=O; ;status=O;state=O;}
#define Ml d_step {
nLinks=58 ; nForms=1 ; nFrames=O; script=O; status=200; state=1
;}
• Transitions of a state make part of an if statement, where each transition can be
executed non-deterministically.
Inactive:
if
atomic { Ml; goto Labell}
fi;
Labeil:
if
:: atomic { Ml; goto Labell}
atomic { M5; goto Label5}
fi;
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• Rendezvous events are modeled as sent and received messages over rendezvous
channels. The message chaimel is of size zero and has three parameters that identify a
message: a message identifier, the process sending the message, and process receiving
the message.
chan comMsg = [O] cf {byte, mtype, mtype};
cornlvlsg!msg43 f Tprocl C2P Main, Tproc2trame2);
comNsq?msg43 (Tprocl C2P Main, Tproc2frame2);
Note that we use the atomic and d step constTucts to ensure the atomicity of
the transitions between states. Also, in order to designate stable and transient states as
described in Chapter 5, we define in each process a local variable, transient, which
tracks browser triggered events in the process.
For a full Promela representation of a model of a WA, we refer the reader to the
example presented in Appendix 2.
7.3 Spin based Analysis and Verification of Web Applications
We discuss in this section the workflow of ouf approach, and present the
implementation of the approach using Spin model checker.
7.3.1 Workflow of the Approach
The approach for analysis and verification of WAs presented in this thesis is
instantiated in the workflow presented in Figure 19. The implementation consists of a
prototype tool for the analysis and modeling of WAs based on observed browsing sessions,
aka execution traces.
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Client Server
Ur
The main components of the implementation are:
• A Monitor/lhterceptor. It intercepts HTTP requests and responses during the navigation
of the WAUT performed by the user.
• A Web Application Analysis Tool that consists of the following components:
- Graphical User Interface. It provides a set of attributes from which the ttser/tester
selects the desired ones. These attributes, defined pnor to the analysis process, are
used in formulating the properties to verify on the application.
- HTTP Reader. It reads HTTP requests and responses intercepted by the
Monitor/Interceptor during the navigation ofthe WAUT performed by the user.
- Web Analyzer and Modeler. It takes die intercepted traces as input, analyzes the
data in real time (online mode), and builds an interna! data structure of the automata
mode! of the browsing session.
- XML/Promela Generator. It translates the model inferred by the Web Ana!yzed and
Modeler to either Promela or XML-Promela.
• Spin Mode! Checker. It verifies the properties against the model and generates a counter
example if a property is not satisfied.
figure 19. Workflow of the Approach
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7.3.2 Web Application Analysis Tool
The WA analysis tool, whose screenshots are shown in figure 20, is implemented in
Java using the Eclipse environment, and has the following features:
• Property based attribtite selection: through the graphical user interface of the tool, a
number of predeflned web reiated attributes that characterize WAs are provided (see
f igure 20 (a) where the list is given). The user selected attributes are evaluated in each
visited page and are reflected in the automata model. for the time being, the range of
attributes allowed in the tool includes integers (such as number of occurrences of
certain strings in pages, or depth of frame nesting in windows) and Booleans (such as
Script exists or flot in web pages).
• Execution interception and monitoring: the tool intercepts requests and responses of a
WAUT using an open source proxy [87]. The monitoring module can operate in two
modes: online and offline mode. In online mode, the monitor reads the executions
directly from the proxy server and feeds them to the analysis module. In the offline
mode, the monitor registers an execution trace in a iog file.
• Analyzing execution traces and mode! generation: the tool parses and analyzes the
execution traces and evaluates the user defined attributes in each visited page. An
internai data structure of the automata model of the WAUT is buiit. The model can be
generated either in Promela language or XML-Promeia.
• Automata moUd visualization and statistical data: the tool has a model visualization
feature. The built model of a WAUT can be visuaiized in two different graphical modes
as weii as one textuai model. In the graphical mode, which is based on existing Java
graph libraries, both single automaton, and communicating automata models are
visualized, which can be manipulated by the user. for instance, the user can zoom
in/out, pick displayed states and drag them, visualize the content of each state, and
optionaiiy show/hide transition labels. Also, the tooi provides numerical data about the
mode!, namely the number ofprocesses (automata), total number ofstates, total number
of transitions, and the total number of the actual pages visited.
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(a) (b)
Figure 20. bol Screenshots: (a) Attribute Selection, (b) Automata Model Visualization
7.4 Case Studïes
We illustrate the applicability of our resuits using several examples. In these
examples, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our modeling approach by verifying intTicate
properties, such as reachability properties and distributed properties, which are generally
difficuk to verify. In the first case study, we present models for two WAs with multi
display, and verify properties which could be distributed among frames/windows and are
impossible to check without the use of a model checker. In the second case study, we aim at
verifying reachability properties. These properties, as explained in Chapters 3 and 4, cannot
be checked directly in Spin; instead, they have to be negated, and the violation of their
negations in the model ofthe WAUT, is a proofofthe validity of the original properties.
7.4.1 Multi-Display Distributeil Properties
We present two case studies of multi-display WAs to verify distributed properties,
where a distributed property is that of several entities. We argue that these properties
cannot be verified without the use ofmodel checker.
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7.4.1.1 Three Frames Example
This example is a web site designed and impiemented for testing purposes. It aims
at serving the checking of certain properties in multi-display WAs. The properties of
interest are ofthe following type (pattem):
- The co,nbination ofcertain objects/strings shouÏd not occur on any WA page shown
to the user.
In case of multi-display WAs, this type of properties is non-trivial to check since the
objects/strings in question could be distributed among the different frames/windows, and
for their combination to occur, the user has to navigate the WA following a specific path.
We believe ffiat such type of properties cannot be detected without the exhaustive
exploration of ail the possible paths of the WAUT , which is possible with the use of a
model checker.
The example is a web site with a single window ami three frames. The web site
contains a dozen of web pages. The instantiated property that we aim at verifying is as
follows:
- The coinbination of the words Montreal, underground, and fire, should not occur
throughout the web site.
While navigating the WA, clicking on ail the links, the displayed pages did not
show any violation to the stated property. We illustrate the navigation in Figure 21. The
links are ciicked sequentialiy in the leftmost frarne, while the resuking pages are displayed
in the main frame and the uppermost frame. The links clicked are as follows: History,
Recent activities, Future plans, Pictures, and Show our motto.
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Figure 21. Sequence of Pages Resulting from Navigation of WA
It is clear from the illustrated navigation that, while the three words, Montreal, fire,
and underground, do occur individually in various displays, their combination does not
occur in any display.
To generate the automata model of the above described WA, we start by inserting
the strings in question in the GUI attribute tab of the prototype tool, so that the occurrence
of these strings would be counted in every vis ited page. Next, we explore the site while the
tool intercepts the request/response pairs which were continuously analyzed to infer a
communicating automata model. Figure 22 shows screenshots of the attribute tab and the
communicating automata mode! produced by the tool. k shows four automata of the main
window, and the three frames. For simplicity, we do flot show the transition labels. Note
that whiie exploring ail the !inks ofthe web site in the sequential order, we were flot abie to
reach a display where ifie property is violated.
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Figure 22. Frames Exampie: ta) Attribute Selection, (b) Automata Mode! Visualization
The tool generates the Promela code of the mode!. When running Spin verifier, the
composition of the autornata yie!ds a global state graph with 277 states.
We specify the above stated property in LTL as follows:
[] ((rnontreaÏ && fire && underg) ((montreal && fire) ((montreaÏ && underg j
((underg && fire) montreal itnderg II fire))))
such that montreal, underg, andfire are atomic proposition defined as fo!!ows:
- montreal designates the proposition that the number of occurrences of the string
“Montreai” in ai! the three frames is equal to zero: (proc2 topFrarne:cntPageStr2 +
proc3Ïeftfrarne:cntFageStr2 + proc4 rnainFrame:cntPageStr2 ) = O
- underg designates the proposition that the number of occurrences of the string
“underground” in ai! the three frames is equa! to zero:
(proc2topframe:cntPageStrO + proc3Ïeflframe:cntFageStrO +
proc4_inainFrarne:cntPageStrû )= = O
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- fire designates the proposition that the number of occurrences of the string “fire” in
ail the three frames is equal to zero: (proc2topFrame:cntPageStrl +
proc3leftFrame:cntFageStrl + proc4 rnainfraine:cntFageStrl ) = O
When verified in Spin, the property is found to be violated. Spin produces a counter
example that indicates the path in the global state graph that violates the property. Figure 23
shows the Message Sequence Chart (MSC) ofthe counter example.
3
1!
Figure 23. Counter Example Message Sequence Chart of Property
The counter example produced by Spin indicates the sequence of links to be clicked
in order to reach a dispÏay of the WA where the combination of the three words occurs. As
explained earlier, this was flot possible by following the user’s actions. However, due to our
modeling technique of representing the frames as communicating automata, Spin was able
to compute ah the possible executions and paths that exist in the WA, and thus reporting
the violation of the property. Figure 24 illustrates the navigation of the WA manually
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reproduced from the counter example. The sequence of links clicked in this case is as
follows: Future plans, and Show our motto.
Figure 24. Counter Example Reproduced in the WA
7.4.1.2 Eclipse Consortium Web Application
This example consists of modeling a browsing session of the WA of the Eclipse
Consortium, www.eclipse.org, an open platform for tool integration built by a community
oftool providers. The corresponding web site shows framed pages and multiple windows.
We navigate the WA while intercepting the requestlresponse pairs using the proxy
server. The resulting browsing session contains 56 requests and 56 responses including
those of images, icons, and imbedded objects, which are discarded by the tool. The
intercepted pairs are continuously fed into the tool, which produces the model of the
application in Promela. The model consists of 9 processes reftecting the fact that the
application includes 7 frames and 2 windows in which 26 distinct web pages were visited.
The frames are within the main browser’s window and the second independent window lias
no frames within it. The processes in the Promela model could also be visualized as
automata by Spin. As an illustration, we show the automata corresponding to the
independent window in Figure 25, respectively. Note that the transition labels are flot
shown in the automaton for simplicity.
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finally, Spin verifier performs an exhaustive simulation of the model leading to a
global state graph of the behavior of the application. Figure 26 shows the resuits of the
simulation. 11e global state graph of our model consists of 847 states and 9652 transitions
(stored + matched).
Figure 25. Automaton Corresponding to the Window blankO
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if Verilication Output t1E!
(Spin Version 4.0.7-- 1 August 2003)
+ Partial Order Reduction
FuN statespace search for:
neyer daim - (not selected]
assertion violations (disabled by -A Flag]
cycle checks - (disabled by -DSAFETY)
invalid end states - (disabled by -E f lag)
S tate-vector 724 byte. depth reached 421. errors: 0
847 states. stored
8805 states, matched
9652 transitions (= stored+matched)
1 606 atomic steps
hash conl9icts: 2 (resolved)
tmax sie 21 9 states]
2.724 memory usage (Mbyte]
Save in: ob4ml.prorr Clear Close J
Figure 26. Output of Exhaustive Simulation in Spin
Properties
As an example, we verify three properties:
- Number oJ1ink in concurrent!)’ displayed pages should he halanced.
The first property requires that in the window main W, and thus the frames within h,
and the window bÏankO, the number of links in the displayed pages shouid be balanced, i.e.,
the difference between the number of iinks in the dispiayed pages in the two windows
shouid flot exceed a certain number which we fix to 15. This global property requires the
exploration of ail possible interleaving executions of the transitions of the automata of ail
the entities of the WAUT, namely, the main window main W and the frames displayed with
it, and the independent window bÏankO.
- Frames having saine naines are no! simultaneousÏy active.
The second property ensures the absence of a frame error where frames having the
same name should flot be displayed simuitaneously; otherwise, clicking iinks with targets
could resuit in erroneous display of pages.
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- Page Xis reachabÏeftom Home page without going through page Y.
The third property is a reachability property. When instantiated, the property
requires that given three web pages, program, confrrence, and home main, ffiere exists at
least a path where page program is reachable from page home_main without going through
page co;ference. Note that pages program and coiference are loaded in the independent
window hlankO and page home main is loaded in the frame main O.
Verification resutts
The first property should be checked only in stable states; otherwise, if it is checked
in ail the states of the model, the verification resuk would not be accurate. Therefore, we
use the scope operator In to designate the scope of stable states of the model. In this case,
we define the scope as the proposition stable which evaluates to the following expression:
(bannerO.transient = O && navO.transient = = O && mainO. transient O &&
navO:transient = = O && ba,mer5:transient = = O && home nav5.transient = = O &&
main5:transient = O && nav5: transieizt = O), such that the variables are event tracking
variable in each process. Then, the property is formulated in LTL as follows: [j(p q) In
stable,
where p and q are predicates such that p = nLinks2 - (nLinks I + nLinks bannerO +
nLinks_navO + nLinks_mainO) <= 15, and q = nLinks2 - (nLinksl + nLinks_banner5 +
nLinks home nav5 + nLinks nav5 + nLinks rnain5) < 15.
Each variable in these predicates is associated to a process and represents a page
atiribute that counts the number of links in the page. nLinks2 is associated to the process of
blankO, nLinksl to the process of main W, and the rest of the variables are associated to the
processes of the frames. This property is not satisfled in the model and the verification
resuit produces a counter example simulating a trace that violates the property.
The second property is formulated in LTL as follows: []p,
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wherep = duplicateFrames_main W = = O such that dztplicateFrames main W is a
Boolean variable that is set to tnie if two frames having same name are active
simultaneously. This property hoids in our model.
b verify the third property, we negate it, as explained in Chapter 4, and check if its
negation does flot hold in the model. The negation of the property becomes: on ail paths
from page home_main to page program, page coiiference is present. We use the web
property pattem FGR9 from our repository WeSPaS [40] to formulate this property as
follows: [] (home_main && ! program — (t! program) U ((coî?ference && ! program) II
[](!program))))
The negation of the property holds in the model. li other words, there is no path
from page home_main to page program where page confrrence is absent. Therefore, page
program is neyer reachable from home main without going through coiference .Thtts, the
original property does not hold in the model.
Actually, this property stems from the fact that during the browsing of the eclipse WA, the
page prograin was reached only after visiting the page conference. Therefore, we wanted to
check whether this scenario is true on ail possible navigation paths.
7.4.2 Reacliability Properties
Reachability properties have to be checked in some paths of a given model.
However, unlike branching temporal logics, LTL is a linear logic whose semantics do flot
include quantification over paths. Therefore, in LTL every formula is by default specified
universally on ail the paths of a given system model.
The following case smdy is a WA of a web site for world classical music WA called
Beethoven (www.beethoven.com). This WA is single window which contains static and
dynamic web pages generated by form submitting using search functions and shopping
pages. We navigate 39 pages of the WA. The model produced by the prototype tool
contains 26 states (since several pages could be mapped to the same state) and 183
transitions. Figure 27 shows the produced automata model.
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Figure 27. Automata Mode! of Beethoven WA
Properties
lie properties to verify are as follows:
The first property ensures that the word music is flot overly used throughout the WA
by limiting the number of occurrences to six.
- The înimber ofoccurrences ofihe string music in eveiy page is strictty less than 6.
The second property is an example of properties that ensure the reachability of a
certain page from another page without aiways going back to home page.
- page schedule is reachablefrom explore page without going through home page.
The third property is a more generalized case of the second mie. It ensures that a
certain page is reachable from any other page without aiways going back to home page.
- There is at Ïeast a page froin which page schedule is reachable wllhout going through
the home page.
The fourth property is similar to the second one, but the reachability is related to a
group of pages having string music occurrence less than three.
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- There exists at Ïeast one page with occurrence of string ,nztsic < 3 reachable from
Explore page without going through the Home Page.
Verijïcation Resutts
b verify those properties, we negate the ones that are of reachability type. The
resuits ofverification are as follows:
The first property is formulated in LTL: G (mim_music < 6), where num music is an
mteger attribute that counts the number of string mitsic in each page. This property is
violated in the model extracted where Spin produces a counter example leading to a page
which has the string count equals to 8.
In order to verify the second property, it should be negated as follows: On ail flic paths
from explore page b schedule page home page is present. We use the web pattem FGR9 of
otir repository WeSPaS [40]: ExistenceBetween (home, explore, schedute). The
conesponding LTL formula is:
[J (explore && !scheduÏe — ((!scheduÏe) U ((home && !scheduÏe) [1
(!scheduÏe)) )), such that explore, schedute, and home are atomic propositions which
designate the corresponding pages.
When verifying this formula, Spin returns the valid resuit. This implies that the original
property is mvalid and that page Schedule is flot reachable from Explore page without
going back to home page.
The third property should also be negated as follows: On ait the paths to schedule page,
tue home page is present. Similar to the second property, we use the web pattem FGR9:
ExistenceBetween (home, (!home && !scheduÏe), schedule). The LTL formula is:
([J ((!home) && f schedule — ((7 schedule) U ((home && !scheduie) [J
(!schedule)) ))), such that schedule, and home are atomic propositions which
designate the corresponding pages.
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The verification resuits of this property are similar to the ones of the second
property. Therefore, the page schedule is flot reachable from any other page without going
back to home page.
The fourth property is also negated as foliows: On ail the paths from Explore page
to pages where occurrence of string music < 3 the Home Page is present. Using the pattern
FGR9: ExistenceBetween (home, explore, (num_music < 3 && !explore)), The LTL
formula is:
[] (explore && !( (num music < 3) && !expÏore) —* ((! ((num music < 3) &&
!explore)) U (home II [] (!(minocc && !expÏore))) )), sucli that explore, and home
are atomic propositions which designate the corresponding pages, and num_music
the string cotint ofthe word music.
This property is found to be invalid in the model. Spin produces a counter example
showing a trace from explore page state to a state of num music = 2 without having home
page state present. This implies that the original property is valid in the model and that
there exists at ieast one path from explore page to page of music string counter less than
three without visiting home page.
7.5 Evaluation and Discussion
After presenting case smdies using the proposed implementation, we discuss in this
section the scalability of the web analysis tool. We also sum up verification ofproperties in
the case studies.
7.5.1 bol Performance
To evaluate the prototype tool, we conducted several experiments using several
WAs which include static and dynamic pages; eight of those applications are single
wmdow and five are multi-display applications.
Examples ofthe WAs that are analyzed are shown in Table 11.
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Name URL Number ofwindows/frames
CRIM research center www.crim.ca 1 window
Umversity ofMontreal www.umontreal.ca 1 window
IEEE Computer Sociely Digital Library ‘w.computer.org 2 window
Concordia University www.concordia.ca 4 windows
Edllpse Consortium www.ec1ipse.org 2 windows
— 7 frames
Berkeley University ofCalifomia www.berke1ey.edu 1 window
— 13 frames
Table 11. WAs Tested using the Prototype Tool.
The aim is to verify properties of WAUTs based on the user’s browsing
independently of any navigational aids, such as the back and forward buttons or the
browser’s history and bookmarks. The models of the first two WAUT are produced while
the crawler automatically navigates through the applications. The rest are produced whule
manually navigating through the applications. An open sottrce crawler [91] is used to
exhaustively navigate through static applications, and which are single window, and thus
the complete models of those applications are built by the prototype tool. Using the
developed prototype tool, property related attributes are specified, execution traces offfiose
WAUTs are then analyzed, and corresponding automata models are constructed. The tool
then exports those models into Promela. Table 12 shows for each WA, characteristics ofthe
corresponding model, and the average time to build the models. The number of global
states and transitions for the WAUT, which are multi-display, are obtained using Spin
verifier. Note that the tirne needed to produce the models depends on the following
parameters: the server response time, the size of the memory of the operating machine, the
size of web pages visited, and the number ofattributes evaluated in those pages.
URL Automata Model Time
www.crim.ca 1 automaton, 294 states, 3879 transitions 2 mm, 32 sec.
www.umontreal.ca I automaton, 267 states, 1657 transitions 4 min. 51 sec.
www.computer.org 2 automata, 36 global states, 213 transitions 1 min.
www.concordia.ca 4 automata, 2049 global states, 28204 transitions 1 min.
www.ec1ipse.org 9 automata, 847 global states, 9652 transitions 1 min. 20 sec.
www.berkeley.edu 14 automata. 19802 global states, 72801 transitions 2 min.
Table 12. Models Generated using the Prototype Tool.
The illustrated experiments show the efficiency and scalability of the prototype tool in
infering models of relatively large WAs.
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7.5.2 Property Verification
Various properties, verifled on the models of the considered WAUTs, include
reachabulity, frame related, security based, etc. These are taken from our Web Specifïcation
Pattern System and here we list few of them:
1. Non-functional:
1.1. Broken Ïinks ai-id deadÏocks are absent.
1.2. Number of llnks in each display (‘single or inulti) should not exceed a certain
threshold (‘depends on size ofapplication,).
1.3. Nwnber of images in each display (ingÏe or inulti,) shouÏd no! exceed o certain
threshold (depends on size ofapplication).
1.4. I’hnnber ofÏinks in each display (‘single or multi) is baÏanced.
1.5. Combinations ofcertain words/objects are absent.
2. functional:
2.1. Home page is reachablefrom eveiy other page.
2.2. Home page is reachabte from eveiy other page without going through a certain
page X.
2.3. Secure pages are no! reachable without authenticationprocess.
2.4. In e-commerce applications, promotions of certain products are only present either
on the Home page or on Shopping pages and, for each page, the number of
promotions does flot exceed two.
2.5. Privacypolicy page in e-commerce applications is reachablefrom evety page.
2.6. Secure pages are accessed a bonnded nuinber of times, and each time with
authentication.
The resuits of the verification of properties on the models of the WAUTs showed
that many of the tested properties have been violated. The following (Table 13) shows the
number of WAUTs which violated the properties described above. The resuits are
categorized according to the type ofthe application, be it single window and multi-display.
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Property
fli 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6
Single windowWA 2 2 1 2 0 0 3 0 1 1 0
Multi-di.splay WA 1 5 5 5 3 0 4 1 nIa nia nia
Table 13. Property Violations in the MoUds ofthe WAUTs.
In summary, the WAs of small sizes, which oflen have a simple structure, had a
limited number of property violations. Large WAs, which are usually developed using
automated tools, exhibited also a small number of violations. The medium-size applications
are the ones found to have the largest number of property violations, especially violations
of reachabiiity properties.
On the other hand, multi-display WAs especially with frames, irrespectively of their
size or types ofproperties, were found to have more property violations than single window
WAs, even with the simplest properties. Namely, most of the non-functional properties
such as, C’ombinations of certain words/objccts are absent, and Ntunber of Ïinks in each
dispÏay (ingie or ,nulti) is baÏanced, though straightforward to check in single window
WAs, were violated in most of the tested WAs with frames. This is due to the complex
nature of those applications and the concurrent behavior they exhibit.
Also, we do flot daim that ail types of verified properties are preserved also in the
actual WAs, as discussed in Chapter 4. Safety properties vioiated in the WAs models are
said to be also violated in the actual WAs. However, this cannot 5e claimed for ah lïveness
properties. Oniy violated liveness properties that has an infinite counter exampie can be
said to 5e preserved in the original WAs.
7.6 $ummary
In this chapter, we presented our implementation of the proposed approach using
Spin mode! checker. We explained how our web models are mapped into Promela. We also
presented the workflow of the approach as we!! as the main features and components of the
prototype tool which analyzes execution traces of a WAUT and infers a communicating
automata model. We demonstrated the applicability of our approach and implementation
using severa! case studies where we verified intricate properties. Finally, we discussed the
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scalability and performance of te prototype mol as well as some properties vœified on
modela ofWAs. Parts ofthis chapa are published in [39,41].
In te na chapter, we conclude te work of this tesis and discuss several
directions of flaire work.
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Chapter $
Conclusions and Future Work
In a recent survey published bv Qzteen ç universitv,
research work in the area of analpsis modets and
inethods in website verification and testing are
evaluated and con,pared. The sw-vey conciudes that
this filed of research is stiil in ils bfancy. Suc!, u
conclusion indicales that tue field of formai
approaches 10 anaivzing and verj5’ing WAs lias ,,,anv
prospects ta the contribution to tue analvsis and
verfication of WAs. In tÏ,is chapter we concitide the
work presented in this thesis ami discuss varions
venues for potentiaifiuture work.
2.1 Conclusions
The research work presented in this thesis includes three main contributions:
1. Methods for run-time verification ofWA.
2. Extension ofLinear Temporal Logic wiffi scopes.
3. Building a system of web property paftems.
In the first contribution, we proposed a framework to formally mode! WAs for the
purpose of nin-time verification using mode! checking. We followed the dynamic (black
box based) approach, where we executed the application under test (using navigation and
form ifihing), and observed the external behavior of the application by intercepting
execution traces with a proxy server. We offered procedures for converting the observed
behavior, which we cal! a browsing session, into a system of communicating automata. We
elaborated a procedure for extending a communicating automata mode! of WAs where
stability of states is encoded into auxiliary (event tracking) variables, which can also find
useftil applications outside of the WAs domain. Our approach was implemented using the
model checker Spin. We presented the developed prototype tool that monitors the execution
of a WAUT, analyzes the collected traces, and infers a communicating automata mode!
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which can be rnapped into Prornela, or XML-Promela. We applied our approach to various
case studies of WAs that contain static and dynamic pages, single window and multi
display, and illustrated the efflciency and scalability of the implementation.
In the second contribution, we addressed the problem of property specification in
LTL over a subset of the states of a given system by introducing specialized operators in
LIL using scopes. We believe that the new operators can be used in models that exhibit
both infinite and finite behaviors and are useful in various application domains. The scope
extended LTL was used to specify web properties in WAs that had multiple frames where
those properties had to 5e verified in only stable/transient states. The scope extended LTL
was also used in other properties where they had to be checked in only certain states of
interest. We also suggested an enrichment of the Specification Pattern System of Dwyer et
al. where we combined the SPS’s scopes with our arbitrary scopes of states, thus doubling
the number ofthe SPS’s scopes.
In the third contribution, we developed a Web Specification Pattern System to
alleviate the hurdie for web users and testers of formally specifying web properties. Based
on various quality attributes that are necessaiy for the quality assurance of WAs, we
surveyed a range of resources in industry and research that set numerous requirements to
meet those quality attributes. We collected 120 requirernents and built the WeSPaS, which
is a repository of web pattems, categorized into functional and non-functional patterns.
Each web pattern includes the description of a quality requirement, a unique ID reflectmg
its category, the involved page attributes, the corresponding LTL formula, and its source.
8.2 future Work
We present some ideas of how the theoretical and practical resuits of this thesis can
5e ftirther improved as well as new potential contributions.
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8.2.1 FormaI Model ami Implementafion
first, in the framework presented in this thesis, whenever the verified properties are
invalid in the models of WAUTs, Spin produces a counter example that can be visualized
either textually or in the form of MSC allowing the user to trace back to the state that has
violated the verified property. However, the user has to rnanually trace back to the actual
page of the WAUT where the propeny is violated which is a daunting task in case of large
WAUTs. Therefore, as a future work, a methodology could be investigated and
implemented to decipher the Spin verification resuits and map them back to the actual
WAUT. More precisely, the counter example trace produced by Spin verifier can be
reconstructed into a trace of hyperlinks or requests which can be played back using an
instrurnented version of an open source browser.
Second, the developed prototype tool is limited to a range of attributes offered to the
user to choose from. Also, the user has to manually specif’y LTL related properties to 5e
verified using Spin. In the future, further dynarnic means can be developed in the tool to
•accept any attribute the user needs to evaluate in visited pages, such as the use of XPath
expressions. This would allow the user to dynarnically choose the attributes of interest in
each page in the form of an XML-like expression that specifies the related HTML tags as
well as the related content. On the other hand, currently, to navigate pages with forms, the
user intervention is needed to manually populate the forms. As a future improvement of the
tool, a partial automation of populating forms cnn 5e added to die tool where forms with
option controls, and lists can 5e analyzed.
8.2.2 LTL Extensions with Scopes
Possible future work in the field of extending LTL with scopes woutd 5e extending
our ideas toward temporal scopes and studying properties of the resulting logics. However,
this necessitates performing more case studies to justify the extension toward temporal
scopes. Possibly, this work could contribute to the improvement and elucidation of existing
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specification patterns, e.g., in relation to mixed open/closed delimiters, mixed state/event
properties etc.
Aliowing temporal scopes introduces several issues that need to be deait with. First,
we intend to develop algorithms and tools for translation of formulas with In operator into
automata. Another option is to develop a tool that translates any given LTL property that
includes scope operators into standard LIL and applies optimization and simplification
mies on the resulting LTL formula. Whule transformation into automata could be more
practical and convenient for users of tools that support automata properties/observers, such
as Spin neyer daims or Object Geode Goal, there are tools, such as NuSMV, that support
LTL, but flot observers. Second, using temporal scopes, we intend to designate the states of
interest with a temporal formula. Ihis can save us from introducing designated predicates
and variables distinguishing states in scope from the others, e.g., transient and stable states
of the system.
8.2.3 System of Web Specification Patterns
Our deve!oped system of web specification pattems is flot yet impiemented. As a
future development, a tool support can be developed and integrated with our web analysis
prototype tool. This tool support would allow the user to easily browse through the
patterns, choose a particular pattem, and use its LTL formula for mode! checking. This
opens the door to another direction of making the WeSPaS a public repository where other
researchers and specialists can present their contributions.
8.2.4 Addressing Emerging Web Technologies
The web is rapid!y evolving and new technologies are ernerging. As a future work
of this thesis, we foresee the extension of our approach and frarnework to address web
services composition, and Ajax technology.
Web services technologies have recently emerged as a standard to integrate
disparate applications and systems promoting dynamic interoperability of highiy distributed
and heterogeneous web-hosted services. We propose as future work to extend our
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frarnework and prototype tool to fully automate the nm-time verification of business
properties of web service composition.
On the other hand, Ajax is a recent promising technology that has been employed by
a few enterprises such as Google. Ajax stands for Asynchronous Java + XML; it is
essentially a generic technology (model) to update elements of Web application scripts,
rather than the whole page, based on asyncbronous java script generated requests and server
responses. Our framework could be extended to address WAs that use Ajax based
technology.
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Appendix 1— XML Mode! of a WA with Frames
<?xml version=”l.O encoding=”UTF-8’?>
<IDOCTYPE model PUBLIC -//W3C//DTD ModelClieckerML 1.0//EN”
prome1a dtd”>
<!--Created Tue May 08 13:12:32 EDT 2007-->
<mode 1>
<directive name=’M9’ type=”MACRO”>dstep {
cntPageStro=0 ; cntPageStrl=0 ; cntPageStr2=0; status200 ; state=9;
}</directive>
<directive name=”M7” type=’MACRO”>dstep {
cntPaqeStr0=1; cntPageStrl=0 ; cntPaqeStr2=0 ; status=200 ; state=7;
}</direct ive>
<directive name=’Mll” type=’TMACRO”>dstep {
cntPageStro=0 ; cntPagestrl=0 ; cntPageStr2=0 ; status=2 00; state=11;
}</directive>
<directive name=TM10” type=MACROl>dstep
cntPageStro=0 ; cntPageStrl=1 ; cntPageStr2=0 ; status=200 ; state=10;
}</directive>
<directive name=M8’ type=’TMACRO”>dstep {
cntPageStr0=0 ; cntPageStrl=0 ; cntPageStr2=0 ; status=200; state=8;
}</directive>
<directive name=hMET type=’MACRO”>dstep
cntPageStr0=0 ; cntPageStrl=0 ; cntPageStr2=1 ; status200 ; state=5;
}.</directive>
<directive name=’M12” type=”MACRO”>dstep {
cntPageStr0=0 ; cntPageStrl=0 ; cntPageStr2=1; status=200; state=12;
}</direct ive>
<directive name=”M3” type=hMACROT>dstep {
cntPageStro=0 ; cntPageStrl=0 ; cntPageStr2=0 ; status=200; state=3;
}</directive>
<directive name=’Ml’ type=’TMACRO’>dstep
cntPageStro=0 ; cntPageStrl=0 ; cntPageStr2=0 ; status=200 ; state=1;
}</direct ive>
<directive name=’INACTV type=”MACRO”>dstep {
cntPageStr0=0;cntPageStrl=0;cntPageStr2=0;status=0;state=0; }</directive>
<directive name=Tmsg3T type=’MACRO”>l</directive>
<directive name=’Tmsg6’ type=”MACRO’>2</directive>
<directive name=Tmsg2T’ type=ITMACROII>3</directive>
<directive name=”msg4” type=”MACRO”>4</directive>
<directive name=”msgl” type=TMACRO1>5</directive>
<directive name=”msg7T type=TIMACROT>6</directive>
<directive name=msg8hI type=TMACROI1>7</directive>
<declaration typename=”MTYPE”>
<enumtype>
<enumelement name= ‘Tprocl C2P Main” />
<enumelement name= “ Tproc2 topFrame” />
<enumelement name=” Tproc3 mainFrame” />
<enumelement name= “Tproc4leftFrame”/>
</enumtype>
</declaration>
<declaration typename=”BYTE” vis=THIDDENht>
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<var name=Tactive2 topFrame” />
<var name= “act ive3 mainFrame” />
<var name= “ active4 leftFrame” />
</declaration>
<declaration typename= “CHANNEL”>
<var name=” comÎIsg”>
<messages number=OT synchronous=TJyesTT>
<field type=”BYTE”/>
<field type=”MTYPE”/>
<field type=”MTYPE”/>
</messages>
</var>
</declaration>
<declaration typename=”CHANNEL”>
<var name=” comldie”>
<messages number=” O” synchronous= “yes”>
<field type=”MTYPE”/>
</messages>
</var>
</declaration>
<proc instances=”l” name=”procl C2P Main” type=”PROCTYPE”>
<body>
<declaration typename=”BYTE”>
<var name=”cntPageStrO”/>
<var name=” cntPageStrl “ />
<var name=” cntPageStr2” />
<var name=Tstatus/>
<var name=hlstateT/>
</declaration>
<declaration typename=”BYTE”>
<var name=” trans ient” value=” 0 “/>
</declaration>
<labeledstatement label name=” Inactive”>
<if>
<option>
<atomic>
<1--Transition 1
http: //localhost/webexamplel/index html - ->
<expression type= “ASGN”>
<lef t>
<var name=” trans ient” />
</left>
<right>
<const>3 </const>
</right>
</expression>
<const>Ml</const>
<goto label name=”Labell”/>
</atomic>
</option>
</labeledstatement>
<labeledstatement label name=”Labell”>
<if>
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<option>
<atomic>
<i--Transition 5
http: //localhost/webexamplel/frameMain html - ->
<send mtype=”f±fosend”>
<channel>
<var name=”comr1sg’/>
</channel>
<send arguments>
<const>msg2</const>
<const >TproclC2PMain</const>
<const>Tproc3mainFrame< /const>
</send arguments>
</send>
<expression type= “ASGN”>
<left>
<var name=’ transient TI/>
</left>
<right>
<expression type=SU3ST”>
<left>
<var name= htransientTl/>
</left>
<riglit>
<const>l</const>
</right>
</expression>
</right>
</expression>
<const>M1</const>
<goto label name= TLabellTT />
</atomic>
</opt ion>
<option>
<atomic>
<i--Transition 7
http: //localhost/webexamplel/frameLeft html - ->
<send mtype=tlfifosendTT>
<channel>
<var name=’ comMsg ‘1>
</channel>
<send arguments>
<const>msg3</const>
<cons t >Tproc 1C2 P Main< /const>
<const >Tproc4 leftFrame< /const>
</ send arguments>
</send>
<expression type=ASGN>
<left>
<var name=’ trans ient” I>
</left>
<right>
<expression type=’ StJBST’>
<lett>
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<var name=” trans ient” />
</left>
<right>
<const>1</const>
</right>
</expression>
</right>
</expression>
<const>M1</const>
<goto label name=”Iabell”/>
</atomic>
</option>
<option>
<atomic>
<!--Transition 3
http: //localhost/webexamplel/frameTop.html-->
<send mtype=”fifosend’>
<cliannel>
<var name=’ comlvlsg’T />
</channel>
<send arguments>
<const>msgl</const>
<const >Tprocl C2PMain< /const>
<const >Tproc2 topFrame< /const>
</send arguments>
</send>
<expression type= T’ASGN>
<left>
<var name=” trans ient’ 7>
</left>
<right>
<expression type=”SUBST”>
<lett>
<var name= ‘transient />
</left>
<rigbt>
<cons t>1</const>
</right>
</expression>
</right>
c/expression>
<const>Mlc/const>
<goto label name=”Labell”/>
</atomic>
</option>
</labeledstatement>
</body>
</proc>
<proc instances=hhlhl name=proc2topFrame” type=TPROCTYPEIT>
<body>
<declarat ion typename= ‘BYTE’T>
<var
<var name=’ cntPageStrl T
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<var name=” cntPageStr2” />
<var name=”status”/>
<var name=”state”/>
</declarat ion>
<declaration typename= “BYTE”>
<var name= “ trans lent” value= “o”!>
</declaration>
<labeledstatement label name= “Inactive”>
<if>
<optIon>
<atomic>
<‘--IDLE- ->
<rece ive rtype= “normal”>
<channel>
<var name= “comldle”/>
</channel>
<receive arguments>
<const>Tproc2topFrame</const>
</rece ive arguments>
</receive>
<expression type=”ASGN”>
<left>
<var name= “act ive2 topFrame” />
</left>
cr±ght>
<const>O</const>
</right>
</expression>
<cons t >INACTV</const>
<goto label name= “Inactive”/>
</atomic>
</opt ion>
<option>
<atomic>
<i--Transition 3
http: //localhost/webexamplel/frameTop .html- ->
<rece ive rtype= “normal”>
<channel>
<var name=”comMsg”/>
</channel>
<receive arguments>
<const>msgl</const>
<const>TproclC2PMain</const>
<const >Tproc2 topFrame< /const>
rece ive arguments>
</receive>
<expression type=”ASGN”>
<left>
<var name= “active2 topFrame
“ />
</left>
<right>
<const>l</const>
</right>
</expression>
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<const>M3</const>
<goto label name=”Label3 fl/>
</atomic>
</opt ion>
</labeledstatement>
<labeledstatement label name=’TLabel3”>
<if>
<option>
<atomic>
<rece ive rtype= T normal>
<channel>
<var name=TTcomldleT/>
</channel>
creceive arguments>
<const >Tproc2topFrame</const>
</rece ive arguments>
</receive>
<expression type=TASGN>
<left>
<var name=’ act ive2 topFrameT />
</left>
<right>
<const>O</const>
</right>
</expression>
<const >INACTV< /const>
<goto label name=TTlnactiveTT/>
</atomic>
</option>
<option>
<atomic>
<!--Transition 12
http: //localhost/webexamplel/frameMotto.html-->
<receive rtype= TP normal T>
<channel>
<var name=comMsgTT/>
</channel>
<receive arguments>
<const>msg8</const>
<const>Tproc4leftFrame</const>
<cons t>Tproc2 topFrame< /const>
</rece ive arguments>
</receive>
<const>M12</const>
<goto label name=’TLabell2 IT/>
</atomic>
</opt ion>
</labeledstatement>
<labeledstatement label name= TTLabell2 TI>
<if>
<option>
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<atomic>
<rece ive rtype= normaP’>
<channel>
<var name=hlcomldleT/>
</channel>
<rece ive arguments>
<const >Tproc2 topFrame< /conSt>
</receive arguments>
</receive>
<expression type=TASGN”>
<left>
<var name=’ act ive2 toçFramet’ />
</lett>
<right>
<const>O</const>
</right>
</expression>
<cons t >INACTV< / cons t>
<goto label name= ‘Inactive “
</atomic>
</option>
<option>
<atomic>
<f--Transition 3
http://office.microsoft.com/assistance/slcache. aspx?Group1&lidlielp=O4O9&
liduser=OCOC&lidui=0409&Ver=1- ->
<const>M3.</const>
<goto label name=”Label3 “I>
</atomic>
</opt ion>
<opt ion>
<a tomi c>
<f--Transition 12
http: //localhost/webexamplel/frameMotto.html-->
<receive rtype= “normal >
<channel>
<var name=” comMsg” I>
</cliannel>
<receive arguments>
<const>msg8</const>
<const >Tproc4 leftFrame< /const>
<const >Tproc2topFrame</const>
</ rece ive_arguments>
c/receive>
<const>M12</const>
<goto label name=”Labell2 ht/>
</atomic>
</option>
<lit>
</labeledstatement>
</body>
</proc>
<proc instances=”l” name=”proc3 mainFrame” type=”PROCTYPE”>
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<body>
<declarat ion typename=” BYTE”>
<var name=”cntPageStrO”/>
<var name=” cntPageStrl” />
<var name=”cntPageStr2”/>
<var name=”statzus”/>
<var name=”state”/>
</declaration>
<declaration typename= “BYTE”>
<var name=” trans ient” value= “0/>
</declaration>
<labeledstatement label name=”Inactive”>
<if>
<option>
<atomic>
<receive rtype=”normal”>
<channel>
<var name=”comldle”/>
c/channel>
creceive arguments>
<const >Tproc3mainFrame</const>
</rece ive_arguments>
</receive>
<expression type=”ASGN’>
cleft>
<var name=”active3 mainFrame”/>
</left>
<right>
<const>O</const>
c/right>
</expression>
<cons t >INACTV</const>
<goto label name=”Inactive” I>
</atomic>
</option>
<option>
<atomic>
<i--Transition 5
http: //localhost/webexamplel/frameMain html-->
<receive rtype=”normal”>
<channel>
<var name=”comMsg”/>
</channel>
<receive arguments>
cconst>msg2c/const>
<const >TproclC2PMain</const>
<const >Tproc3mainFrame</const>
</receive arguments>
</receive>
<expression type=”ASGN”>
<left>
<var name=”active3mainFrame”/>
</left>
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<right>
<const>1</const>
</right>
</expression>
<const>M5</const>
<goto label name= “Label5” />
</atomic>
</opt ion>
</labeledstatement>
<labeledstatement label name= “LabelS”>
<if>
<option>
<atomic>
< --IDLE-->
<receive rtype= “normal”>
<channel>
<var name=”comldle”/>
</cliannel>
<receive arguments>
<const >Tproc3 mainFrame< /const>
</rece ive argument s>
</receive>
<expression type=”ASGN”>
cleft>
<var name= “ active3 mainFrame” I>
</left>
<right>
<const>0</const>
</right>
c/expression>
<const>INACTV</const>
<goto label name= “Inactive” />
</atomic>
</option>
<option>
<atomic>
<1--Transition 10
http://localliost/webexamplel/frameFuture.html-->
creceive rtype= “normal”>
<channel>
<var name=”comMsg”/>
</channel>
<receive arguments>
<const>msg6</const>
<const >Tproc4 leftFrame< /const>
<const >Tproc3 mainFrame< /const>
</rece ive arguments>
</receive>
cconst>Ml0</const>
<goto label name= “Label 10”!>
</atomic>
</opt ion>
<option>
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<atomic>
<!--Transition il
http: //localhost/webexamplel/framePicture html - ->
<receive rtype=”normal”>
<channel>
<var name= llcomNsghh/>
</channel>
<receive arguments>
<const>msg7</const>
<const>Tproc4leftFrame</const>
<const >Tproc3mainFrame</const>
</rece ive arguments>
</receive>
<const>Mll</const>
<goto label name=T!LabelllTT/>
</atomic>
</option>
<option>
<atomic>
<!--Transition 8
http: //localhost/weliexamplel/frameHistory.html-->
<receive rtype= ‘normal”>
<channel>
<var name=T coml4sg’ 7>
</cliannel>
<receive_arguments>
<const>msg4</const>
<const >Tproc4 lef tFrame</const>
<cons t >Tproc3 mainFrame< /const>
</receive arguments>
</receive>
<const>M8</const>
<goto label name=”Laliel8 11/>
</atomic,
</option>
</labeledstatement>
<labeledstatement label name= “Label8”>
<if>
<option>
<atomic>
<receive rtype= “normal”>
<channel>
<var name=”comldle”/>
</channel>
<receive arguments>
<const >Tproc3 mainFrame< /const>
</receive arguments>
</receive>
<expression type=”ASGN”>
<left>
<var name= “active3mainFrame”/>
</left>
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<right>
cconst>0</const>
</right>
</expression>
cconst>INACTV</const>
<goto label name=” Inactive”!>
</atomic>
</opt ion>
<option>
<atomic>
cf--Transition 8
http: //localhost/webexamplel/frameHistory.html- ->
<receive rtype= “normal “>
<channel>
<var name=” comNsg”/>
c/channel>
crece ive arguments>
cconst>msg4c/const>
<const >Tproc4 leftFramec /const>
cconst >Tproc3mainFrame</const>
c/rece ive arguments>
c/receive>
<const>M8</const>
<goto label name=”Label8 “/>
c/atomic>
</opt ion>
<option>
<atomic>
<f--Transition 11
http: //localhost/webexamplel/framePicture html-->
cconst>Ml1</const>
<goto label name= “Labelll” />
</atomic>
</option>
<option>
<atomic>
<f--Transition 10
http://localhost/webexamplel/frameFuture.html-->
<receive rtype= “normal”>
<channel>
<var name=” comMsg” />
</channel>
<rece ive_arguments>
cconst>msg6c/const>
cconst >Tproc4 leftFrame< /const>
cconst >Tproc3 mainFrame< /const>
</receive argument s>
</receive>
cconst>M10c/const>
<goto label name= “LabellO “/>
c/atomic>
</option>
<option>
<atomic>
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<!--Transition li
http: //localhost/webexamplel/framePicture .litml-->
<receive rtype=”normal”>
<channel>
<var name=”comMsg”/>
</channel>
<rece ive arguments>
<const>msg7</const>
<const >Tproc4 leftFrame< /const>
<const >Tproc 3ma inFrame < /const>
</rece ive arguments>
</receive>
<const>M11c/const>
<goto label name=hlLabelllT/>
</atomic>
</option>
</labeledstatement>
<labeledstatement label name=”LabellO”>
<‘f>
<option>
<atomic>
<rece ive rtype= “normal”>
<channel>
<var name=”comldle”/>
</channel>
<rece ive arguments>
<const >Tproc3 mainFrame< /const>
</rece ive arguments>
</receive>
<expression type=”ASGN”>
<left>
<var name=”active3mainFrame”/>
c/left>
<right>
<const>O.c/const>
</right>
</expression>
<cons t >INACTV</const>
<goto label name=”Inactive”/>
</atomic>
</option>
<option>
<atomic>
<!--Transition 11
http: //localhost/webexamplel/framepicture html-->
<rece ive rtype= “normal”>
<cliannel>
<var name=”comf.lsg”/>
</cliannel>
<receive arguments>
<const>msg7</const>
<const >Tproc4leftFrame</const>
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<const >Tproc3 mainFrame</const>
</rece ive argument s>
</receive>
<const>Ml1</const>
<goto label name=”Labelll”/>
</atomic>
</option>
<option>
<atomic>
c!--Transition 10
http: //localliost/webexamplel/frameFuture .html - ->
<rece ive rtype= “normal”>
<cliannel>
<var name=” comMsg” />
c/channel>
<rece ive arguments>
<const>msg6</const>
<cons t >Tproc4 leftFrame< /const>
<const >Tproc3 mainFrame< /const>
</receive argument s>
c/receive>
<const>M10</const>
<goto label name=”LabellO”/>
</atomic>
</option>
<option>
<atomic>
<!--Transition 8
littp: //localhost/webexamplel/frameHistory.html-
->
<receive rtype= “normal”>
<channel>
<var name= “ comr4sg” />
</cliannel>
<receive arguments>
<const>msg4</const>
<const >Tproc4leftFrame</const>
<const >Tproc3 mainFrame< /const>
</receive arguments>
</receive>
<const>M8</const>
<goto label name= “Label”!>
</atomic>
</option>
</labeledstatement>
<labeledstatement label name=”Labelll”>
<if>
<option>
<a tomi c>
creceive rtype= “normal”>
<cliannel>
<var name=”comldle”/>
</channel>
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<rece ive arguments>
cconst >Tproc3 mainFrame< /const>
</rece ive arguments>
</receive>
<expression type= HASGNT>
<lett>
<var name=htactive3mainFrameT/>
</left>
<r±ght>
<const>O</const>
</right>
</expression>
<const>INACTV</const>
<goto label name=’T Inactive”!>
</atomic>
</option>
<option>
<atomic>
<1--Transition 11
http: //localhost/webexamplel/framePicture .html-->
<receive rtype= “normal t>
<channel>
<var name=” cornMsg” I>
</channel>
<receive arguments>
<const>msg7</const>
cconst >Tproc4leftFrame</const>
<const >Tproc3mainFrame</const>
</rece ive_arguments>
</receive>
<const>M11</const>
<goto label name= “Labelil “I>
</atomic>
</option>
<option>
<atomic>
<i--Transition B
littp://localhost/webexamplel/frameHistory.html-->
<receive rtype= “normal”>
<channel>
cvar name=comMsgtT/>
</channel>
<rece ive_arguments>
<const>msg4</const>
<const>Tproc4leftFrame</const>
<const>Tproc3mainFrame</const>
</rece ive_arguments>
</receive>
<const>M8</const>
<goto label name=” Label 8”/>
</atomic>
</opt ion>
<option>
<atomic>
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<!--Transition 10
http://localhost/webexamplel/frameFuture .html-->
<rece ive rtype= “normal “>
<channel>
<var name=”comNsg”/>
</channel>
<receive arguments>
<const>msg6</const>
<const >Tproc4 leftFrame< /const>
cconst >Tproc3mainFrame</const>
</receive arguments>
</receive>
<const>M10</const>
<goto label name= “LabellO “/>
</atomic>
</option>
<lit>
</labeledstatement>
</body>
</proc>
<proc instances=”l” name=’Tproc4 let tFrame” type=”PROCTYPE”>
<body>
<declaration typename= “BYTE”>
<var name=” cntPageStro I>
<var name=TTcntPageStrllT/>
<var name=’ cntPageStr2” I>
<var name=”status”/>
<var name=”state”/>
</declaration>
<declaration typename=”BYTE”>
<var name=” transientTl value=” ‘T />
</declaration>
<labeledstatement label name=”Inactive”>
<if>
<option>
<atomic>
<receive rtype= “normal “>
<channel>
<var name=” comldle” />
</channel>
<receive_arguments>
<const >Tproc4 let tFrame< /const>
</receive arguments>
</receive>
<expression type= “ASGN”>
<left>
<var name=”active4leftFrame”/>
</left>
<riglit>
<const>0</const>
c/right>
</expression>
<cons t >INACTV< /const>
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<goto label name=T Inactive’/>
</atomic>
</opt ion>
<option>
<atomic>
<1--Transition 7
http: //localhost/webexamplel/frameLeft .html-->
<rece ive rtype= “normale>
<channel>
<var name comNsg”/>
</channel>
<receive arguments>
<const>msg3</const>
<const >Tprocl C2 P Main< /const>
<const >Tproc4 leftFrame</const>
/rece ive arguments>
</receive>
<expression type= “ASGN”>
<left>
<var name=’ active4 leftFrame” />
</left>
<right>
<const>l</const>
</right>
</expression>
<const>M7</const>
<goto label name=” Label 7”/>
</atomic>
</option>
c/labeledstatement>
<labeledstatement label name=”Label7”>
<if>
<opt ion>
<atomic>
<Y --IDLE-->
<rece ive rtype= lnormalTT>
<channel>
<var name=hlcomldleT/>
</channel>
<receive arguments>
<const >Tproc4leftFrame</const>
</rece ive_arguments>
</receive>
<expression type=’ASGN’>
<left>
<var name=”active4leftFrame”/>
</left>
<right>
<const>O</const>
</ r ight>
</expression>
<const >INACTV</const>
<goto label name=TlnactiveT/>
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</atomic>
<!option>
<option>
<atomic>
<t--Transition 11
http: //localhost/weliexamplel/framePicture html-->
<send mtype=’Tfifosend11>
<channel>
<var name=T1comMsgTT/>
</cliannel>
<s end argument s>
<const>msg7</const>
<const >Tproc4 leftFrame< /const>
<const>Tproc3mainFrame</const>
</ send arguments>
</send>
<const>M7</const>
<goto label name= ‘Label 77>
</atomic>
</option>
<option>
<atomic>
<!--Transition 10
http: //localhost/webexamplel/trameFutureJitml-->
<send mtype=”fifosend”>
<channel>
<var name=” comMsg” />
</channel>
<s end argument s>
<const>msg6</const>
cconst >Tproc4 leftFrame< /const>
<const>Tproc3mainFrame</const>
</ send arguments>
</send>
<const>M7</const>
<goto label name=”Label7”/>
</atomic>
</opt ion>
<option>
<atomic>
<t--Transition 8
http: //localhost/webexamplel/frameHistory.html-->
<send mtype=”fitosend’>
<channel>
<var name=”comNsg”/>
</channel>
<send arguments>
<const>msg4</const>
<const >Tproc4leftFrame</const>
<const >Tproc3mainFrame</const>
</ send arguments>
</ send>
<const>M7</const>
<goto label name=”Label7” />
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</atomic>
</option>
<option>
<atomic>
<!--Transition 9
http: //localhost/webexamplel/frameLeft2 html - ->
<const>M9</const>
<goto label name= “Label9”/>
</atomic>
</option>
<option>
<atomic>
<t--Transition 12
http: //localhost/webexamplel/frameMotto html-->
<send mtype=”fifosend”>
<channel>
<var name=hcomMsgTT/>
</channel>
<send arguments>
<const>msg8</const>
<const >Tproc4leftFrame</const>
<const >Tproc2 topFrame< / const>
</send arguments>
</send>
<const>M7</const>
<goto label name= ‘TLabel7” />
</atomic>
</option>
</labeledstatement>
<labeledstatement label name=”Label9”>
<if>
<option>
<atomic>
<!--IDLE-->
<receive rtype= normal”>
<channel>
<var name=”comldle”/>
</channel>
<rece ive_arguments>
<const >Tproc4leftFrame</const>
</rece ive argument s>
</receive>
<express ion type= “ASGN”>
<left>
<var name= “active4leftFrame”/>
</left>
<right>
<const>O</const>
</right>
</expression>
<const >INACTV</const>
<goto label name=”Inactive”/>
</atomic>
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</option>
<option>
<atomic>
<H-Transition 11
http: //localhost/webexamplel/framePicture.html-->
<send mtype=”fifosend”>
<channel>
<var name= “cornMsg” />
</channel>
<send arguments>
<const>msg7</const>
<const >Tproc4 leftFrame< /const>
<const>Tproc3mainFrame</const>
</send arguments>
</send>
<const>M9</const>
<goto label name=TLabel9 “I>
</atomic>
</opt ion>
<option>
<atomic>
<H-Transition 8
http: //localhost/webexamplel/frameHistory html - ->
<send mtype=fifosend”>
<channel>
<var name=”comMsg”/>
</channel>
<send arguments>
<const>msg4</const>
<const >Tproc4 leftFrame< /const>
<const >Tproc3 mainFrame< /const>
</ send argument s>
</send>
<const>M9</const>
<goto label name= “Label9” />
</atomic>
</option>
<option>
<a tomi C>
<!--Transition 9 2
http: //localhost/webexamplel/frameleft2 .html-->
<const>M9</const>
<goto label name=”Label9 T!>
</atomic>
</option>
<option>
<atomic>
<1--Transition 10
littp: //localhost/webexamplel/frameFuture .html-->
<send mtype=TTtifosendlT>
<channel>
<var name=T’ comMsg”!>
</channel>
<send arguments>
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cconst>msg6</const>
<const >Tproc4 leftFrame< /const>
<const >Tproc3 mainFrame< /const>
</ send arguments>
</send>
<const>M9</const>
<goto label name= “Label 9”!>
</atomic>
</opt ion>
<option>
<atomic>
<!--Transition 12
http: //localliost/webexamplel/frameMotto.html-->
<send mtype=”fifosend”>
<channel>
<var name=”comNsg />
</channel>
<send arguments>
<const>msg8</const>
cconst >Tproc4leftFrame</const>
<const >Tproc2topFrame</const>
<7 send arguments>
</send>
<const>M9</const>
<goto label name=”Label9”/>
c/atomic>
</opt±on>
</labeledstatement>
</body>
</proc>
</model>
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Appendix 2— Promela Mode! ofWA with Frames
/* Created Tue May 08 13:12:09 EDT 2007*!
#define INACTV dstep {
cntPageStr0=0;cntPageStrl=0;cntPageStr2=0;status=0;state=0; }
#define Ml d_step {
cntPageStr0=0;cntPageStrl=0;cntPageStr2=0;status=200;state=1; }
#define M3 dstep {
cntPageStr0=0;cntPageStrl=0;cntPageStr2=0;status=200;state=3; }
#define M12 dstep {
cntPageStrû=0;cntPageStrl=0;cntPageStr2=1;status=200;state=12;
#define M5 dstep {
cntPageStr0=0;cntPageStrl=0;cntPageStr2=1;status=200;state=5; }
#define MB dstep {
cntPageStr0=0;cntPageStrl=0;cntPageStr2=0;status=200;state=8;
#define M10 dstep {
cnt?aqeStr0=0;cntPageStrl=1;cntPageStr2=0;status=200;state=10;
#define Mil dstep {
cntPageStr0=0;cntPageStrl=0;cntPageStr2=0;status=200;state=11; }
#define M7 dstep {
cntPageStr0=i;cntPageStrl=0;cntPageStr2=0;status=200;state=7; }
#define M9 dstep
cntPageStr0=0;cntPageStr1=0;cntPageStr2=0;status=200;state=9 }
#def±ne msg3 1
#define msg6 2
#define msg2 3
define msg4 4
#define msgl 5
#define msg7 6
#define msg8 7
mtype = {Tprocl C2P Main, Tproc2topFrame, Tproc3 mainFrame,
Tproc4leftFrame};
hidden byte active2topFrame, active3 mainFrame, active4leftFrame;
chan comr4sg = [0] of {byte, mtype, mtype};
chan comldle = [0] 0f {mtype};
active proctype proclc2PMainf)
byte cntPageStr0, cntPageStrl, cntPagestr2, status;
byte state;
byte transient = 0;
Inactive:
if
1*1 : http://localhost/webexamplel!index.htmi*/
atomic { transient=3; Ml; goto Labell}
fi;
Labeil:
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if
/*5 http://localhQst/webexamplel/frameMajn.html*/
atomic { comMsg!msg2 (Tprocl C2PMain,Tproc3 mainFrame);
transient=transient-1; Ml; goto Labell}
/*7 http://localhost/webexamplel/frameLeft.html*/
2: atomic { coml4sg!msg3 (Tprocl C2PMain,Tproc4 let tFrame);
transient=transient-1; Ml; goto Labell}
/*3 : http://localhost/webexamplel/frameTop.html*/
:: atomic { comMsg!msgl (TproclC2PMain,Tproc2topFrame);
transient=transient-1; Ml; goto Labeli)
fi;
}
active proctype proc2toçFramet)
byte cntPagestrO, cntPageStrl, cntPageStr2, status;
byte state;
byte transient = O;
Inactive:
if
/*IDLE*/
:;atomic { comldle?Tproc2topFrame; active2topFrame=O; INACTV;
goto Inactive}
7*3 : http: //localliost/webexamplel/frameTop html*/
:: atomic { comIsg?msg1 (TproclC2PMain,Tproc2topFrame);
active2topFrame=l; M3; goto Label3}
fi;
Label3:
if
/*IDLE*/
:atomic comldle?Tproc2topFrame; active2topFrame=O; INACTV;
goto Inactive}
7*12 : http: //localhost/webexamplel/frameMotto.html*/
atomic { comMsg?msg8(Tproc4leftFrame,Tproc2topFrame); M12;
goto Labell2}
fi;
Labell2:
if
/*IDLE*/
::atomic { comldle?Tproc2topFrame; active2topFrame=O; INACTV;
goto Inactive}
7*3
http: //office .microsoft com/assistance/slcache aspx?Group=1&lidhelp=040
9&liduser=OCOC&lidui=0409&Ver=1*/
atomic { M3; goto Label3}
7*12 http://localhost/webexamplel/frameMotto.html*/
:: atomic { comsg?msg8(Tproc41eftFrame,Tproc2topFrame); M12;
goto Labell2}
fi;
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}active proctype proc3mainFramef)
byte cntPageStr0, cntPageStrl, cntPageStr2, status;
byte state;
byte transient = 0;
Inactive:
if
/*IDLE*/
::atomic { comldle?Tproc3 mainFrame; active3mainFrame=0; INACTV;
goto Inactive}
/*5 : http://localhost/webexamplel/frameMain.html*/
t: atomic f comMsg?msg2 (TproclC2PMain,Tproc3 mainFrame);
active3mainFrame=1; M5; goto Label5}
fi;
Label5:
if
/*IDLE*/
:atomic { comldle?Tproc3 mainFrame; active3mainFrame=0; INACTV;
goto Inactive)
/*10 : littp://localhost/webexamplel/frameFuture,html*/
2: atomic { comMsg?msg6 f Tproc4 leftFrame,Tproc3 mainFrame) ; M10;
goto LabellO}
/*11 : http: //localhost/webexamplel/framepicture .litml*/
t: atomic { comMsg?msg7 f Tproc4 leftFrame,Tproc3 mainFrame) ; Mil;
goto Labeill}
/*8 t http://1oca1host/webexamp1e1/frameHistorylitm1*/
:: atomic { comMsg?msg4fTproc4 leftFrame,Tproc3 mainFrame); M8;
goto Label8}
fi;
Label8:
if
/*IDLE*/
::atomic { comldle?Tproc3 mainFrame; active3mainFrame=0; INACTV;
goto Inactive]
1*8 : http://iocalliost/webexamplel/frameHistory.html*/
:: atomic { comMsg?msg4fTproc4 leftFrame,Tproc3 mainFrame); M8;
goto Label8}
/*11 : littp://localhost/webexamplel/framePicture.litml*/
:: atomic { Mli; goto Labelli]
/*10 : http: //localhost/webexamplel/frameFuture.html*/
:: atomic f comMsg?msg6fTproc4 leftFrame,Tproc3 mainFrame); M10;
goto LabellO}
/*11 : http://localhost/webexamplei/framePicture.html*/
:: atomic f comMsg?msg7 (Tproc4 leftFrame,Tproc3 mainFrame) ; Mil;
goto Labelll}
fi;
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LabellO:
if
/*IDLE*/
:atomic { comldle?Tproc3 mainFrame; active3mainFrame=0; INACTV;
goto Inactive}
/*11 : http://localhost/webexamplel/framepicture.html*/
atomic { comMsg?msg7fTproc4 leftFrame,Tproc3 mainFrame); Mil;
goto Labelll}
/*10 : http://iocalhost/webexamplel/frameFuture.html*/
:: atomic { comMsg?msg6(Tproc4 leftFrame,Tproc3 mainFrame); M10;
goto LabeilO}
1*8 : http://iocalhost/webexampiel/frameHistory.html*/
atomic ( comNsg?msg4(Tproc4 leftFrame,Tproc3 mainFrame); M8;
goto Label8}
fi;
Labelil:
if
:atomic { comldie?Tproc3 mainFrame; active3mainFrame=0; INACTV;
goto Inactive}
/*11 : http://localhost/webexamplei/framePicture.html*/
atomic { comr4sg?msg7 (Tproc4 leftFrame,Tproc3 mainFrame) ; Mli;
goto Labelll}
/*8 : http://locaihost/webexamplei/frameHistory.htmi*/
t: atomic { comMsg?msg4(Tproc4 ieftFrame,Tproc3 mainFrame); M8;
goto Labei8}
/*10 : http://localhost/webexamplei/frameFuture.html*/
atomic { comMsg?msg6(Tproc4 leftFrame,Tproc3 mainFrame); Mi0;
goto LabeiiO}
fi;
active proctype proc4leftFramef)
byte cntPageStro , cntPageStrl, cntPageStr2, status;
byte state;
byte transient = 0;
Inactive:
if
:atomic { comldle?Tproc4ieftFrame; active4leftFrame=0; INACTV;
goto Inactive}
t http://iocaihost/webexampiei/frameLeft.htmi*/
atomic { comr4sg?msg3 fTprociC2PMain,Tproc4leftFrame);
active4leftFrame=1; M7; gOto Label7}
fi;
Label7:
if
/*IDLE*/
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:atomic { comldle?Tproc4leftFrame; active4leftFrame=0; INACTV;
goto Inactive}
/*11 2 http://localhost/webexamplel/framePicture.html*/
atomic comNsg!msg7 (Tproc4leftFrame,Tproc3mainFrame); M7;
goto Label7}
/*10 : http://localhost/weliexamplel/frameFuture.html*/
: atomic { comMsg!msg6 (Tproc4 leftFrame,Tproc3 mainFrame); M7;
goto Label7}
/*8 2 littp://localhost/webexamplel/frameHistory.html*/
2: atomic { comMsg!msg4(Tproct leftFrame,Tproc3 mainFrame); M7;
goto Label7}
/*9 : http://localliost/webexamplel/frameLeft2.html*/
2: atomic { M9; goto Laliel9}
/*12 http://localhost/webexamplel/frameMotto.litml*/
atomic { comMsg!msg8 (Tproc4 leftFrame,Tproc2 topFrame) M7;
goto Label7}
fi;
Label9:
if
/*IDLE*/
:atomic { comldle?Tproc4leftFrame; active4leftFrame=0; INACTV;
goto Inactive}
/*11 : http://localhost/webexamplel/framePicture.html*/
atomic { comMsg!msg7(Tproc4 leftFrame,Tproc3 mainFrame); M9;
goto Label9}
1*8 2 http://localhost/webexamplel/frameHistory.html*/
:: atomic { comMsg!msg4 (Tproc4 leftFrame,Tproc3 mainFrame) ; M9;
goto Label9}
/*9 : http://localhost/webexamplel/frameLeft2 .html*/
2: atomic { M9; goto Label9}
/*10 2 http://localhost/weliexamplel/frameFuture .html*/
:: atomic { comIsg!msg6fTproc4 leftFrame,Tproc3 mainFrame); M9;
goto Label9}
/*12 1 littp://localliost/webexamplel/frameMotto.html*/
atomic { comMsg!msg8 (Tproc4 leftFrame,Tproc2 topFrame); M9;
goto Label9}
fi;
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